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News In Brief
Tickets needed for admission
to department Christmas party
Because of the overwhelming popularity of the event, children who
will be participating in the 1988 Murray Fire Department Christmas
Party for Underprivileged Children must be registered at the Fire
Marshal's office to receive a ticket for the party, MFD Chief James
Hombuckle has announced.
To be eligible for the party, the following guidelines must be met:
"Must be a citizen of Murray or Calloway County;
'Children participating in the party must not be older than 11
years;
,One ticket per family;
"Proof of eligibility for public assistance is to be provvided.
The Christmas Party will be held Dec. 22 at the First Baptist
Church Annex — parents may pick up tickets at the Fire Marshal's
Office on the second floor of City Hall at 207 S. 5th Street.

Kohlberg Kravis wins RJR Nabisco
with blockbuster $24.53 billion bid —
NEW YORK(AP 1 — A top buyout firm won the tumultuous war for
RJR Nabisco with the biggest takeover on record, a $24.53 billion offer that derailed a rival bid by Nabisco executives who triggered the
bidding frenzy.
RJR Nabisco Inc. directors approved the $109-a-share offer by
Kohlberg Kravis Roberts & Co. Inc. late Wednesday, capping a day of
frantic, confusing maneuvering in the auction of the cigarette-andfood giant.
A member of the competing investment group led by RJR chief executive officer F. Ross Johnson said their last-minute offer — $25.42
billion or $112 per share — had been higher, but suggested the group
had been cheated by an unfair bidding process.
The value of Kohlberg's offer for America's 19th largest industrial
company was nearly double the old takeover record, $13.4 billion for
Gulf Corp. in 1984
Although the Johnson group's offer appeared to be higher, RJR
said its board of directors concluded Kohlberg's offer was substantially equal. Kohlberg's offer per share broke down to $81 in cash. $18
in stock and additional securities worth $10. RJR said.
"The Board of Directors of RJR Nabisco, by unanimous vote of all
directors present, adopted the KKR offer as being in the best interest
of the company and its shareholders," the company said. RJR did not
say exactly why Kohlberg's offer prevailed.
The breakdown of the Johnson group's bid was not disclosed, but
Shearson Lehman Hutton, the Wall Street firm that was one of its key
financial partners, said,"From what we know, our bid was the best."
"We are mystified about the process and the standards that the
board used to reach its decision," it said in a statement. 'We are going to continue to keep our options open. We believe the RJR
shareholders will have a lot of questions as well."
Kohlberg, the undisputed leader in buying companies with borrowed money in deals known as leveraged buyouts, said it was happy
with the outcome
(Cont'd on page 2)
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WARSAW, Poland — Solidarity supporters cheer after an unprecedented televised debate between Lech Walesa and Alfred
Miodowicz, head of the official trade union alliance, saying Walesa
took the contest easily. In the debate, an animated Walesa challenged
authorities to legalize the banned union and said the official unions
should join Solidarity in "creating freedom."
WASHINGTON — The National Economic Commission's recommendations may come to naught, but it has become the best sounding
board around for people fed up with the seven-year deadlock over the
federal budget deficit.
UNITED NATIONS — The General Assembly votes 151-2 to denounce the United States for refusing to let PLO Chairman Yasser
Arafat address the world body and gives Washington until tonight to
approve a U.S. visa.
CAPE CANAVERAL. Fla. — The launch of space shuttle Atlantis
and five military astronauts on a secret spy satellite mission was
postponed today for 24 hours by bad weather.
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Directors: lottery legislation should be loose
money selling lottery tickets, but
most said they will probably go
along grudgingly o ce Kentucky
starts its game.
The testimony camp Wednesday
as Members of the House and
Senate continued their task of
crafting a bill to create a Kentucky lottery.
Directors of lotteries in

FRANKFORT, Ky. AP ) —
Legislation creating a lottery
should be as loose as possible
because the ticket-buying public
will ultimately judge the game's
performance, two leading lottery
directors told the General
Assembly.
Leading retailers also told
legislators that they make little

The hum stops
as Soviets halt
jamming U.S.
radio signals
WASHINGTON (AP 1 — After 38
years of continuous Soviet jamming of Radio Free Europe and
Radio Liberty, millions of people
in Eastern Europe and the Soviet
Union are now getting "loud and
clear" news programming from
the West about their own cultures.
Word that the more than 2,000
jamming transmitters in Russia,
other Soviet states and
Afghanistan had shut down spread
through Europe on Wednesday as
shortwave radio operators
discovered the annoying, raspy
hum of Soviet interference was no
longer heard over U.S., West German, Israeli or other broadcasts.
"The hum is gone," announced
Malcolm S. Forbes Jr., chairman
of the Board for Overseas Broadcasting, which directs the $200
million-a-year U.S. broadcasting
effort based in Europe. "We think
this is a very significant move by
the Soviet Union," Forbes said at
(Cont'd on page 3)

(Cont'd on page 3)
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Bush wrapping up series of meetings with leaders
WASHINGTON
AP
—
President-elect George Bush is
wrapping up a series of good-faith
gestures toward Congress by
meeting with the Senate's new
majority leader, George Mitchell
of Mame.
The invitation to Mitchell, a
liberal Democrat elected to the

Senate's top post just two days
ago, caps a series of one-on-ope
meetings between Bush and
leading lawmakers from both
sides of the aisle over the past two
weekkeiver John Barker of Warsaw River View was named
lineman of the year and Franklin
quarterback Lance Harp and

Memorabilia night

Toledo Macomber defensive back
Myron Bell shared back of the
year honors on the 1988 Associated
Press Division II All-Ohio high
school football team.
Westlake's Vern Long was named the division's coach of the year.
All of the selections were based on
the recommendations of a state

panel of sports writers and broadcathe new Democratic leader
"The campaign is over and we ve
got serious problems. important
issues facing the country."
Bush also met on Wednesday
with Jesse Jackson. holding a
ont'd on page 31

VP-elect Quayle reports he
may preside more in Senate
WASHINGTON IATh — Vice besieged with questions and jokes
President.elect Dan Quayle may about his qua,lifications was painspend more time than his ful but educational, he said.
predecessors presiding over the
"I know myself better now. I'm
Senate, a move that could spell a stronger person," he said.
conflict between the Democratic.
Quayle said his focus now is on
controlled chamber and the the task ahead — picking his vice
administration.
presidential staff during the tranIn an interview, Quayle on sition period and working with
Wednesday also made his President-elect George Bush.
strongest public rejection of the
Since the election, consernotion that he will act as the link vatives
have beaten a path to
between the administration and Quayle's
transition office seeking
the Republican Party's far right
his ear. Quayle himself is an arHe also said his verbal gaffes dent conservati
ve who has largely
during the campaign gave him supported
Reagan administration
some hard lessons about his own
tendency to talk too much. Being (('ont'd on page 3)
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Runyon: TVA meeting
three goals set earlier

Exteaed Forecast
The extended forecast calls
for cloudy skies Saturday
through Monday with highs in
the 50s Saturday dropping to
the 40s Sunday and Monday.

356.1
356 1

ter than I'm doing now." said
James Hosker. executive director
of the Massachusetts lottery.
Hosker and Carr told the House
State Government Committee
there is intense interest in the lottery among the general public and
that in itself serves as an effc t"-•

Cast members of Mozart's "The Impresario" will take their places on the stages of the Robert
F..
Theatre at Murray State University Dec. 1 and 2 for rescheduled performances of "An Evening Johnson
of Opera,"
sponsored by the Departments of Music and Speech Communication and Theatre. "The
Old ‘laid and. the
Thief" by Gian Carlo Menotti will also be featured. The curtain will go up at 8 p.m. each evening.
The program'
is being offered because of performances that were cancelled No%. 18 and 19. Tickets for the
cancelled shows
may be exchanged by calling (502) 762-6797 or 762-4421. New reservations may also be secured
by calling
either number.

Tonight: clear and cold. Low
In the mid-20s. Light wind. Friday: mostly sunny and
warmer. HAh in the upper 408.

Kentucky
Barkley

Massachusetts and Michigan lauded the legislation proposed by
Gov. Wallace Wilkinson's Kentucky Lottery Commission.
''You really have an opportunity
here .., to set a standard in the lottery industry," said Michael Carr,
commissioner of the Michigan
lottery.
"If I had that law, I could do bet-

Operas rescheduled

FORECAST

LAKE LEVELS

35 CENTS

eterans Hugh Barksdale and Dr. Robert McGaughey ill reminisce
about their exaer,iences in Vietnam in preparation for Memorbilia Night
scheduled at 7:311 p.m. Friday in the Clara M. Eagle Gallery at Murray
State University. The event is being sponsored by the Western Kentucky
chapter of the Vietnam Veterans of merica in conjunction with the
Nam & the RO's exhibit which is on display through Dec. 18.

KNOXVILLE, Tenn. 1AP 1 —
The Tennessee Valley Authority
has weathered some turbulence
toward meeting three main goals
set earlier this year, the federal
utility's chairman says.
TVA partially met one goal
when it froze electric rates this
year, and it plans to do the same
the next two years, Chairman
Marvin Runyon said Tuesday
And it was able to cut expenses
in its nonpower programs such as
economic development and fertilizer research — another goal,

Runyon said. A 30 percent cut
overall was hoped for, and TVA
nearly met that, he said.,
The third goal, to restructure
TVA's management and make the
agency leaner overall, also has
been met although there were
snags, the chairman reported.
Runyon, who became TVA
chairman in January, spoke to
employees agencywide Tuesday
from Muscle Shoals, Ala., about
the agency's future and its opera(Cont'd on page 3)
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Kohlberg Kravis wins RJR...

Murray's Ed Overbey appointed head of
Public Service Commission by Wilkinson
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — Ed
Overbey Jr., a Murray lawyer,
has been appointed chairman of
the Kentucky Public Service Commission by Gov. Wallace
Wilkinson.
Overbey, who said he got the
call from the governor around
noon Wednesday, replaces
Richard Heman, a veteran commission staff employee and administrator who had been chair-

man since July 19m. Overbey s
term will expire July 1, 1992.
Overbey said he was pleased to
have been chosen by the governor
to chair something as important
as the commission that regulates
of utilities in Kentucky.
"I'm very flattered that the
governor has instilled this much
confidence in me," Overbey said.
"I know it's going to take a lot of
hard work and it's a really important position. And I'm willing to do

the job."
Overbey has practiced law since
1967. He is a graduate of Murray
State University and attended the
University of Kentucky law school
and Chase School of Law: a news
release from Wilkinson's office
said.
As chairman, Overbey will join
Bob Davis and Squire N. Williams,
two appointees of former Gov.
Martha Layne Vpollins, in making
up the panel.

Ed Overbey

(Cont'd from page 1)
"We are also pleased that this process has come to
an end so that
the employees of RJR, its consumers and suppliers
and the communities it serves, can be assured that business will
now return to
normal and stability will be restored," Kohlberg's
two principals,
Henry R. Kravis and George Roberts, said in a
statement.
However, the deal raised the prospect that some
of America's biggest consumer product companiesbusinesses in one
might be sold to
help Kohlberg pay for its prize.
Kohlberg gave no indication which of RJR's worldwide
operations
might be discarded. There was speculation that
candidates could include some or all of RJR's food businesses.
RJR's tobacco business
roots still account for about 40 percent of its sales.
Atlanta-based RJR is one of the largest consumer
products companies, with more than 120,000 employees
worldwide. Its brands include such well-known products as Camel
cigarettes, Shredded
Wheat and Life Savers.

FRL, SAT ONLY
DEC 2ND-3RD
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Family sleepwear

Men's slacks
Sale 19.99 Reg. $25 Par Four"
sport slacks of texturized Dacron'
polyester With leather-tab belt.
Sale 19.99 Reg.$30. Flannel slack
from The Fox* made of soft
acryliclayon With
polyester Orion'
leather-tab belt

Sale 10.99-14.99. Reg $15-$20. Ladies' gowns and
nightshirts of cotton flannel, silky polyester/ nylon,
more.
Sale 1t25, $12 Reg. $15, $16. Men's print or solid
cotton flannel. cotton/poly Pl.'s.
Sale 11.99,24.99 Orig. $18,$36. Men's slipper and
wrap set or cotton.poly terry robe

off
25%
Go-Togethers
AIicia

• --ese two pet'. • ,ses
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The
style
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Polyester Stzes 8-18 From cur Main F oor

off
25%
Worthington Separates
yr nle,
Sale $21 Reg $28 JaDoi OIOL.SeLJt pCyestl n
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Sal* $21 $28 Pleat front pants of potyesterttrench canvas Sizes 6-18
Ws$25.50 Reg $.34 Skirt of polyeste0wool Sizes 8-18

SPECIAL BUY

1 999
99 &Sweaters
15Holiday
from Garland'
Reg $36

NOW 1 999 Reg $30
Heavyweight
Fleece Robes
December 2nd
Sale prices enectlye Fr1day.
Percentages off
and Saturday. December 3rd
priced
regular
represent sevIngs on
merchandise Intennedlelle tnerltdcrerms may
have been taken on origins' priced
priced
merchandise gale prbeee on oreiener
nmrchendlee edecthee until elect I.130121•t40
JCPenney town Velum
Seie does not Include

25%-33%off
All* mel's outerwear
le 37.50 leg $50 The Fox' lined
mber jack t in washed cotton sheeting
Sale 39.99 Ong $60. Brushed cotton
twill jacket from Weekends*
'Excludes JCPenney Smart Values

Sale prices effective through Saturday. December 10th

spEsm 59.99

20% off

Misses' dresses

30'% off

off
50%
off
%
%-33
25
off
%
%-50
20
off
25%-50%
jewelry
watches,
Selected
Selected
Precious gifts for someone special'
Save 25% on Pulsar*. Seiko", watches
Save 50% on 14K gold chins and more
Jereretry
Ayenebte only at 2C Penney stores Mitt Fine
Dectatirnent•

off
25% Jewelry

All Fashion
Includes Trifari* Citation
Tempo® and Loree"

Pearl Jewelry

Cultured pearls, gifts from the sea to
delight her! Save by the strand, and
save on earrings, bracelets
pendants, morel

Entire Line of Luggage

Our Largest Selection Ever!"

20% off
All Men's Fleece

Selected Men's Dress Shirts
Includes Stafford Solids,
Austin Manor & Gentry

Men's
P.J.'s and Robes Boy's Jeans

20% off

ir

fr

Men's Fashion All Children's
Winterwear
Underwear

A terrific style with long sleeves and
a hidden placket Sizes 6-16
Pleated blouson style, Special Buy 49.99

a

25% off

Jewel-Tex
Draperies

Girl's Holiday
Dresses

25% off

25% off

Women & Petite
Sportswear

All Kid's
Sleepwear
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Store Hours through Christmas:
Mon.-Sat. 9-9:30
Sun. 12:30-8 p.m.

Chestnut Hills Shopping Center
Murray, KY 42071
Office Phone 759-1400
Catalog Phone 1-800-222-6161
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t 111114, JCPenney Company [nr
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(Cont'd from page 1)
tions since organizational and
other changes were made.
The progress report by Runyon
and directors Charles H. Dean and
John B. Waters was presented at
TVA's National Fertilizer
Development Center and was
transmitted to all the agency's
employees by satellite and
telephone conference calls to TVA
offices in Knoxville, Chattanooga,
and Nashville.
Runyon, who cut 7,800 jobs from
the 33,000-employee utility in June
in an effort to streamline and cut
expenses, allowed that that action
wasn't handled well.
"Let's not kid ourselves. We
made some mistakes this past
summer. RIFs (reductions in
force) were handled badly in
many cases," he said of the sluggishness in informing some people
of their layoffs.
"People didn't learn about their
role in TVA's new organization in
a timely manner even though we
said they would," he added. "And
in many cases we asked people to
respond to change without allowing them to participate in shaping
that change,
"We need to do better than this,
and we will do better," he said.
Runyon also said he wanted to
"set the record straight" regarding critics' call to make the agency private.
The most recent such proposal
came last month from the Reason
Foundation, a public policy group
from Santa Monica, which said the
federal government could cut $12
billion from its deficit if it sold
TVA power plants to private
companies.
"It's a reminder that TVA's
future as a unique public corporation faces a continuing challenge
... that is best met through achieving a performance record that's
second to none," Runyon told
employees Tuesday.

"Think tanks can print enough
privatization reports to stretch
from coast to coast. But the people
we serve will stand behind us, and
the 'for sale' sign will never go up
at TVA," he said amid applause.
Runyon praised agency workers
for their help in finding savings
that allowed TVA to freeze its
electric rates this year. Since 1967,
TVA's electric rates, once among
the cheapest in the country, rose
500 percent.
"Last week Duke Power announced the purchase of Nantahala Power and Light Company
that was owned by the ALCOA
(aluminum company) plant just
south of Knoxville. They're knocking at our back door," Runyon
said.
"We can pretend not to hear
them ... or we can confront the
situation realistically and make
sure that we beat them with competitive, reliable, quality service," he said.
Runyon also told employees that
the emphasis on production and
cost-cutting will not eclipse TVA's
basic mission of raising the living
standard in the Tennessee Valley.
"People appreciate the contributions TVA has made in the
past and want us to continue. But
TVA's contributions won't continue if our rates aren't competitive," he said.
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Ford not deterred by majority whip failure
WASHINGTON (AP) — U.S.
Sen. Wendell Ford believes his
failure to beat fellow Sen. Alan
Cranston for the influential job of
majority whip was due to a late
start in the race.
"If I had gotten in earlier, I

Launch rescheduled
for Friday morning
CAPE CANAVERAL, Fla.(AP)
— The launch of space shuttle
Atlantis and five military
astronauts on a secret spy satellite
mission was postponed today for
24 hours by bad weather.
"The launch of STS-27 has been
postponed because of local conditions and unacceptable upperlevel winds," launch control commentator Hugh Harris reported at
8:55 a.m. EST.
Sources reported the flight had
been rescheduled for Friday morning, sometime between 6:32 and
9:32 a.m. EST, the same time it
had been set for today. The exact
time remained a secret because
the mission is classified.

Car theft reported
by city detective

Radio signal...

don't know if the outcome would
have been any different, but I
think the race would have been
somewhat different. I wouldn't
have had the struggle I had," Ford
said.
"Alan's strategy was very good.
He got in early, and I guess he
suspected if he didn't get the commitments early, he would have a
hard race."
Despite the setback, Ford said
he would seek the job again in two
years.
Now, the senator said, his colleagues have "two extreme
liberals now heading up the
leadership" — a description he
later toned down.
Ford, D-Ky., was beaten Tuesday by Cranston, D-Calif., for the
whip's job, the No. 2 position in the
Senate's Democratic leadership.
Ford was optimistic about his
chances in two years.
"I've written down the names of
those senators who told me that,
'I'm sorry. I would have liked to
vote for you, but I'm already committed. If you run next time. I'll be
for you," Ford said.
Cranston had 2801 the 55 votes in
the Senate's Democratic caucus
Tuesday. Ford said he had a
"dozen or so" votes when he asked
that balloting be halted and
Cranston declared the winner.
"Once he (Cranston) had the 28
votes, there was no need to string
out the agony," Ford said shortly
after the vote.
Cranston said later that Ford's
decision to run again in 1990 didn't
surprise him.
"He has his own desires and ambitions, and that is understandable," Cranston said.
The two "extreme liberals"
Ford was referring to are
Cranston and Maine's George J.

Mitchell, who won the post of maTold of Ford's remarks,
jority leader. Mitchell defeated Cranston said the "Senate
leaderDaniel K. Inouye of Hawaii and J. ship represents the will of
th)-Bennett Johnston Jr. of Louisiana Senate, which has people of all difto replace retiring Majority ferent philosophies. I have some
Leader Robert Byrd of West support from some very conserVirginia. Later, Ford changed his vative members as well as
from
characterization of Cranston and some senators with more
Mitchell to say they are "fairly moderate views."
liberal."
Cranston has been Democratic
"I think what's come out of this whip since 1977, but Ford had been
caucus indicates that we optimistic that he could unseat
the
(Democrats) are still making the incumbent.
same mistakes we made in the
"I was on the verge of making
presidential campaign," Ford it," Ford said. "I touched it with
said.
my fingernails."
majority party. A Republican in
charge could touch off partisan
parliamentary warfare.
(Cont'd from page))
The vice president may take the
positions during his eight years in
presiding chair at any time, arid
the Senate.
the presiding officer's decision,to
"I've worked with a number of
recognize a senator is not subject
conservatives in the past; a lot of
to a point of order or appeal uncle
good friends are conservatives,
Senate rules.
but I'm not the point man for the
Bush has said he wants to work
conservatives in this administrawith Congress, and Quayle said if
tion. ... You won't see me being the
he did decide to preside more
so-called spear carrier for all the
often,
it would not be done "in a
so-called conservative issues,"
contentious manner."
Quayle said.
"I would be fair and objective
Quayle also hinted that he may
and do what the president of the
take a more active role in his ofSenate
ficial capacity as president of the senator should do to protec
s' rights, all senators
Senate, presiding over the
rights," he said.
Democratic-controlled chamber
During the interview, Quayle
more frequently.
was relaxed and friendly, but
"It's certainly an option.
clearly, weighing his words. He has
There have been suggestions to
not generally spoken to the pr
me by many that I consider spen- in
depth since the election. He conding more time in the Senate than
fessed to being "far more careful
my predecessors have. I have not of what
I say today than six monmade a decision on that," he said. ths
ago."
The presiding officer has
"I also try to discipline
substantial discretion as to which
when I get into a situation ...
senator to recognize for the purstead of being verbose, which is
pose of offering amendments, bills
tendency that I have, to be (-')
and motions. Normally the chair
cise. Because verbosity lea',
is occupied by a member of the
unclear, inarticulate things:.

Quayle...

(Cont'd from page 1)
a news conference.
A 1981 Ford LTD was reported
Future programming aimed at
stolen from the Central Center
the services' estimated 55 million
parking lot in Murray Wednesday
listeners could now include more
music, fewer repeated programs night, Murray Police Department
Detective Charles Peeler said.
and such new features as call-in
The car, which belongs to Ray
talk shows, officials said.
Forbes said radio engineers who Harding of New Concord, was
had developed sophisticated taken between 6 and 6:30 p.m.,
techniques for overriding the jam- Peeler said. The incident is under
investigation, Peeler added.
ming were surprised by the
development, although there had
been some subtle signs of change
during a recent visit by U.S.
Other sources said Wednesday
broadcast executives to Moscow
that Elizabeth Dole, the former
in September.
Transportation secretary and wife
He said the action could bring (Cont'd from page 1)
of Senate Minority Leader Bob
significant savings to the private lunch with the Democrat
Dole, is a top candidate for am((ont'd from page 1)
economically hard-pressed he had called a "hustler from
bassador to the United Nations.
oversight of a lottery operation.
Soviets, who officials estimate Chicago" just a few months ago
During their meeting, Bush and
WERE FIGHTING For? American Heartt
Ultimately, Hosker said, the spend up to $1.25 billion a year on during the presidential campaign.
Jackson played down past
ip
YOUR LIFE
success or failure of a lottery is jamming.
This time Bush had nothing but
differences.
Association
determined by the bottom line.
Moscow made no announcement praise for the longtime civil rights
Bush told reporters he will be
"If we start playing games with before or after turning off its leader.
looking to the civil rights leader
them, you'll hear from them," equipment.
On Friday, Bush lays out the
for suggestions on fighting drugs
Hosker said.
The European operations are welcome mat at his home for
and on other matters. "He has
ttra
The legislation applauded by the run separately from the Voice of Massachusetts Gov. Michael
some very good ideas on a lot Of 015‘
lottery directors has not enjoyed America and are aimed solely at Dukakis, the defeated Democratic
subjects that are of keen interest
the same enthusiasm from Ken- the Soviet bloc. Soviet jamming of presidential nominee.
to our country," Bush said.
wow/
CR0C-T
tucky legislators, who are wary VOA transmissions stopped in 1987
There was no word from Bush or
Jackson said he was convinced
•••
that the corporation it would and VOA now has a bureau in his lieutenants on filling the 10
Bush "has an earnest desire to
create would be unemcumbered Moscow.
vacancies left in his Cabinet.
send forth a moral tone" in his
by many of the statutory checks on
But sources who insisted on
VOA covers much broader
presidency. But Jackson also said
state agencies, such as procure- world news and more U.S. affairs anonymity said Samuel K. Skinhe was not interested in serving in
ment, open meetings and records than Radio Free Europe or Radio ner, chairman of the Regional
a Bush administration.
and regulations.
Liberty, which have been steadily Transportation Authority in the
Among the issues Bush and
Sherry Harrington, former jammed since they were started in Chicago area, has emerged as
( rott series Ilii \MI
Jackson discussed were drugs.
tiliector of the Colorado lottery, the early 1950s.
Firikh storm I hoor
All in -stock null finish
Bush's likely choice for transporarms control, South Africa,
.
was less enthusiastic about leav----.o.•! \ ,-1,1•-•-• ,t7 i ,
storm windows.
.• .'
Radio Liberty, Radio Free tation secretary.
I
allegations of racism against
II14 ilaiit“.. ,ill
ing a Kentucky lottery completely Europe and the 3-year-old Radio
Bush sidestepped questions
Bush's Republican presidential
free of ordinary government Afghanistan are funded by Con- about whether he will name
campaign, the Reagan adoversight.
gress. Radio Liberty is a former former Sen. John Tower of Texas
ministration's threatened
Harrington told senators a CIA operation, but Forbes said all as defense secretary. Another
NEW SHIPMENT!
foreclosure of thousands of family
strong lottery board is important three stations provide accurate Texan, Houston oilman and
farms, and the denial of a U.S.
to success.
and objective coverage. Their political fund-raiser Robert
visa to Palestine Liberation
"If you've got a situation where
native-language broadcasts have Mosbacher, is reported to be in
Organization leader Yasir Arafat.
you've got a rubber stamp, you've
more listeners than any other sta- line for commerce secretary.
Jackson, who once called Bush
got a problem," said said.
Bush, asked about reported staff
tions in areas where. jamming
"morally unfit" to lead the counThe retailers said many of them
stopped earlier, such as Hungary wars over a Tower appointment,
try, said he was impressed by
barely break even on the sale of and Poland, he said.
claimed that "all is tranquil."
Bush's "openness."
lottery tickets in other states,
The only jamming remaining is
partly as a result of inadequate
of VOA broadcasts into
Concord Ceiling Fan
sales commissions and partly as a
Afghanistan and Radio Free
Many new styles just in
result of high costs and problems
Europe transmissions into
time for Christmas
714"CIrcular SAN Blades.
with regulation by lottery boards.
Czechoslovakia and Bulgaria. OfIncludes 16 tooth carbide lii
ped, cutoff rip blade, plywood
"Lottery is not a money-maker
ficials said the continued jamming
blade & masonry blade
for a retail establishment," said
could either have been an overDoug Garrett, division manager
sight or another example of the
for Rite Aid Drugs. "Lottery is a
reluctance of Europe's toughest
convenience for our customers ...
communist regimes to embrace
but not as a money-making
Soviet leader Mikhail Gor- Now in Effect; Each Time You Purc
hase
proposition."
bachev's policies of glasnost or
C198
The company representatives
openness.
tir gal.
gal.
said lottery sales for instant
Charles Z. Wick, director of the
Super
Flat
.Acrygu
ard
games as well as electronic games
U.S. Information Agency which
•A masterful flat fib
'An exterior house paint for
*Airl
Tick
ine
et
the
provide a range of problems for
runs VOA, said the lifting of jamwalls. ceilings and
professional
•
painter
-.Dries Quickly
•Equipment cleans quickly with
stores.
*Amtrak Ticket
ming apparently was timed to
•Forms a scrubbable
water
Winn-Dixie, a major grocery
coincide with the meeting next
•Equipment cleans quickly altt
*Tou
r
chain in Florida, stopped selling
water
week of Gorbachev and President
lottery tickets in its home state as
Reagan
*Cruise
a result of the problems.
"It's another marker in the
*Hotel
"The lottery created proSoviet march toward trying to be
`slAsTiT
blemises, which can invite roban acceptable citizen of the world
*Car Rental
beries, especially at off hours.
community as against the pariah
1099
gal.
gal.
Except for Trayte, whose comthat they have been," Wick said in
Master Glo
pany operates Convenient Food
•Low -gloss Interior latex
a telephone interview.
Master Hide
enamel
You will receive BONUS BUCKS
Mart stores in Kentucky, the
'Economical attractive flat
The Soviet action came so quick•Dries quickly
finish for walls, ceilings
retailers said they will decide
ly that radio engineers were only
to be used for Future Travel
•Resists dirt
woodwork
whether to participate in a Ken•Equipment cleans Ilp a Ith
becoming aware of it as Secretary
BONUS BUCKS are transferrable.
•Dries Fast
water
tucky lottery once the rules are
•Water
washable
of State George Shultz said in a
BONUS BUCKS have no 'xpiration dates.
•White Antique White
known
broadcast to Europe Wednesday
May he used any time.
"I can pretty much assure you
morning that radio jamming was
*Gift Certificates in any denomination
BONUS BUCKS will not be replaced if lost or stolen
that Convenient Food Mart will be
one area where progress was still
there." Trayte said.
needed with the Soviets.
Take advantage of House Travel's
New BONUS BUCKS and start saving money
when you travel!
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What to do when drunken fans spill beer on your coat
Looking up from the the Ledger
last Thursday night and having
Just finished the column I wrote
about my lost topcoat episode at
the funeral home, Cathryn
reminded me of another topcoat
incident in which both she and I
were involved a few years back.
I almost got my teeth knocked
out over that one! How well I
remember it But I also
remember how paractical I was,
and how masterfully I handled the
situation.

NEW YORK (API — In socialist
and capitalist societies alike, the
motive is the same — to increase
economic values by a greater
reliance on private initiative. It is
a worldwide trend.
Their economies bogge(1 down
by bureaucratic obstacle courses,
socialist nations are allowing —
and relying on — a much greater
degree of private sector initiative
in the form of profit-seeking
businesses.
And for reasons roughly similar,
countries more inclined toward
capitalism than socialism are
seeking ways to privatize, or turn
over to the private sector a variety
of governmental activities.
In each instance the goal is to
stimulate economies, raise
revenues and clear away bottlenecks through reliance on individual initiative in the belief that
society is best served when goals
are clear and achievement is
rewarded.
Though action is stalled for the
time being, the privatization effort
in the United States is building
support because of one of the country's most persistent failures, the
inability to live within the constraints of budgets.
Government is seen as wasteful,
cumbersome and unable to extricate itself from its problems,
especially debt. Wouldn't it be better, say the advocates of privatization, to let the private sector handle some of the problems?
It is hardly an American
phenomenon, since Britain,
France, Japan, New Zealand and
other nations have done more.
Since 1979, for example, the
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British government has sold more
than $36 billion in public assets.
Not only did the British
Treasury boast a $17 billion
surplus for 1987, but some of the
once subsidized state-owned enterprises are now profitable, taxpaying private enterprises.
O'ften ridiculed just a couple of
decades ago, U.S. privatization
advocates now can be found in
government, academe, industry,
not-for-profit institutions, and
• • •
even to some extent in the labor
movement.
This one happened at Tiger
While movement has been slow, Stadium in Columbia, Mo. We had
the agenda is packed. Consider gone there with 11 other couples
to
some of the items: Selling govern- see the University of Missouri play
ment loans, federal lands, surplus Oklahoma's Sooners in one
of their
military bases, the U.S. Postal traditionally hard-fought
football
Service, the airwaves and even the games. The wives
were all
nation's highways and bridges.
members of a Beta Sigma Phi
The air traffic control system is chapter, and,
periodically,
a candidate for privatization. husbands
and wives would get
Education too. So is the Tennessee together to
do something or go
Valley Authority. Prisons also. somewhere
together. This was one
Even Social Security.
of those outings.
Some privatizing already has
Regularly, we had attended one
occurred in the United States, but
or two of the Tiger's games each
only on a relatively modest scale.
year, and it was our custom to
Conrail, the rail freight operation,
order
our tickets in two rows of 12
went for $1.7 billion. More than $5
each. We'd put the wives on one
billion in federal loans were sold
row and the fellows on the one
during the Reagan administrabehind, each man right behind his
tion. Some low-income housing
was privatized. And contracting wife.
It was a beautiful day, warm
out of government services and
and
sunny. We all were lugging
production has occurred on a
topcoats, muffs, scarfs, laprobes
small scale.
Of greater future consequence, and all that stylish stuff, thinking
however, is the research that has
been stimulated at the Heritage
Foundation, the Reason Foundation, the Political Economy
Ntkitirriwie.
Research Center, the Pacific
Research Institute and elsewhere.
The Reason Foundation, headed
by Robert W. Poole Jr., often
credited with coining "privatization" in his 1980 book, "Cutting
Back City Hall," has just published "Federal Privatization," with
emphasis on the federal deficit.
Among other things, the foundation's book lists assets that could
be sold for about $310 billion, plus
huge savings in the annual operation of these assets.
Included are obsolete military
bases, TVA, 370 million acres of
land, a multibillion-dollar loan
portfolio, Dulles and National airports serving Washington, D.C.,
Amtrak, the postal service and
naval petroleum reserves.

Editor's note: M.C. Garrott is
back in Murray recovering
from a hospital stay in
Louisville. The following is a
repeat of an earlier column.
it would be cool up there in the
stands, but it wasn't. It was down
right hot.
I had one of Robert Hall's finest
topcoats, one with a removable
lining. I was pretty proud of it, too.
It was plaid and a pretty sharplooking coat. It being as warm as
it was, I had rolled it up into a neat
ball and tucked it beneath my
seat.
• • •
Right behind us that day were
three of the biggest men you have
ever seen. They were really living
it up — liquor, beer, hot dogs, popcorn, loud mouths and all. From
the way they were celebrating you
would have thought it was their
first time ever away from home,
and their first time, certainly, at a
major college football game.
They already were about three
sheets in the wind when the teams
lined up for the kickoff. They kept
everybody around them, including
our groun nrettv well annoyed

right on through die half and well
into the third quarter. All the time,
they had been sloshing and spilling
their drinks around until puddles
had formed at their feet and the
stuff had begun to run down between our feet.
When I finally noticed this and
checked my coat, it was a smelly
mess. Turning around, and as
angrily as I could without getting
clobbered, exclaimed: "Watch it,
fellows! You're getting us all soaked down here, spilling that beer
like that!"
• • •
At that Cathryn, who was sitting
just in front of me, turned around
took in the situation and the circumstances in an instant, just like
she always does. "What's the matter?" she yelped. "Did those
drunken slobs spill beer all over
your coat?"

poured beer over my new topcoats
every day. "Now, sit down and
shut up before you get me killed!"
That's how practical I was and
how masterfully I handled the
situation. I -didn't have to be too
smart to figure that one out. I had
two choices: (1 I could spend a
couple of bucks and get the coat
cleaned when I got home, or (2) I
could ball up my pudgy little fists
and do battle with the big bruisers,
running the risk of loosing a
mouthful of teeth getting knocked
clear down in the $25 seats.
I chose to have the coat cleaned.
It was a warm day, anyway. I
didn't really need it going home,
and I can still eat corn off the cob
with my own teeth. I think that
was a pretty wise deicision. Won't
you agree?
• • •
Speaking of teeth, are you helping conserve our water by turning
At that, the bigger of the fellows off the faucet when you brush your
behind rared back and with a teeth?
sneer on his flushed face, snarled
Naomi Rogers says she is, and
to his pals, "Did you hear what Nell Cochran has just about conthat blonde hussy down there call- verted Cliff to doing it. "I've been
ed us? Drunken slobs!"
trying to get him to do that for
By now, Cathryn was ready to years!" she said the other night.
take 'em on, or rather felt that
It's really wasteful letting it run
maybe I should take them on. full blast and the water go down
Jumping up and pointing a finger the drain without serving any
at the big fellow but looking right need, isn't it. It costs us a lot of
at me, she cried, "Did you hear money to purify our water for
what the drunken slob call me? A home use, and it's a shame that so
blonde hussy?"
much of it is wasted so
"Yes, I heard! I heard!" I thoughtlessly and stupidly this
answered as if drunken slobs way.
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GET BIG SAVINGS DURING THIS ONCE-A-YEAR EVENT!

•

HOLIDAY
OF VALUES!
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED
.. OR YOUR MONEY BACK'

Looking Rack

Spacemaker
Microwave Oven

Model JVM I SO
Replaces raison( range hood. Budtin
exhaust fan wyth cixtktop light. Electronic touch controls. rime Cook up
cru...,• I 0 u ft 'yen 1,
10

5-Cycle
Dishwasher

Model GSD400Y
Normal sash & short wash gist
2-IeYel wash action I nergt saver dry
r vet el•in enameled interior
Sound insulated.

1'3991
Self-Cleaning Oven
A Electric Range

Beautify And Protect Your Home
For a Lifetime!

CLEANS

IF F
Modef

jar:1w

110gt

P-7* automatic self-cleaning oven One
5"•nd three 6" lilt lock(alrod• surface
oohs Automat. oven timtt

Model GFC706
I '2 hursepovier Statnless steel hoppet
Polyester dflkIn housing Continuous
feed Jam resistant design. Sound
sheelded

•.0
*Armor no,k
w far..-.•
Oifflow.
Of

'IC Do.
nor.
f
Cif a,'mat
fter..••••

FREE DELIVERY AND NORMAL INSTALLATION

MURRAY APPLIANCE AND TV
YOUR GENERAL ELECTRIC DEALER IN MURRAY

No siding you can buy does a
better job of beautifying and
protecting your home than
Gold Bond Vinyl Siding. Year
after year. through the
toughest weather, it keeps your
home looking "Just painted"
good
with virtually no
Maintenance
Gold Bond Vinyl Siding is the
• siding you can rely on, because
it's backed by a lifetime war
ranty a warranty that's
transferable, should you ever
deride to sell your home. So,

"Your

753-1586

VINYL
SIDING

of Gold Bond-Vinyl Siding'

Randy Thornton Co., Inc.
ClIestnut St.
Murray. KY 42071

$02

212 East Main Street

New Distributor

not only does it increase tht.
value of your home the day it's
installed, but also helps to in
crease its resale value.
Beauty
protection ... increased home value. And.
backed by a lifetime warranty
That's Gold
Gold Bond
Bond Vinyl
Siding

753-8181

•

Ten years ago
Mrs. Bell Orr, 94, is pictured
striping tobacco for a greatgranddaughter, Kathy Crawford.
Births reported include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. James McMillen,
Nov. 15, and a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
William Joel Thorn, Nov. 17.
Mr. and Mrs. Ila Douglas were
married for 50 years on Nov. 28.
Twenty years ago
Airman First Class Gary N. Carson, son of Mr. and Mrs. Fray Carson, is on duty at Tam Son Nhut
Air Base, Vietnam.
Five' semi-finalists for Miss
Murray State University are
Melanie Boyd and Rita Hurd, both
of Murray, Lynn Young of
Padifjah, Jerry Pritchett of Earlington and Margaret Ann Adams
of Hopkinsville.
Mr. and Mrs. O.A. Robinson
were married for 48 years on Nov.
25.
Thirty years ago
Joe Bob Brewer, star halfback
for Murray High School Tiger

Football Team, has been named to
Western Kentucky Conference
Football Team for 1958.
Births reported include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Shackelford,
Nov. 21.
Officers of Senior 4-H Club are
Almo High School are Manta
Evans, Jerry Byerly, Rhonda
Ahart, Charles Oldham and
Charles Fennell.
Forty years ago
More than 275 farmers in
Calloway County have indicated
that they will take prt in the rat
elimination campaign next week,
according to S.V. Foy, county extension agent.
Kirksey High- School Juniors
will present a play, "Listen to
Listen" on Dec. 3. Cast members
are Billy Joe Fulton, Hiram Riley,
Anna Adams, Evelyn Doores,
Douglas Tucker, Samuel
Workman, Clayton Riley, Anna
Byrd. Anna Mae Bibbs, Atle
Adams, Marie McCall* Gayle
Smith and Wilma Jane Johnson.
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MURRAY TODAY
Chapter M
of P.E.O.
has coffee
Mrs. A.C. La Follette was
hostess at a coffee for members of
Chapter M of the P.E.O.
Sisterhood on Saturday, Nov. 19,
at her home.
Dr. Joan Maupin, a non-resident
member of the chapter, now living
in Nashville, Tenn., was welcomed and also assisted the hostess.
Mrs. N.T. Beal, president,
presided. Devotions were led by
Mrs. Howard Titsworth, chaplain,
who read from James 2. Mrs.
Harry Whayne served as
secretary pro-tern.
A silent auction was conducted
by Mrs. Olga Freeman, finance
chairman, with the proceeds intended for the organization's
educational projects.
The next and only December
meeting will be Monday, Dec. 5, at
7:30 p.m. in the home of Miss Ann
Herron. Mrs. Cherry Watt will be
assisting hostess.

Dismissals
and babies
are listed
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital has released the
dismissals for Monday, Nov. 28.
No newborn admissions were
listed.
Dismissals
Anthony David Wells, 503 Lynwood Ct., Murray; Randal Wilson,
1514 Canterbury, Murray: Mrs.
Elaine Etherton, Box 871,
Murray;
Mrs. Gertie Garland, 609 Broad
Ext., Murray; Mrs. Nadeen
Schroader, Rt. 1, Box 390, Dexter;
Mrs. Cozy Scott. Rt. 8, Box 120,
Benton; William Roberts, Rt. 8,
Box 89B, Murray; Mrs. Helen
Anderson, 706 Riley Ct., Murray.
Three newborn admissions and
dismissals at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for Tuesday. Nov.
29, have been released as follows:
Newborn admissions
Wagster baby boy, mother, Rita
Ballou, Rt. 5, Box 279A. Paris,
Tenn.;
Smith baby boy, parents, Tammie and Charles, Rt. 2, Box 316,
Springville, Tenn.;
Duncan baby girl, parents.
Tammie and Dennis, Rt. 2, Dover,
Tenn.
Dismissals
Mrs. Barbara Parker, A22 Fox
Meadows, Murray; Stanley
Stewart Jr., Rt. 1, Box 165,
Puryear, Tenn.; Robert Harris,
Rt. 6, Box 305A, Murray;
Mrs. Wanda Muse, 311 Cedar
St., Paris. Tenn.; Mrs. Jeanie
Key, Rt. 1, Box 150, Murray: Mrs.
Alice Siegal, Box 501, Paris,
Tenn.;
Mrs. Jessie Craven. 1639
Farmer Ave., Murray; Mrs. Iva
Smith, Rt. 3, Box 107, Murray;
Mrs. Mary Taylor, Box 163, Hazel;
James Ward, 1010 Sharpe St.,
Murray; Mrs. Matronia Brown.
1308 Overby. Murray:
Mrs. Lucimae N. Bingham (expired) Long Term Care Unit,
MCCH.

Couple to be married for 55 years

Murray Art Guild will hold its annual Christmas open
house on sunday,
Dec. 4, from 1 to 4 p.m. at the guild, 103 North Sixth St. Featured will
be
an exhibition of current works by Guild members, refreshments
served,
and a door prize of a hand crafted Christmas afghati'Inade by
Effie
Kemp, member. Christmas crafts including handmade wreaths,
stenciled items and art will be available for sale. In top photo, Effie Kemp,
left,
and Juana Dodson, show the Christmas afghan to be given as a
door
prize Sunday. In bottom photo, members,from left, Ms. Kemp, Barbara
Gardner, Mrs. Dodson and Cynthia Peterson, work on pine cone wreaths
at a recent class."The Guild appreciates the support it has had from
the
community during the past year and invites the public to attend the
open
house on Sunday," a Guild spokesperson said.

The Rev. and Mrs. William
(Buddy) McKinney will celebrate
their 55th wedding anniversary
on Friday, Dec. 2.
They were married Dec. 2,
1933, in Madison County, Granite
City, Ill.
Mrs. McKinney is the former
Edith Bushong.
Both Rev. and Mrs. McKinney
are pastors of Trinity Mission
Pente24stal Church at Dexter.
Rev. McKinney was recently
awarded an honorary doctorate
of divinity from the School of Bible Theology and Christian
Dynamics of California.
This honorary doctorate was
for beginning the first
Pentecostal church in West Kentucky in September of 1941.
No formal celebration is
. planned.

Rev. and Airs. William lIckinnev
in picture made in I 960s

Whitfield speaks at Delta meeting
Donna Whitfield was guest
speaker at a meeting of Delta
Department of Murray Woman's
Club held on Saturday, Nov. 5.
Mrs. Whitfield spoke about
"Working with Three-Year-Old
Children." She is a kindergarten
teacher at North Calloway
Elementary School, and is involved with several projects with
three-year-olds.
Hostesses were Hazel Tarry.

Actor James Stewart
unveils wax likeness

Glowing Gift Suggestions
-At*

BUENA PARK, Calif. (AP) —
Actor James Stewart unveiled a
wax likeness of himself at the
Movieland Wax Musuem, calling
the paraffin tribute "a great
thrill."
"This is a great thrill for me and
an honor to be part of this wax
museum that has been part of the
entertainment industry for many
years."

Philip A. Rose
Murray

759-1911

.

Downtown NI urray

gRIAHIS

Junior & Missy

Coats

ACTINTEWEAR
2 Piece Jog Sets Hong Ten Comp Beverly Hii
Regular 23 00 to 70 00 Values

IA I 11 1/3

3

Entire Stock
Great Gifts in Dressy & Casual Styles
Regular 39.00 to 79 00 Values

OVIE5 TD 60
Chen Theatre Lobby

Personal, Greg Adams Jantzen Joyce
Rea.lor 28.00 to 1'0 00

vbs

Dress Lengths
Pant lengths
Wools & Blends
Down Fills

NOW

25
'
OFF

\OA

All Nliss)

BLOUSES
Selected 108 00 to 250 00 Values

7990 1990

OFF

BOOTS

MIN •MIIVALS
3 PAIN 6 • B•OT•SUNSIT
INTTLIJUKI•SIVINTH SION
AND 000 all•TIO WOMAN
STAND AND DILIVIP

COORDINATES

NOR

SAID IMID TON NAS•03

7.111

Downtown Murray

Junior & Miss

753-3314 1008 CHESTNUT

9:01

Telephone
759-4450
I.

SUITS

SIIIT4111
Christmas"

Tis the season to spend
with family and friends...
Let us help make your home
beautiful this holiday.

Carpet and Furniture Cleaning
'Steam Extraction—Dry Cleaning

Free Gift Wrapping!
..und the ,orner from Corn Ati,,ton

will be the program which will
also include an auction and exchange of goodies.
Hostesses will be Crystal Parks,
Sue Fairless and Gloria
McLaughlin.

P.A. ROSE

CJ's Casuals

What o surprise a suit will be'
Regular (0000 to 240 00 Values

Ends Tonite• 7 66 9 NI
Gorillas In This Mist (P0-13)
STARTS TOMORROW
Nakistl Gun PG 13

Laurine Andrus and Roberta
Tarry.
The department will meet
Saturday. Dec. 3, at 10 a.m. at the
club house.
"Singing of Christmas Carols"

'Country Gifts 'Unique Men's Gifts
'Signature Insulated Tumblers

Winter Fashion

• COMING •
Doc 2 Noitool Gun
Doc 16 ToquIla Sunrise
Dim 16 Scroogod
Doc 23 011vor
to
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Shoes

Godard, Judy Bond, Greg Adorns, Yves St Clair
Regular 2000 to 64 00 Values

%

OFF

Winter Fashion

HANDBAGS

Famous Brands in Dressy & Casual Styles
Reg. 36.00 to 66 00 Values

Beautiful Leathers, Fabrics & Vinyls
Selected 8 00 to 206 00 Voiues

12
/
1 3 To /

NOV•

25'

OFF

All Missy

Luxurious Loungewear &

Day wear Lingerie &

JEANS

ROBES

SLEEPWEAR

Blumarine • Zeno 11 • Colvin Klein • Props
Regular 25 00 to 54 00 Values

TURTLENECKS

Worm & Comfy Gifts For Any Woman
Selected 3600 to 74 00 Values

Famous Name Quality At Great Values
Selected 3 00 to 8000 Values

Colorful Turtles Make Worm Fashion Sense
Regular 11 00 to 18 00 Values

No..20'

OFF

NOV.

3 0,,

NON1

/
1 lo /
1

OlF

Cotton & Poly/Cotton

NOV425

OFF
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Celebrates first birthday

DATEBOOK
Hairdressers plan dinner

Ruling Star Lodge to meet

Murray Unit of National Hairdresers and Cosmetologists Association
will have its Christmas dinner on Monday, Dec. 3, at 7 p.m. at The Brass
Lantern at Aurora. Each one should bring a $5 donation. Brenda
Lawson, president, urges all members and interested members to
attend.

Auditions to be at library
Playhouse in the Park will hold auditions for "A Funny Thing Happened on the Way to the Forum" on Monday and Tuesday, Dec. 5 and 6, at 7
p.m. in the meeting room of Calloway County Public Library. The show,
to be directed 1:47 Gene Biby, will be presented as a musical dinner
theater at Curris Center, Murray State University, on Feb. 3, 4, 10 and
11, 1989. There are parts available for seven men and six women plus the
chorus. The Playhouse is also looking for people interested in working
backstage on this production. For more information, call 759-1752.

Senior trip to be Wednesday
A one-day trip for Senior Citizens and friends has been planned for
Wednesday, Dec. 7, to Adsmore at Princeton. "When you open the lace
paneled doores, and step into the spacious hallways and rooms of the
Adsmore, built in 1857, you will enjoy the fantasy of being able to step
back in time to the turn of our last century, and relive the legacy and life
style of a prominent Western Kentucky family," said Toopie Thomas
Moore, tour director for Murray-Calloway County Senior Citizens Program, Inc. The mansion will be decorated for the Christmas season. The
cost will be $17.50. Transportation will be by vans to the mansion with
lunch to be at Village Inn, Gilbertsville. The vans will leave at 8 a.m. and
return at 4 p.m. Pick up will be at Murray, Hardin and Benton. For
reservations call 753-8274 or 753-0929.

Ruling Star Lodge No. 51 Free and Accepted Masons is scheduled to
meet Saturday, Dec. 3, at 7 p.m. at the lodge hall on Walnut Street. F.A.
Cogdell, master of the lodge, urges all members to attend.

Music Friends to meet Sunday
The Four Rivers Music Friends will meet Sunday, Dec. 4, at 2 p.m. in
the Annex of Calloway County Public Library. This month's meeting
will feature a demonstration of Dulcimer techniques and Christmas
songs by folk musician Anne Lough. Also featured will be a "mini" concert by members of the dulcimer class Mrs. Lough has been teaching as
a well as a "mini" workshop for any interested dulcimer players. "Bring along a dulcimer (or any other folk instrument) as well as a batch of
your favorite Christmas cookies for the refreshment time," a group
spokesman said. "Whether you enjoy playing or just listening, you're invited to come out Sunday and join the camraderie and fun," the
spokesman added.

First District Legion to meet
First District of American Legion will meet Sunday, Dec. 3, at
American Legion Post 144, Ridge Road, near Gilbertsville. Registration
will start at 11:30 a.m. with Itinch at noon and a joint meeting at 1:30
p.m. Women are asked to bring wrapped gifts for an auction.

Church potluck to be Saturday
Seventh and Poplar Church of Christ will have its annual Christmas
potluck dinner on Saturday, Dec. 3, at 6 p.m. in the cafeteria of Calloway
County High School. Following the meal, the members and guests will
go to the new building of Glendale Road Church of Christ to sing.

Parents' Night Out Saturday

Marine League gets flag

\„_...... ir
Joshua Dale Brock celebrated his first birthday on Wednesday, Nov. 2;
however the party in his honor was held on Thanksgiving Day, Nov. 24.
He is the son of Pamela and Grant Brock of Rt. 2, Hazel. His grandparents are Phyllis and Jim Bishop of Cincinnati, Ohio, and Joyce Hancock and the late Norma Dale Brock of Greenville. His greatgrandparents are Wanda and Bill Bruner of London, Mae and Oscar
Bishop of Manchester and Hazel Rice of Greenville. His great-greatgrandparents are Lillie Bruner and the late Oscar Bruner of Tampa.
Fla.

Shapla completes training

Parents' Night Out, sponsored by Campus Recreation Office of Murray State University, will be Saturday, Dec. 3, at Carr Health Building,
MSU. Parents can either share recretional activities with their children,
or drop off children at least 6 years of age in front of the building for an
evening of recreation. Children may be left anytime after 6 p.m. and
must be picked up by 10 p.m., according to Jim Baurer, director of campus recration. He emphasized that parents may participte with children
or use the program as a babysitting service. Facilities available in the
building will include swimming pool, racquetball courts, basketball,
volleyball, badminton and track. Swimming is scheduled from 6 to 8
p.m. The cost of the program is $5 for each person. No pre-registration is
required.
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Cub Scout Committee will meet

EX

The North Calloway Cub Scout Pack 76 Committee will meet Monday,
Dec. 5, at 7 p.m. at Pagliai's Restaurant. All committee members and
den leaders are urged to attend this meeting, according to Glenn
Hughes, publicity chairman.
Woodmen 81 the'World presents the American flag to the newly formed
Billy Ray Walston Detachment, Marine Corps League, Murray, at its
charter ceremony held at Sirloin Stockade. Aubrey (Red) Willoughby,
right, representative of Woodm" of the World, presents the flag to
Commandant Ron Sallin, left.

Gift Ideas For Ladies

Buckingham

753 - 8040

Last Visit Before Christmas
PORTRAITS BACK FOR CHRISTMAS GIFT-GIVING

FREE
8x10

-,

With the purchase of our
Advertised Package
Present this coupon and
receive a FREE traditional
8x10 Color Portrait

Only $695
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Tiffany Lynn McClure born
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1SG Rocky R. Shapla, Murray's Co. D/3/398/2/100th Division (TNG)
First Sergeant, recently graduated from the United States Army's
Airborne School in Fort Benning. Ga. The three weeks of intensive instruction consisted of rigorous physical conditioning, techniques of parachute
jumping, emergency procedures and activation of reserve parachute.
The parachute jumps included combat and night jumps from C130 and
C141 Air Force High Performance Aircraft. This physically and mental.
ly demanding course qualifies 1SG Shaple to serve in the Army's
elite
Airborne units worldwide.

Mr. and Mrs. Richard Adair, Rt. 9, Gilbertsville, are the parents of a
son, Levi Thomas Jordan, weighing seven pounds nine ounces, measuring 20 inches, born on Friday, Nov. 11, at 9:20 a.m. at Western Baptist
Hospital, Paducah. They have two daughters, Angela Renee, 10, and
Julie Beth, 8. The mother is the former Debra Eldridge. Grandparents
are James Adair and the late Mrs. Judith Adair of Calvert City and Mr.
and Mrs. Aubrey Eldridge of Rt. 6, Murray. Great-grandparents are
Mrs. Opal Adair of Calvert City, Mrs. Loraine Bliss of Chicago, Ill., Mr.
and Mrs. O.B. Eldridge of Almo and Mrs. Margie McFarren of Gas City,
Ind.

DR. GOTT

PETER
GOTT, M D

By Peter H. Gott, M.D.

James Cassidy Underwood born
Mr. and Mrs. Jay Underwood, Rt. 1, Box 4A, Hazel, are the parents of
a son, James Cassidy, weighing five pounds 10 ounces, measuring 184
inches, born on Wednesday, Nov. 16, at 10:28 p.m. at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital. The mother is the former Deneshia Wilson. Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. Jimmy Underwood of Puryear, Tenn., and Mr.
and Mrs, Aubrey Eldridge of Rt. 6, Murray. Great-grandparents are
Mrs. Hazel Underwood of Hazel, Mrs. Lorene Yates of Bardwell and Mr.
and Mrs. O.B. Eldridge of Almo.

ALL SILK WREATHS

DEAR DR. GOTT I had a large malignant tumor removed from the base
of my spine. Now I have a pinched
nerve in the scar tissue. My doctor
says there's no cure. Is she right"
DEAR READER. She may be right
- unless the scar tissue can be decompressed (surgically removed or
stretched)
This type of surgical repair is technically difficult because of scarring
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-The Wal-Mart Photographer will be located at:
vniv Post 6291. 94 East. Murray. KY 42071
Shooting Days'Dates. Thurs through Mon Dec. 1 Dec 5
Photographers Hours: Thursday 1000 a m 6:00 p.m.
Fri & Sat. 10:00 a m.-8:00 p.m
Sunday 12:30•6:00 p.m.
Monday 10:00 a.m.-7:00 p m.

SPONSORED BY
Bring in any I.:overpriced advertised offer
and WE Lt. MATCH IV
,
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and the loss of normal landmarks
upon which the surgeon depends.
However, you certainly are entitled to
a second opinion before giving up the
possibility that your painful pinched
nerve could be relieved.
In addition, acupuncture, TENS
(transcutaneous electrical nerve
stimulation) and other methods of
pain control may help you. Ask your
doctor about this.
For more information. I am sending you a copy of my Health Report
"Managing Chronic Pain." Other
readers who would like a copy should
send $1 with their name and address
to P.O. Box 91369, Cleveland, OH
44101-3369 Be sure to mention the
title
DEAR DR GOTT Due to prostate
cancer I had my testicles removed.
Now I have hot and cold flashes. My
doctor says it will wear off in time.
I'm 73 How long is "in time"'
DEAR READER: Cancer of ,the
prostate gland is often stimulated by
the presence of male hormones in the
body Therefore, treatment may include removal of the testicles, a natural source of hormone
When men are deprived of male
hormone
either through age or surgery -- they usually experience male
menopause, a condition of hormone
deficiency that resembles menopause
in women.
Common symptoms include: hot
flashes, depression, emotional irritability and decline of sexual abilities.
Unfortunately, there is no way to
predict how long the symptoms will
persist
in both men and women.
People have difficulty until their bodies adapt and adjust to the deficiency
of hormones
The symptoms of male and female
menopause can usually be helped by
the administration of hormones in
pill. injection or patch forms In the
case of prostatic cancer. male hormone supplements are inappropriate
because they could feed the cancer.
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Suprise her with a
Bright's Gift
Certificate

NEW LOCATION! This Promotion Only!
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Mr: and Mrs. Todd A. Fuqua of Rt. 1, Almo, are the parents of a
daughter, Courtney Jordan, weighing five pounds 13 ounces, measuring
194 inches, born on Monday, Nov. 21, at Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. The mother is the former Lisa Wilson. Grandparents are Mrs.
Donna Wilson and the late William W. Wilson and Mr. and Mrs. Richard
Fuqua, all of Rt. 1, Almo.

Levi Thomas Jordan Adair born

Be Sure & See Our Selection
of Earrings, Pins & Scarves
4.

-W

Courtney Jordan Fuqua born

Mr. and Mrs. Gary McClure, 1066 Weda Circle, Mayfield, are the
parents of a daughter, Tiffany Lynn, born on Friday, Nov. 18, at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital. Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. Jim
Fryer, Rt. 1, Sedalia, and Mr. and Mrs. Raymond McClure, Mayfield.

*Beautiful Sweaters
*Challis Skirts
*Mackintosh Coats
•Woolrich Parka's

11•=1

Open
Monday - Saturday 9:00 a.m. - 8:30 p.m.
Sunday 1:00 p.m. - 5:00 p.m.

oeRIqNTS
DOWNTOWN
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Amvets has celebration
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Red Cross seminar will be Dec. 8
Jim Thomas, national director
of equal opportunity for the

American Red Cross, will conduct
a seminar titled "Professional

MWC Chorus will present
musical program on Sunday

•
••••

Amvets Post 45 at Paris Landing, Tenn., held a mortgage-burning ceremon
y and celebration on Nov. 21.
Former commanders of Post 45 present for the event were, from left, Bob
Seward, Garvin Phillips, Howard
Hunter, Glenda McCuiston, Phil Williams, Bill Edwards,Jerry Fuhs,J.R.
Covington and Bob Ellison. Present
commander is J.R. Covington. Amvets Auxiliary president is Glenna
Wadkins. Post business manager is Bill
Edwards.

A special Christmasmusical program for the public will be presente
d
by the Chorus of the Music Department of Murray
Woman's Club on
Sunday, Dec. 4, at 2 p.m. at the club house, located on
Vine Street at
South Seventh Street.
The program will be in two divisions. The first will be
''The Legend of
the Madonna" which will be expressions of Christm
as through music
and art slides. The second will be the traditional holiday
songs.
Directing the program will be Margie Shown, a retired
teacher of
music of Southwest Calloway Elementary School. Tamara
Outland will
be the accompanist.
The Chorus will be composed of about 20 members includin
g members
and former members of the Music Department of the
Murray club.
The club house has been decorated for the holidays by the
Theta and
Home Departments of the club. The Delta Department will be
chairman
for the hostess committee, assisted by members of the
other departments, Alpha, Creative Arts, Garden, Home. Kappa, Sigma.
Theta and
Zeta.
The program will be on the main floor with refreshments being
served
in the basememt of the club house.
Margaret Yuill, president, and Barbara Brandon, vice presiden
t, invite the public to attend this special program which annually
ushers in
the holiday season for the area.

4th in a series

Your Individual Horoscope

Positions Within the American
Red Cross" Thursday, Dec. 8, in
the Cumberland Room of the Curris Center at Murray State
University.
The seminar, scheduled at 3:30
p.m., is sponsored by the
American Humanics Student
Association at the university.
According to Phil Jachowicz,
director of the university's Youth
Agency Administration ( YAM,
Thomas will discuss both present
and -future operations of the
American Red Cross, in Addition
to the types of employment opportunities available within the
organization.
-I have heard Mr. Thomas
make national presentation in the
past and have found him to be an
exciting presenter," said
Jachowicz, "I think people will be
surprised at just how diverse the
American Red Cross organization
has become."
There is no admission charge
for the_seminar, which is open to
the public. For more information,
interested persons may contact
Jachowicz at 762-3808.

Now at Hallmark!

Frames Drake

FOR FRIDAY, DECEMBER 2, 1988
ARIES
(Mar.21 to Apr. 19)
A new chance to make money
through work comes today, though
you may not have as much time to
spend with a partner as you'd like. Be
sensitive to the feelings of others.
TAURUS
(Apr.20 to May 20)
Leisure activities will definitely
bolster your spirits on this day when
you may feel your participation at
work is not fully appreciated. Focus
on self-worth.
GEMINI
(May 21 to June 20)
Home life affords you a greater
chance for relaxation now than
outside activities. You may be concerned today about a financial matter
or a child's welfare.
CANCER
(June 21 to July 22)
There may be some extra responsibilites today in connection with a
partner or other family member. Still,
you'll have time to enjoy a wonderful
social occasion.
LEO
(July 23 to Aug. 22)
You may be easily bored by a task
today on the job. However, your
overall prospects for career successes are good today. Be alert for a new
opportunity.
VIRGO
(Aug. 23 to Sept.22)
A chance for a lovely trip comes
today, but it's not the best day for
dating or recTeational interests. You
could be concerned about a financial
matter now.
LIBRA
(Sept. 23 to Oct.22)
You may feel blocked about a real
estate or other domestic concern.
You may feel a relative pays no heed
to your point of view. Some good
news, however, cones about money.
SCORPIO
(Oct. 23 to Nov.21)
This is definitely a day to go out
and socialize. Don't brood about
problems or worry too much. Give
yourself a break and enjoy today's
chances for good times.
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov.22 to Dec. 21)
You'll be pleased about a lucky
break that comes to you in business

today, but a social gathering may not
live up to expectations. Strain could
exist with a friend.
CAPRICORN
(Dec.22 to Jan. 19)
You may have doubts as to where
you stand on a business matter today.
Luck is with you in the promotion of
creative projects. Children and love
bring you happiness.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
This is a good, day . for family
interesis and looking'for a new place
to live. A backlog of work may mean
that'a trip has to be postponed.
Financial news is good.
PISCES
*Mb
(Feb. 19 to Mar. 20)
It's a poor time to lend money to or
borrow from a friend, but it's a

fortunate occasion for you in partnerships interests. You'll be very happy
about today's developments.

IF BORN TODAY, you are highspirited but also sensitive and
cooperative. Though adventurous,
you believe financial security is
important to you. However do not let
the need for material well-being keep
you from taking a chance on your
creative talents. Writing, dance,
poetry, and music are some of the
creative areas in which you can excel.
Sympathethic by nature, you would
also make a fine teacher, physician,
or counselor. Birthdate of: John
Barbirolli, conductor; Julie Harris.
actress; and Charles Serat, painter.
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Italian Village
Pizza
Six Pack Pepsi'
Use this coupon and receive a 6 pack
of Pepsi for only 99' with any pins
purchase.
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2 LARGE
16" PIZZAS

1 LARGE
16" PIZZA

With cheese plus two toppings of
your choice on each pizza
Dine In•Carry Out•Free Delivery

'9.99

With cheese plus 2 toppings of your
choice
Dine In•Carry Out•Free Delivery

$5.99
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Ladies Suits
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Sweaters and Sweater Skirts
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All
Values to $65

25%

Now $29
"

Group Blouses

Santa's"I Want" List:
Great
*Braided Belts For Spring'
acelets
*Br aided Br
at $1 .50 ea.
*EaffillgS

*Bracelets

*Necklaces * Scarves
*Isotoner Slippers
Sweaters
*Christmas
rag(ances
Watches * F
•
Hosieryl
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Off

1/3 Off

All Junior Fashions

25%

Off

New Shipment Guess Jeans
Just Arrived
Holiday Sweaters & Dresses

20

% Off

Joy to the World,- featuring Placido Domingo, Leona
Mitchell, Placid° Domingo Jr., and the London
Symphony Orchestra is the 4th album recorded
exclusively for Hallmark and participatirtg Hallmark
retailers Its their way of offering you sdmething
special for your enjoyment throughout this holiday
season
Get yours soon, while supplies last (Offer limited to
one per customer.)

When you care enough
to send the very best

AT THESE HALLMARK RETAILERS
Murray
Readmore Book-n-Card
Chestnut Hills Sh Ctr
759-9758
0488 .4alirnarr Cards
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Corning community events are listed
Thursday, Dec.1
MSU Department of Music and
Department of Speech, Communication and Theater will present An Evening of Opera" at 8
p.m. in Johnson Theater, Doyle
Fine Arts Center, Murray State
University. For information call
762-6797 or 762-4421.
————
Cub Scout Pack 73 will meet at 7
p.m. in cafeteria of Southwest
Calloway Elementary School.
————
Murray Civitan Club will meet
at 7 p.m. at Homeplace Family
Restaurant.
————
Chapter 50 of Disabled
American Veterans and Auxiliary
will have its holiday dinner at 6:30
p.m. at American Legion Hall,
South Sixth and Maple Streets.
———
Five one-act plays, "Not
University Theatre Showcase"
will be presented at 7 p.m. in
Room 310-B, Wilson Hall, Murray
State University. Admission is $1.
————
Single Connection will meet at 7
p.m. in third floor classroom,
Education Building, First United
Methodist Church. For information call Carol at 753-2596, Brenda
at 753.2513 or Jim at 492-8733.
————
Front Porch Swing, a local
ladies barber shop chorus, will
rehearse at 7 p.m. in library of
First Christian Church.
————
H. Eddie Roberts Post 6291 of
VFW will meet at 7 p.m. at Post
home on Highway 94 East.
Calloway County High School
Girls' Lakers will host Paducah
Tilghman in a basketball game at
6 p.m.
Murray High School Girls'
Tigers will host Fulton City in a
basketball game at 6 p.m.
————
Murray Women of the Moose
will meet at 8 p.m. with officers to
meet at 7 p.m.
————
Narcotics Anonymous will meet
at 7:30 p.m. at St. John's

Thursday, Dec. 1
Episcopal Church. For information call 753-8136, 489-2628 or
762-6297
————
AA and Al-Anon will meet at 8
p.m. at Senior Citizens' Center,
Benton.

Friday,Dec.2
Saturday, Dec.3
Sunday, Dec.4
Calloway County High School 7 p.m. at lodge hall on Walnut Shown as director
in a Christmas
Lady Lakers and Lakers will play
Street.
musical program at 2 p.m. at club
basketball games with Fulton City
house, South Seventh and Vine
at Fulton.
Temple Hill Lodge No. 276 Free Streets. This is open to the public.
————
and Accepted Masons is scheduled
————
Murray High School Tigers will to meet at 7 p.m. at lodge hall on
AA will have a closed meeting at
play basketball games with
Highway 464 East.
4 p.m. at American Legion
Paducah Tilghman starting at 6
————
Building, South Sixth and Maple
Phil Garrett will present a piano
p.m. at Murray High.
Murray Women's Bowling Streets. For information call
recital at 8 p.m. in Farrell Recital
————
Association will have a Doubles 759-4059, 762-3399, 753-7764 or
Hall, Doyle Fine Arts Center,
Cheerleaders of Murray High
Tourna
ment from 1 to 4 p.m. at 753-7663.
Murray State University. AdmisSchool will sponsor a dance followCorvett
e
Lanes.
sion is free.
ing the basketball games.
————
Playhouse in the Park will pre————
————
Square and round dancing with sent "Babes in Toyland" at 2 p.m.
Prepared Childbirth Class will
Games will be played at 8 p.m.
music by Bill James and the at Calloway County Public
start at 7 p.m. in weight control at Murray Moose Lodge. This is
Wonder Band will be from 7:30 to Library.
classroom, First floor, Medical for members only.
11 p.m. at Lynn Grove Roller
Arts Building, Murray-Calloway
Rink.
————
County Hospital.
Main Street Youth Center at 205
————
North Fourth St. will be open from
Couples Bridge with Max and
5
p.m.
to
12
midnigh
Hazel
t.
Beale as hosts will be at 7:30
For
inforFriday, Dec.2
WEST HAVEN, Conn. (AP —
p.m. at Oaks Country Club.
Westside Senior Citizens will mation call 753-TEEN.
Three
million Americans will get
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
meet at 1:30 p.m. at Ellis Center.
AA and Al-Anon will meet at 8
Women's Aglow Fellowship of pneumonia this fall and winter and.
————
Murray will meet at 12 noon for one million of those will be
Hazel and Willis Centers will be p.m. at J.U. Kevil Center, South
lunch and meeting at 1 p.m. at hospitalized, according to the Naopen from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. for ac- 10th Street Extended, Mayfield.
tional Center for Health Statistics.
————
Kenlake Hotel.
tivities by senior citizens.
Saturday,Dec.3
Pneumonia, the sixth-leading
—
—
—
—
——
Murray Rotary Club Country
cause
of death in the United
Playhouse in the Park will preAlford Chapter No. 445 of Order
Ham Breakfast will be from 6 to 10 sent "Babes In Toyland" at
States,
kills
more people than any
2 p.m.
of Eastern Star will meet at 7:30 a.m.
at Pagliai's Restaurant.
and 7 p.m. at Calloway County other infectious disease, including
p.m. at lodge hall at Aurora.
Murray Rotary Club Christmas Public Library.
AIDS, the center adds. It is par————
Parade will start at 10 a.m. in
ticularly dangerous for the very
—
—
—
—
Square and round dancing with Murray.
Dance will be from 9 p.m. to 1 young, the chronically ill and the
music by Sharecropper will be
—
—
—
—
a.m.
at Murray Moose Lodge. This elderly.
from 7:30 to 11 p.m. at Lynn Grove
Parents' Night Out will be at 6 is for members only.
Pneumonia can be especially
Roller Rink.
p.m. at Carr Health Building,
life-threate
ning to heavy smokers,
—
———
————
Murray State University.
cancer
patients
, alcoholics, drug
Main
Street
Youth
Center
at
205
Adult Choir of Memorial Baptist
————
North Fourth St. will be open from addicts and cystic fibrosis and
Church will have a Christmas
Delta Department of Murray 5 p.m. to 12 midnight.
For infor- asthma patients, as well as those
rehearsal at 7 p.m.
Woman's Club will meet at 10 a.m. mation call 753-TEEN.
with chronic heart and lung
————
at club house.
disease
, diabetes, kidney failure,
—
———
Holiday Arts and Crafts Open
————
AA and Al-Anon will meet at 8 impaired spleen or liver function
House will be in Conference Room
"Christmas by the Lake" will be p.m. at American Legion and sickle cell iHness.
of First Baptist Church from 10 from 10 a.m.
to 5 p.m. with Building, South Sixth and Maple
"Vaccines against influenza and
a.m. to 4 p.m.
Kiwanis pancake breakfast from 7 Streets.
pneumococcal pneumonia can
————
a.m. to 1 p.m. in Inn, all at Paris
prevent certain types, but nnce
————
Community Theatre will pre- Landing State Park.
you've contracted pneumonia, anHorse
Sale,
sponsor
ed
by
Andersent "Babes in Toyland" at 7 p.m.
————
son's Western World, will begin at tibiotics are the major treatat Calloway County Public
Chestnut Grove A.M.E. Church 12 noon at West Kentuc
ky
Library.
of South Hazel will have a song Livestock Show and
Exposition
————
festival from 6 to 8 p.m. at Central Center.
MSU Department of Music and High School
Building, Jones Bend
————
Department of Speech, Com- Road,
Paris, Tenn.
Murray State University Lady
munications and Theater will pre————
Racer basketball team will play
sent "An Evening of Opera" at 8
Annual bazaar will be at St. Louis at 7:30 p.m.
in Racer
p.m. in Johnson Theater, Doyle Lakeland Wesley
Village from 9 Arena. Admission is free.
Fine Arts Center, Murray State a.m. to 3 p.m.
————
University. For information call
————
Sunday, Dec.4
762-6797 or 762-4521.
Ruling Star Lodge No. 51 Free
Mr. and Mrs. Elwood Newsom
and Accepted Masons will meet at will be honored
on 50th wedding
anniversary with a reception from
2 to 4 p.m. at Goshen United
Methodist Church.
————
Mr. and Mrs. William Keys
Blakely will be honored on 50th
wedding anniversary with a reception from 2 to 4 p.m. in Fellowship
Hall of West Fork Baptist Church.
The couple requests that guests
not bring gifts.
————
Murray Art Guild will have its
annual Christmas Open House
from 1 to 4 p.m. at the Guild, 103
North Sixth St.
————
Murray Woman's Club will present its Music Chorus with Margie

Sunday, Dec.4
Christmas Open House will be
from 5 to 7 p.m. at Murray Country Club.
————
Murray Women's Bowling
Association will continue its
Doubles Tournament from 1 to 4
p.m. at Corvette Lanes
————
Four Rivers Music Friends will
meet at 2 p.m. in Annex of
Calloway Public Library.
————
"Christmas by the Lake" will
continue from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. at
Paris Landing State Park.
————

Many will get pneumonia
ment," says Dr. Harold C. Neu,
chief of infectious diseases at Columbia University in New York.
"This year, the more serious
forms of the disease can be fought
with a new class of antibiotics called quinolones."
While oral antibiotics such as
penicillin and erythromycin are
the traditional treatments for mild
pneumonia, more serious cases
traditionally require hospitalization for intravenous antibiotics.
Now there is a new group of oral
antibiotics, called quinolones, that
have the same punch as IVs but
don't necessarily require
hospitalization.
"Oral quin lones such as Cipro
are the newest, most exciting
group of antimicrobials," Dr. Neu
notes. "They have a broad spectrum of activity that includes the
majority of bacteria-causing
pneumonia and have a potency
similar to the best of the IV
antibiotics."

Scouts help Need Line
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The Debutante'
.Machine
Model 6212
popular
5
stitches•Built-in
buttonholer • Drop-in bobbin
• Adjusts to various fabric
thicknesses• Free arm 10r
sewing sleeves• Built-in
carrying handle

Other machines starting at $129 00

Murray
Sewing Center
Bel-Air Center1753-5323
Open Mon -Sat. 9-6
Sundays 1-5
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Neckties
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Den 2 of Cub Scout Pack 57 of Murray went door to door
collecting canned goods for Murray-Calloway County Need Line on
Thursday, Nov. 17.
They later went to McDonald's for supper and each
scout presented his
"collection" of stamps, baskeball cards, rocks, sea shells
and ammunition shells. Each scout earned a special achieve
ment in Scouting. Janet
Wallis is den leader. Pictured, from left, front row,
Coley
Tandon, back row, Daniel Dunn, Brian McNeely, Patrick %ails, Rohit
Thornton and
Cliff Howard.
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*Sweaters
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White House resists release of
information for North's trial

WASHINGTON (AP) — The
Reagan White House is resisting
efforts by the chief prosecutor in
the Iran-Contra case to use certain
classified national security information in the trial of Oliver L.
North.
The White House made its position known to independent counsel
Lawrence E. Walsh, the chief prosecutor in the case, "earlier this
week," a senior administration official said Wednesday. The official
provided the information on
grounds he not be identified
publicly.
The source would not say how
much information the White
House wants withheld. He said the
move to block the release of cer-

tain information was made on
"national security grounds" but
would not say what other actions
the executive branch might take to
protect its secrecy.
U.S. District Judge Gerhard A.
Gesell had told the Reagan administration last week that he
would have little control over the
flow of secrets once the trial
begins, possibly in late January.
The official said the White
House move was not an attempt to
help North, a former National
Security Council deputy, scuttle
the prosecution's case against
him.
The White House position was
made known as closed hearings
began on some of the classified

THE ACES ON BRIDGE
is

"I must create a system or be enslaved by another man's."
— William Blake.

NORTH
12 1
•K Q J 7
4
•K Q J 8 6 2
46 5
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Most players are familiar with a
suit-preference signal that differentiates between two suits. In rare
cases, the signal can apply to three
suits. Today's example was dealt in
the semifinal round of the 1983
Grand National Championships. Lt.
Col. Joe Musumeci of Richardson,
Texas, coach of the "Dallas Aces"
and the person directly charged
with the task of molding six talented individuals into the most successful American bridge team, held the
West cards.
West led fourth best, and East
won the queen and king, South following with the three and 10. How
could East be sure of which suit to
lead at trick three?
Since West could not afford to
overtake the second club, he had to
signal East where his entry might
be. And in this particular layout, the,.
entry could be in any of the three remaining suits.
Since East could tell that South
held only three clubs (it was unlikely that South would drop the 10 with
more than three clubs), he knew every club spot in West's hand. It was
the perfect setting for the three-suit
signal. (If South has A-10-x in clubs,
the signal still applies.)
On the second club trick, West
could play his highest affordable
club for spades, the next highest for
linitiand a low club for diamonds.
VreStluiturally opted for the club
eight, and the ensuing heart shift
beat the contract three tricks.

BOBBY WOLFF

A

WEST
44 3
V A8 5
•10 3
4A 9 8 7 4 2

EAST
96 5 2
•10 9 6
•9 7 5 4
KQ
SOUTH
4 A 108
V K Q J 732
•A
4 J 10 3

Vulnerable: Both
Dealer: West
The bidding:
West
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass

North
1•
14
2•
3•
Pass

East
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass

South
1V
24
3 11
3 NT

*fourth suit forcing
Opening lead: Club seven
BID WITH THE ACES
12-1-13

South holds

South
1

A 108
K QJ 732
•A
4 J 10 3
North
1

ANSWER: Three hearts. Show good
values by making the highly invitational jump rebid.
Send bridge questions to The Aces. PO Box
12363 Dallas Texas 75225, with sell-addressed
stamped envelope for reply
Copyngbt IOU United Feature Syndicate
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documents in the case.
Gesell conducted the hearing to
consider the former presidential
aide's objections to deleting sensitive references from 350
classified documents that Walsh
wants to use as evidence.
North objects to virtually all of
the proposed deletions, arguing
the references to countries,
foreign officials and U.S. intelligence agents are necessary to
defend charges that he conspired
to divert more than $14 million in
U.S.-Iran arms-sale profits to the
Contra rebels in Nicaragua.
Gesell must decide whether the
material is relevant to North's
defense.
Walsh, who attended Wednesday's hearing with several
associate prosecutors, contends
that the former National Security
Council aide is merely trying to
force authorities to scuttle the
case rather than disclose some of
the nation's best-kept intelligence
secrets.
With North and his attorneys
present, Gesell took the bench
after court security officers electronically swept the courtroom for
bugging devices.
Walsh earlier had received per-mission from the Reagan administration to use the 350
documents that contain 1,000 to
2,000 pages of classified material
provided the sensitive references
are deleted.
North also wants permission to
disclose 40,000 pages of classified
material during the trial. %
Even if Reagan refuses to allow
disclosure of secrets Gesell determines are needed by the defense,
North could still be prosecuted on
charges he made false statemnts
to Congress and conspired to illegally use a tax-exempt foundation to raise money for the
Contras.
Those charges are less dependent on classified evidence, which
North wants to use to show he was
acting with presidential authority
when he covertly helped the Contras raise money and diverted proceeds from the arms-for-hostage
deals in the Middle East to the
rebels.

10:00 AM - 4:00 PM
Saturday, December 3rd, 1988

Large Selection of Original Artwork & Unique Crafts
Prices Ranging From 55-$1,000

Water Colors
Line Drawings
Sculpture

— Art Supplies Also Available —

Olive Street Gallery Gift Shop
753-3138

_Art
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ERY FRIDAY &
SATURDAY
(After 4 P.M.)
'IrIroduCing Deviled Stuffed Crab Plus, Catfish Fiddlers
& Steaks 'Golden Fried Shnmp • Boneless Sea Strips
Includes Our Famous Fresh
SalacliFrurt1 & Dessen Bar.
'Baked Cod 'Our Famous Crab Salad 'Steak Fries:Onion
'Prepared By Experienced Cooks Daily'
Rings'Hush Puppies, Cole Saw.

SUPER SPECIALS!

ASK ABOUT OUR OTHER WEEKLY SPECIALS OF
GREAT VALUES YOU FIND ONLY AT MAJESTIC!
ALWAYS THE BEST IN MAYFIELD

Family Restaurant

WE NOW ACCEPT CHRISTMAS PARTY RESERVATIONS.
GROUP & PRIVATE PARTIES ARE WELCOME.

READ THE
CLASSIFIEDS

ALL OUR MEATS ARE USDA CHOICE & CUT FRESH DAILY
PLEASE CALL 247-2541, HWY 121 (700 S.6TH ST.), MAYFIELD
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BEARINGS

Model 9647 Tiger ClubTm
All-Purpose Saw Kit

Route 8, Box 91, Murray

279
t

(Next to Ryan Milk)
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Model 7514
'2 — Extra-Heavy-Duty
Variable Speed Reversing Drill

MILL SUPPLY

BEARING & SUPPLY
753-3411

753-3412

Special Offer On
Armstrong
Slide Hammer
Puller Set 71-679

$

1 981

List Price $221 87

11499

RIGGING SPECIALITIES

CONSTRUCTION EQUIPMENT
—
Model 617
7 1/4" Push Handle
Circular Saw

$1
MODEL 61?

Model 9850
12 Volt •
Magnequench°
Cordless 3/8"
Driver/Drill Kit

I1-4 n)
L-VW L)
)

.,-Att 11
)4 1.

2'9

600 Olive Street
Murray

IF YOU ARE TIRED OF HIGH
PRICES, COME TO MAYFIELD!m

Model 621
3/8" Heavy-Duty Variable
Speed Reversing Drill

POWER TRANSMISSION

Weavings
Pottery
Jewelry

Great Original Gift Idas for Christmas
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Model 9725
Two Speed
Porta-Band° Saw Kit
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AW-32

1

"

1,4111111112t.
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919

MODEL 9647

LOGGING SUPPLIES
Welding & Cutting Outfit
Accessories Included
With Deluxe Outfits
•25-foot Length Of 3/16 Twif,
•Flunt Lighter
•Goggies, Shade = 5

$199"
MACHINERY METAL & WOOD
Model 330
Speed-Bloc
Finishing Sander

$59"
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SPORTS
Goheen's buzzer shot
lifts Vandy over Cards

Mirrray Ledger & Times
Eyes of a shark

NASHVILLE, Tenn. CAP) —
The Murray State Racers
Barry Goheen won't get many
play Louisville on Tuesday,
points for style, but the three
Dec.6in Louisville and Vanderpoints the Commodore left-hander
bilt on Monday, Dec. 19 in
provided with a last-second,
Nashyille.
desperation jump shot was good
enough to shoot down Louisville's
who has defeated three other
13th-ranked Cardinals.
teams with last-second shots dur"It wasn't anything fancy. I just
ing his career.
took a dribble or two, threw it up
The victory enabled Vandy to
and hoped," Goheen, of Calvert
level its record at 2-2, while
City, Ky., said of his 45-foot shot at
Louisville fell to 0-2 and left Car-.
the buzzer that brought Vandy a
dial coach Denny Crum with an
65-62 upset victory Wednesday
empty feeling.
night.
"We were in a good spot
The basket capped a comeback
(leading by nine points). We got a
that saw Vandy rally from a 56-47
little sired and we took some bad
deficit with 6:46 to play and may
shots. We didn't do a good job of
be the turning point for a Comattacking their matchup
modore team that had its troubles
(defense L" said Crum, whose
against nationally ranked
Cardinals shot only 40.6 percent
Michigan and Ohio State last
from the field.
weekend in Hawaii.
"When you don't shoot good, you
"I'm particularly proud of this
don't look good, and I don't think
team for coming back off that trip
we played,great. We threw the ball
and off the games we had. When
away too many times. Our
Louisville led by nine points, a
shooting wasn't that good, and our
team of characters would've
defense was adequate. I guess we
started thinking about how tired
got what we deserved and that's
they were, but a team of character
nothing," Crum said.
would find a way to win," said
Louisville appeared in control
Vanderbilt coach C.M. Newton.
when Tony Kimbro capped a 19-6
"I think a lesser team would
run with an inside basket to put
have packed it in, but we gave
Vandy down 56-47, but the Comourselves a chance to win and
modores came back with nine
that's something we didn't do
straight points,, pulling even at
against Ohio State and Michigan,"
56-56 when Barry Booker hit a
added Goheen, a 6-foot-3 senior
(Cont'd on page 11)

College Basketball

Miracle call cures Oral
Roberts' road miseries
By BARRY WILN ER
AP Sports Writer
It waslhe kind of call you just
don't get on the road, the kind an
Oral Roberts doesn't get at Louisiana State.
Oral Roberts got it, however,
and a 100-96 victory with it
Wednesday night. the Titans' first
road win since the 1986-87 season.
All LSI; coach Dale Brown got
was a pair of technical fouls and
plenty of frustration.
Greg Sutton was fouled by Chris
Jackson as he shot from 15-feet at
the buzzer in a tie game. The shot
bounced off the rim, but Sutton
went to the line and won it by making two free throws. He then hit
two of four assessed in a double
technical foul against Brown, who
carried his protest onto the court
between Sutton's free throws.
"At best, in my opinion, it was a
no-call," Brown said. "But they

I the officials ) didn't lose the game
for us. We lost it."
"It was a foul," ORU coach Ken
Trickey said. "He Jackson)(
really hacked him.
"I didn't like it to end that way. I
would have preferred that Greg
shoot the two and it end 98-96."
Still, it was a road win, and
that's all Trickey could ask for.
Oral Roberts was 8-21 last season,
0-13 as the visiting team.
In games involving ranked
teams, No. 13 Louisville lost to
Vanderbilt 65-62 when Barry
Goheen made a 45-foot shot at the
buzzer see related story, No. 1
Duke routed East Carolina 95-46,
No. 11 Arizona stopped New Mexico 80-67 for Coach Lute Olson's
300th career victory, No. 18
Villanova beat St. Francis, Pa.,
70-60 ahd No. 19 Florida edged
Siena 71-67.

Professional pool player Tom Rossman lines up a shot during an exhibition Wednesday in the Curds Center Gameroom. Rossman. an II

linois native, is the World Open Master Champion trick shot artist.
Staff photo by David Ramey

Racking up
Rossman 'shows off' wherever there's a table
BY DAVID RAMEY
Sports.Writer
Torn Rossman spends a lot of time just showing off,
Rossman, a world masters champion pool player is finishing up his
1988 tour, which has seen him perform 130-150 shows in 34 states over
seven months. He has spent the last three days performing at Murray
State University.
"We pretty much coveredeverything," Rossman said of the continental United States. He takes his trick shot wizardry and pool playing skill all over the United States, mostly in colleges, prisons, army
bases and children's hospitals.
Rossman's visit to Murray has included clinics, trick shot exhibitions, and a tournament called "Put Tom Behind The Eight Ball,"
where Rossman takes on all-corners in two games of eight ball.
Players get one point for each ball, except for two for the eight ball,
and the player with the most points gets a copy of Rossman's new
book. "Rack Up A Victory."
Rossman is a World Open Masters Champion in "trick and skill fan

cy shot artistic billiards." It is the trick shots that he's grown to love.
"For 26 years, pool had a game type of appeal to me," he said. I
was out there competing. The last six years it has become a method of
expression. I can express a lot of joy in a trick shot."
A crowd of around 35 watched Rossman play numerous matches in
his tournament, then were dazzled by numerous trick shots, including
the Chattanoga Choo-choo, where one cue shot sinks six balls, using
the table's cushions and strategically-placed cue sticks for the special
effects. He demortstrated techniques to improve a player's game,
before taking on more opponents.
"On a three-day residency like this, we're booked for 15 hours, but
we usually shoot about 20," Rossman said, the "we" being his wife
Marty who does all the bookings. During his Murray stop, he spent his
days performing in the Curris Center Gameroom, and evenings in the
gameroom of Hart Hall, a men's dormitory.
Rossman is based out of Minok, Illinois, but he spends a lot of time
near Ft. Benjamin Harrison.in Indianapolis. After graduation from
(Cont'd on page 11)
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* Armstrong Tools
* Browning Manufacturing
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Demonstrations On A Max 20 Plasma Cutter
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BEARING & SUPPLY

Store Hours.
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Sat. 8:00 A.M.-12:00 P.M.

Industrial Rd.

Terry Knott-Owner
Phillip Peeler-Manager

(Next to Ryan Milk)
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UK student
paper calls
for Sutton's
resignation

The 10th of each month la a very important date to your newspaper car
tier. Your carrier must receive your payment by the 10th of the month to
order to pay their bill.
You see, these carriers are independent business men and women They
buy their papers from us at wholesale cost and sell them to you at the retail
delivery rate. When you don't pay them by the 10th they have to dig down
Into their own pockets to make up the difference.
Please pay your carrier promptly before the 10th of each month. They
depend on you to write their pay checks.
Collection time can be an inconvenience for you and your carrier.
So paying by mail is a simple way to avoid getting caught without the
right change and you avoid the bother of monthly collection

Miirray Ledger 8r Times
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LEXINGTON, Ky. (API —
University of Kentucky basketball
coach Eddie Sutton has termed an
editorial in the student newspaper
urging him and his entire coaching
staff to step down at the end of the
season "a little unusual."
"But as I've said before, I'm
very pleased to be here in Kentucky and I plan on coaching here
a long while," Sutton said.
The editorial, appearing
Wednesday in The Kentucky
Kernel, said that "it would be
honorable for Sutton and his staff
to announce they are stepping
down at the end of the season, but
If Sutton does not understand the
need for the basketball program to
start over, the UK administration
should buy out his contract."
The Kernel, which is published
Monday through Friday, is independent of the university, said
C.A. Duane Bonifer, the
newspaper's editorial editor.
UK acting athletics director Joe
Burch agreed.
"It's the opinion of the editorial
staff of the Kentucky Kernel,"
Burch said Wednesday in a statement. "It speaks for itself. I have
,no comment."
Bonifer said in a telephone interview late Wednesday that the
editorial said it would cost
1166,668, including severance pay,
to buy out Sutton's contract, which
has one more year left on it.
Efforts by The Associated Press
to confirm that figure with the
university were not immediately
(Conn,on page 11)
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'Attila the Hun' became a real Knight to a player.in
need
By HAL BOCK
AP Sports Writer
The man has an image right out of the Attila the
Hun school of human relations. He snarls at players,
even grabs them by their uniforms now and then. He
throws chairs. He uses garbage cans as recepticles
for unfriendly fans. He makes officials lives absolutely miserable.
The man is major league mean.
Until one of his kids is in trouble. Until the accident
when the car turns over and one of his kids winds up
in intensive care. Until the doctors put one of his kids
in a wheelchair.
Then the other side of Bobby Knight surfaces.
"People only see the guy with the chip on his
shoulder," Landon Turner said. "I got to see the
other side."
Landon Turner was 6 feet, 10 inches worth of
frustration for Knight. He was big and strong and
should have been a tower of strength for Indiana. But
he did not deliver the potential Knight saw in him. In
Hoosierland, that is a major misdemeanor, one not
easily oVerlooked by Robert Montgomery Knight.
They don't call him The General for nothing.
"He was tough to play for," Turner said. "The
game it supposed to be fun but with him, it was constant pressure. When we won, it wasn't a great thrill
because of what we went through every day at
practice."
Think about it. The man in the red sweater calling
you names, goading you, embarrassing you every
day in front of your friends. Some players leave.

Ricky Calloway is at Kansas now because of it.
Delray Brooks wound up at Providence. Mike Giomi
fled to North Carolina State after crossing swords
with the General.
Landon Turner stayed.
He remembered some of the techniques Knight
used.
"He'd stop practice and shout, 'How many rebounds has Turner got?' Somebody would say,
'Two,' and I'd think, 'Oh, man, here it comes."
And it usually did.
"One time, I was on the bench all night and then he
put me in the game with nine seconds left. Nine
seconds. I was stiff as a board.
"He tried to get me to quit. He couldn't get what he
wanted out of me, so he tried to get rid of me. He
made my life miserable."
Then he thought about it for a moment.
"But I probably made his miserable, too," Turner
said.
The problem was that no matter what Knight said
or did, Turner wouldn't go away. His teammates
marveled at his abuse quotient — the amount of
misery he could absorb from the coach and still
come back for more.
"I had played three years," he said. "I wasn't going to quit, go someplace else and start over again.
He wasn't going to break me."
Then he looked at his wheelchair.
"Just like this accident won't break me."
On July 25, 1981, three months after Indiana won
the NCAA championship, Landon Turner, his

More NFL players suspended for
violating substance abuse policy

is

MIAMI (AP) — The Miami
"Dupe's locker is right next to
Dolphins will be without wide
mine, and I just didn't have any
receiver Mark Duper for the reidea at all," safety Glenn
mainder of the season because he
Blackwood said. "I talk to him
violated the NFL's substance
every day. There was no indicaabuse policy, but offensive guard
tion of pot or anything like that."
Roy Foster says the rest of the
Foster said Duper is not the kind
team is clean.
of person to use drugs.
"(Coach Don) Shula lets us
"It just doesn't add up," Foster
know what's happening as far as said. "I
just don't want to believe
the drug situation," Foster said. that Duper's
caught up in anything
"I don't believe we associate
like that."
ourselves with drugs of any sort.
Duper was unavailable for comHe weeds out those kinds of guys."
ment, and his agent failed to
The NFL on Wednesday
return two phone calls.
suspended Duper and Dallas
Duper had only four pass recepCowboys' defensive back Victor-. tions
for 44 yards in the past four
Scott for violating the league's
games. He caught no passes Sunsubstance abuse policy. The
day against the New York Jets and
suspensions are for 30 days, which
finished the game on the sidelines
means both players will miss the
because he was bothered by a sore
rest of the season.
left arch, Shula said.
Neither the league nor the
teams would say what drugs were
The coach said he supports the
involved.
league's drug policy.
"The most important thing the
Duper, 29, became the first
National Football League can do
Miami player to be penalized for
is to prove it's a drug-free game,"
substance abuse since 1983.
he said.
"It's one of the toughest things
The action against Duper and
I've had to deal with," Shula said.
Scott brought to 24 the number of
"I hope everything gets
players suspended this season for
straightened out, and Mark is able
violating the drug policy.
to resume his career with the
Duper and Scott won't be allowMiami Dolphins next year."
ed any contact with their team
Shula declined to comment on
during the suspension. They'll be
whether Duper's problem was an
placed on a non-football-related ilisolated one for the team.
lness list retroactive to Tuesday,
Scott, 26. also was suspended for
30 days last year for substance
9
abuse. He became the second
S•••
Cowboy this season to be penalized
under the NFL's drug policy: of- (Cont'd from page 10)
fensive tackle Kevin Gogan was
short jump shot with 3:11 to play.
suspended for a month near the
The teams were tied at 58-58 and
end of training camp.
60-60 before Vanderbilt forged a
Duper, a seven-year veteran 62-60 edge on two free throws by
and two-time Pro Bowl performer. Booker with 15 seconds
has done work with the "Say No To remaining.
Drugs" program. Several teamLouisville tied the game on a tip
mates said they were shocked by by Pervis Ellison with three
the suspension.
seconds to play, setting the stage
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(Cont'd from page 10)
Eastern Illinois, where he won collegiate championships, he worked
for Brunswick, then owned a combination bowling and billiards complex, and a recreation academy. Since 1974 when he opened his complex, he's been competing. but during the last six years he's been doing a lot more touring.
He works with the Special Olympics and he does a lot of benefits in
children's hospitals.
But the 'places he enjoys playing in most are the prisons.
"The prisoners are very competitive," he said. "Some prisons have
a lot of tables and prisoners spend eight to ten hours a day playing.
"When you're playing someone before 200-300 inmates, the heat is
on. But it's a very unique experience, because you see a lot of positive
things from those guys, even though it may have been a negative
thing that got them in there."
Rossman said he wins about 95 percent of the games in his tournament, and he admits that two college students have run the table on
him.
Rossman said he has a lot of fun doing what he's doing, but
sometimes the college kids he said he relates to well show him up
"You ought to have seen them over at Hart Hall the other night," he
said. "They ganged up on me."

Call for a quote on your auto
or homeowners insurance.
Compare Allstate for value.
Absolutely no obligation.
Call now for an
estimate.
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"We regret that we have that
situation with Victor Scott."
Cowboys president Tex Schramm
said. "I don't think it'll have a major affect on the team. He was hurt
all year anyway."
Scott's phone number is unpublished and he was unavailable
for comment.
z

UK•
•
•

(Cont'd from page 10)
successful late Wednesday.
In the editorial, the newspaper
said that with Sutton's "program
facing 18 allegations and:possibie
probation, it is evident Sutton
should be removed from the No. 1
coaching job in the nation."
"By making it clear now that
this seasoh will be Sutton's and the
rest of the coaching staff's last
season at[K, the university would
send a clear signal to the NCAA
that it is taking appropriate action
to restore integrity and honesty to
its program," the editorial added.
"When former Athletic Director
Cliff Hagan stepped down earlier
this month, it helped remove some
of the tarnish from UK's image,"
the editorial said,"but by allowing
the coaching staff to remain, the
dark cloud of suspicion and
mistrust still lingers over
Memorial Coliseum."
"Buying out Sutton's contract
would not be a comment on his
character or guilt, but instead a
demonstration by the university
that it is serious about cleaning up
it's men's basketball program,"
the editorial said.
The editorial also asked the
university to request that a delay
be granted in its response to the
NCAA allegations in the hope that
the NCAA would lessen the severity of any penalties if the suggested
staff changes took place.
"UK could show the public that
while trophies and championships
are nice to win, it is more important to have a basketball program
that is committed to honesty and a
high level of integrity." the
editorial said.

Notice
The Murray Women's Bowling Association will be conducting a
doubles
tournament December 3-4 at Corvette Lanes. All ABC and WIBC
sanctioned bowlers are welcome to enter, and a bowling ball will be given
away to one entrant. For more information, contact Virginia Swager
at
489-2292.
• • •
The Caverna Board of Education recently accepted the resignation
of
its head football coach, Johnny Belcher, who resigned for family
reasons. Applications for the head coaching position will be receive
d until Jan. 31. 1989, by Superintendent Billy'F. Bruce, Caverna Board
of
Education, P.O. Box 428, Cave City, Kentucky 42127.

•'He was a positive factor with the support and the
love he showed for me," Turner said.
Bobby Knight did more than talk. though.
"He gave me $60,000 out of his pocket for my
medical expenses," Turner said. "What coach would
do that? I got to see the other side of Coach Knight
through the accident."
Turner refused to let the accident rob him of
basketball. He plays the game now with the Circle
City Knightriders of the National Wheelchair
Basketball Association.
Knightriders. Interesting nickname, huh?
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Sports Briefs
PHILADELPHIA AP I — Eagfes Coach Buddy
....
Lahaed
.
choking on a piece of pork. and a quickVhinking assistant we, redited a It,...I.,:
Ryan was dining on chops at the Press Club in Veterans Stadium with assistant o..
began choking about 5 30 pm Eagles trainer Otho Balls said Offensi‘e oa, •
jumped up and admintstered the Helmlich maneuver
Dr Salvatore Gerardo. who treated Ryan in the Methodist Hospital emergen, I
admitted the coach to the coronary care unit as a precaution
TAMPA. Fla . AP — Amended felony charges have been filed against f..rmer
Bruce Kimball. giving state prosecutors added legal options in the case 111
were killed in an accident involving Kimballs automobile
Kimball. the 1984 Olympic silver medalist, was arraigned on two counts
of manslaughter Iv
culpable negligence The new charges mean a Jury could disregard the drunken
'in,, in,:
lions in reaching a der is.,
r in
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said Joe Browne. director of communications for the league.
Because only 214 weeks remain
in the regular season, the 30-day
suspension period could be carried
over to next season.
,
"We'll discuss that during the
offseason," Browne said. "Right
now, it's open-ended."
Scott was sidelined much of this
year with a shoulder injury, but he
did play last Thursday against
Houston.

girlfriend and another couple were driving on Indiana Highway 46, west of Columbus, Ohio, heading
for the Kings Island amusement park. The front tire
of his car caught the edge of the road rounding a corner. The car swerved, hit a cement culvert and overturned. Turner's spine was crushed.
When he awoke in intensive care, Bobby Knight
was there.
"He said to me, 'You're a fighter. Landon. You
battled what I put you through. You can battle this.'
"He said, 'Hang in there. You're a tough guy. You
came through all I put you through like a champ.
You'll come out of this like a champ

for Goheen's game-winning
basket.
After a Commodore time out,
Goheen took the in-bounds pass at
quarter-court, quickly dribbled
past mid-court and launched the
game-winner.
The shot scraped the right side
of the rim and gently settled in the
basket.
Ellison led the Cardinals with 20
points, but had 18 of those in the
first half and was the only
Louisville player in double
figures.
Booker topped Vandy with 20
points.
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Playhouse has special Christmas gift for entire community
The Playhouse in the Park is ready to unwrap a very special
Christmas present for the whole community.
It's Babes in Toyland, a delightful musical fantasy just right for the
holiday season, and it's being presented by the Children's Theater Company for two weekends, starting tomorrow night.
The plot revolves around the adventures of two young innocents, Jane
and Alan, who try to escape the clutches of wicked Uncle Barnaby; Barnaby runs the toyshop and he can turn children into toys and sell them
for gold. It's pure melodrama, of course, and it includes a lonely widow,
three lost children, a bad guy with a heart of gold — plus a little glamor
and a touch of romance.
Half the characters come from nursery rhymes and fairy stories, and
it's fun to see folks like Little 13oy Blue, Goldilocks, and Bo-Peep come to
life. The dances are charming, and the songs are very singable.
Remember the old Christmas standard, "Toyland, toyland, little girl
and boy land?"
And there's not an adult in the cast. In fact, half the backstage roles
have been,taken by children too.
As the children sing, "Come to Toyland, where grownups are special
— but children are first."
There are seventy children on stage in this production, divided into a
"green cast" and a a "red cast." The two alternate in presenting the
show, with the green cast opening this Friday and the red cast closing
next Sunday afternoon.
Director Liz Bussey explains, "So many enthusiastic youngsters turned up for auditions that I decided to cast two full companies."
Two casts means twice as many phone calls, twice as many rehearsals, twice as many questions to answer when rehearsals are over.
It means seventy young voices to keep on key, seventy small bodies to
teach the steps to dances, seventy costumes to design and have made.
For the parents of children involved in the show, their time spent as
seamstresses and on the set crew seems small exchange for the joy of
learning their children experience.

"The parents are wonderful," says Bussey. "I am so grateful for their
patience and for all the ways they're helping the show."
The parents, in turn, tend to say they're grateful for the opportunity.
"We've been theater-goers for a long time," said Vickie Travis, "but
this is the first time Amy and Kelly have been involved in a show. It's
been absolutely wonderful for them."
Some parents take on major roles themselves. Vicki Jones, whose
daughter Jessica plays Betty Botter in the green cast, volunteered to
play the piano when she heard the Playhouse was looking for musicians.
"I haven't played for an audience since I was nineteen," she said.
"I'm having a great time, and I really enjoy being with these kids.
With parents, it goes with the territory. But there's another group of
grownups, people with no children of their own, who nonetheless
volunteer to work with the Children's Theater Company. Francie
Vanarsdell, the director of Murray's Montesorri School, undertook the
demanding responsibility of musical director — even though she spends
all her day with kids under eight. Murray State student Cindy Galloway
is closer in age to the children than she is to the parents, yet she's fitting
her time as a musician between studying for finals.
Costumers Shirley Johnson and Denise Schmittou have spent innumerable hours on designing the costumes, selecting the fabrics, and
supervising the construction.
The reasons these volunteers give for their involvement suggest a love
for theater tied with a sense of responsibility to the community and a
recognition that it is, even with all the hard work, a lot of fun.
Nancy Nerney, who teaches ballet in town, has done all the
choreography for the show. She says it's the challenge that appeals to
her. "It's very rewarding when it all comes together."
Nerney's four-year-old son Jacob, too young to take part this year.
knows most of the words to the songs the children sing in the show and
plans to be in the front row come opening night.
Jacob and his friends are the next generation for the Children's
Theater company.
Bouyed by the enthusiasm and joy this show carries, the theater will

Black dedicated to opera at Murray State University
By RUTH PERKINS
Arts Critic
Randall Black is determined to
increase Murray's experience
with live opera, and he's doing a
fine job so far — an opera a year
for the past two years, and now, in
keeping with MSU Theatre's current repertory experiment, two
operas on the same bill. "The Old
Maid and the Theif" and "The Impresario" will open Thursday
evening at the Robert E. Johnson
Theatre in Murray State University's Fine Arts building. Both
operas are short ("The Old Maid
and the Thief" runs just under an
hour, and "The Impresario" is not
quite forty minutes long), both are
sung in English, and both are genuinely funny and highly
entertaining,
Gian Carlo Menotti originally
wrote "The Old Maid and the
Thief" for radio. The opera's
world premiere was broadcast by
the national Broadcasting Cornpany in 1939, and it was not until
two years later that it was performed on stage for the first time.

The staged production lightens
Menotti's dark humor considerably, and Black's cast
members are as determined as he
is that the audience should share
in the fun. The opera is doublecast, as Black explains, to give as
many students as possible the opportunity to sing with an orchestra, but you needn't worry
about which night you should attend. Under Black's menticulous
direction, both casts will give you
spendid voices and a whopping
good time.
Miss Todd, sung by Debbie
Tracy or Joeli Staley, is an elderly
spinster who lives alone with her
young maid, Laetitia (Lisa
Cabaniss or Maureen Mahoney).
Both the old woman and the young
one feel the emptinesss of a house
— and jlife — without a man, and
when a young man who describes
himself as "a beggar and a
dreamer" comes to the back door,
both women agree eagerly to invite him to spend the night. Bob,
sung by Steven Johnson or Robert
DeSimone, is so attractive to both
women that even after thay are

Auditions for show planned
Playhouse in the Park will hold
auditions for "A Funny Thing
Happened on the Way to the
Forum," on Monday and Tuesday
evenings, Dec. 5 and 6 at 7 p.m. in
the meeting room at the Calloway
County Public Library. Under the
direction of Gene Biby, the show
will be presented as a musical din- r theater at the Curris Center at

Murray State University on Feb.
3, 4, 10 and 11, 1989. There are
parts available for seven men and
six women plus the chorus. The
Playhouse is also looking for peppie interested in working
backstage on this production. For
more information, call the
Playhouse at (502) 759-1752.

warned by Miss Todd's friend,
Miss Pinkerton (Susan Taylor or
Kellie Morris), that a thief and
murderer has escaped from jail,
they decide to overlook the fact
that Bob seems to match the
description of the criminal. Their
eagerness to provide for every'
comfort and whim of their guest
and their increasingly glib explanations of the masculine
presence in their house give the
audience laugh after laugh.
In contrast to "The Old Maid's"
setting — a home in a 1930's
American small town — "The Impresario" is set two hundred years
ago, in the office of an eighteenthcentury theater director. As in
many modern musical comedies,
much of the dialog is spoken, but
the music by Wolfgang Amadeus
Mozart beats anything that has
ever come to us from Broadway.
The story concerns an aging
theater manager, Mr. Morals
(thoughtful and world-weary as
played by Jeff Holden), who finds
his principles offended by the
pragmatic philosophy of his assistant, Mr. Bear Lee Tone, and the
monetary machinations of
wealthy philanthropist Mr. Ben
Evil Lent. Mr. Lent proposes to
pay for performances by two
singers, Madame Goldentrill and
Miss Silverpeal. Scott Ferguson
and Dane Fox alternate as Mr.
Tone, and Phillip Garrett and
Randall Watts appear alternately
as Mr. Lent. Kathleen Thomsen is
glowering and spectacular as
Goldentrill; Media Faith Erickson
is stunning and saucily arrogant
as Silverpeal. The mercenary
competition between the two
ladies puts a cap on Mr. Morals'
patience, but the audience is the

ultimate winner.
As in the earlier repertory productions of "J.B." and "Biloxi
Blues," the two operas share production staff and crews. Bruce
Chamberlain conducts the large
orchestra with sensitivity and
style, and Pat Skinner has designed a marvelous array of costumes
for the two diverse productions.
The efforts of a hard-working crew
are evident in the smooth running
of the performances and the
skillful transition between the two
sharply contrasting sets. The
energy and drive of the perfectionist director Randall Black are
everywhere apparent, as he draws
his singers and musicians and
backstage workers together to
create a genuinely artistic adventure. "Come to the theater," he
seems to be saying," and let me
show you what a truly joyful experience opera can be."
"The Old Maid and the Thief"
and "The Impresario" will be performed at the Robert E. Johnson
Theater in MSU's Price Doyle
Pine Arts Center this Thursday
and Friday, December 1 and 2.
Curtain time for each performance is 8 p.m. These performances are in lieu of the rainedout performances of November
18-19; tickets for those concelled
performances can be exchanged
by calling the box office.
For reservations or exchanges,
call 762-6797 or 762-4421.
"Opera," pronounces an outraged Mr. Morals," — a ridiculous
Italian disease that won't last."
Randall Black begs to differ, and
once you've experienced his current argument to the contrary,
you'll be inclined to agree with
him.
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still be there for them.
Babes in Toyland opens tomorrow night, Friday, December 2.
Because of the colder weather, all performances will be in the meeting
room of the Calloway County Public Library rather than at the
playhouse.
Evening performances are on Friday and Saturday, December 2-3
and 9-10, with matinees on both Saturday and Sunday, December 3-4 and
10-11. Keeping children's bedtimes in mind, Bussey has scheduled evening performances to begin at 7:00. Afternoon matinees begin at 2:00.
Babes in Toyland is sponsored by WSJP Radio and Pockets Convenience Stores.

"Babes in Toyland" cast members Carroll Lane Christopher, Ellen Uddberg, Sara Willams, Mary Maddox, Lane Dennison, Art Cripps, Adam
Larson and Alyson McNutt (not in order) pose with choreographer Nancy Nerney (back row, second from right) during a recent rehearsal.
The show opens tomorow night at the Calloway County Public Library.

1NEEKLY
VCR51 ARTS CALENDAR
for the

PRESENTED BY BUSINESS COMMITTEE FOR THE ARTS
Dec. 1
Opera productions of "The Old Maid and the Thief" and "The
Impresario," 8 p.m., Murray State University R.E. Johnson
Theater, Call 762-4421 for ticket information.
Weaving exhibit — Sally Guy, Calloway County Public Library.
9 a.m. to 6 p.m.
Dec. 2
Opera productions continue at MSU
Memorabilia Night, 7:30 p.m., sponsored by Vietnam Veterans
of America, as part of Clara M. Eagle Gallery exhibition, "Nam
and the 60's," MSU Price-Doyle Fine Arts building, fourth floor,
free admission.
"Babes in Toyland" opens, 7 p.m. Calloway- County Public
Library, Admission $5, senior citizens $4, students $3.
Dec. 3
"Babes in Toyland" continues, 2 p.m. and 7 p.m.
Dec. 4
Murray Art Guild Open House, 1-4 p.m., 103 N. 6th Street.
Murray Women's Club Musical Christmas Program, 2 p.m.,
Murray Woman's Clubhouse, 704 Vine Street, refreshments, open
to public.
"Babes in Toyland" continues, 2 p.m.
Dec. 5
Fine Arts and Crafts sale, MSU faculty and Organization of Murray Art Students, Clara M. Eagle Gallery, fourth floor Price-Doyle
Fine Arts building.
Auditions for "A Funny Thing Happened on the Way to the
Forum," 7 p.m., Calloway County Public Library.
Dec.6
"Nam and the 60's" film festival features "Woodstock," 7:30
p.m., MSU Curris Center Theatre, free admission.
MSU Brass Quartet; 8 p.m., Farrell Recital Hall, Price-Doyle
Fine Arts building, free admission.
Auditions; "Forum," 7 p.m., Calloway County Public Library.
Fine Arts and Crafts sale continues in Clara M. Eagle Gallery
"A Perfect 10 in Two Evenings," presentations of 5 one-act
plays, 7 p.m., Dec. 6 & 7, Murray State University Wilson Hall,
Room 310B, $1 admission.
Dec. 7
Lowry Lecture - Dr. Steven E. Ambrose, history scholar and
Nixon biographer, discussion "Nixon and Vietnam," 7:30 p.m..
part of "Nam and the 60's," Murray State University VVrather Hall
Auditorium, free admission.
Murray Art Guild open for painting workshop, 10 a.m. to 3 p.m.
"Perfect 10" continues, 7 p.m., Room 310B Wilson Hall.
Dec. 8
Studio production of -Eulogy," 7 p.m.. Murray State University
Wilson Hall, Room 310A, $1 admission,
If you have an event you'd like to include, please contact Pam
Shay at the Murray Calloway Chamber of Commerce,
(502(753-5171.
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Courts overwhelmed by drug war failure
2.

-3
ne-

WASHINGTON(AP)- The war
on drugs is overwhelming a
criminal justice system whose
greatest problem is lack of
resources, not legal protections afforded criminal suspects, a twoyear American Bar Association
study concludes.
"The entire system is starved:
police, prosecution, criminal
defense, courts and corrections,"
says the report by an ABA committee. "As currently funded, the
criminal justice system cannot
provide the quality of justice that

It said that while courts are increasingly clogged, the drug problem "is growing worse, and ...

Less than 3 percent of all
government spending in the
United States went to support civil
and criminal justice activities in
fiscal 1885, a previously released
federal study has shown.
Those already thin resources
are being overwhelmed by a
massive - but largely unsuccessful - battle against illegal
drugs, the ABA panel concluded.

law enforcement has been unable
to control" it.
The ABA study noted political
disputes about the Miranda decision but found relatively few problems in the field related to it.
That decision, issued in 1966 by the
Supreme Court, said police must
warn suspects of their right to remain silent and to consult with a
lawyer
before any questioning
:

Judge issues gag order 4.
in abandoned baby case

takes place.
While the Miranda decision
"has sparked heated controversy
on a political level, the restrictions
it imposes on custodial interrogation of suspects are not considered
troublesome by either police or
prosecutors," the panel said.
Eighty-seven percent of prosecutors surveyed for the study
said no more than 5 percent of

The exclusionary rule - under
which evidence obtained illegally
by police may not be used in court
- also has caused few major problems, the study concluded. Some
police officials, in fact, told the
panel that the demands of the exclusionary rule have promoted
professionalism in the nation's
police departments.
Most prosecutors put the
number of cases dismissed
because of the exclusionary rule at
5 percent or less, while three-

their cases were dismissed
because of problems involving the
Miranda requirements.

14 Radio Ihaek
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gag order to reinforce what the
law requires."
Ms. Byars was in Fayette
juvenile court seeking to regain
custody of the child, who had been
in foster care while court officials
decided her fate.
State officials had sought
custody of the child so she could be
put up for adoption. All decisions
involving the welfare of a minor
are made in juvenile court.
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dim light With case. battery. #65-563

.„

,
- .
0
1 0
ter 41
V4.̀
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888

seen
on Tv

Handy Cordless Telephone

1388

Reg
21.95

Battery
8Checker

YOU,

(4677W 4677)
34211 34211

a

tpDff-3:

Lights when AC fails' Doubles as flashlight
With wall bracket, charger. #61-2740

PAY

Dual-Powered Calc

IIIMETEM

By Radio Shack

Cut
37%

Easy-to-Reach
Controls

Backup battery ext•a

V

ACE

Holiday
Hook-Up Pack

Two alarm time settings AM/FM Battery
Backup/Battery Sentinel' #12-1567

Rechargeable Emergency Lantern

WHIL

suertIts
LAST

(

Special formula provides clear
lifelike reproduction

Save
s60

Play through your headphones or home
stereo #42-5011 Headphones battertes extta

Low As S15 Per Month.

Contains 8" all-purpose bent
SUPPLIES
LAST
C-=* trimmer and 5" croft scissors
14elo4oi
MEMOREX
69551 )A Asovss,,sod You777

s4s
10 Pc. 90 Min.
"*".1"
Cassette Audio Tapes

219 95

15995

As Advs,Msed
No,rosso,

219.95

woe

EC-423 By Radio Shack

Portable CD Player

13"
6"

Reg.
379.95

2995

Reg.
47.95

table. 271/8"-high speakers, rack *03-1228

LAST

Features non-stick surface
for scratch resistance and
easy cleanup

o

- 15995

WHIti
SUPPl ITS

7003St

3 Pc. Fry (69262)
Pan Sot

3

Chronomatic•-260 By Realistic

00-3200 By Realistic

2 rolls V2"x450" and
2 rolls "x300"

t :10

Dual-Alarm Clock Radio

Reg.
Dubbing cassettes, AM/FM tuner, turn-

144

93459

4-Pack
Scotch Tape

„

Low As $/5 Per Month and IBM graphics printer
emulations. Prints in
draft and letter quality mocies.
Built-in tractor. Prints
up to 120 cps #26-2814 iiiv,PPq TM
IBM

System 100 By Realistic

Low As $15
Per Month•

fie

Tandy

Dual-Cassette Stereo
-

color
Con,
-Puter

- Dot-Matrix Printer Cut 29%
Ad*
DMP 132 By Tandy

26995

Nova • -15 By Realistic

391.5

Reg.
199.95

Save $110

ds Digital-Ready Speaker
seen I
o TV

as
seen
on TV

Attaches to any TV Uses
instant-loading Program Pak'
cartridges #26-3334

Reg. 39.95

Synchro CD-to-cassette dubbing,
auto-search on CD. Dolby• B NR on
cassette. #14-527 nat!er,,...,

By Tandy

Low As $15 Per Month •

24995 2195

STEREO!

ACE
BEST
BUYS
8

12995

Cut 45%

8" woofer, 21/2" tweeter. 60 watts capacity Real
walnut veneer 19 x 10314 x 71/2". #40-4034

MURgatzi
SUPPLY COMPANY

Save $70

Low As $55
Per Month •

By STEREO-MATE

Reg. 299.95

U.S. District Judge James Jarvis on Monday said the Kentucky
company failed to prove that the
Energy Department was violating
any law

Reg.
1299.00

AM/FM Stereo
Headset I

CD-3302 By Realistic

Reg. Separate
Items 998.95

128K Color Computer 3'1

Capture special holiday memoriesjust point and shoot' Low-light(7-lux)
recording, infrared auto-focusing. With
hardcase. #16-801

Direct-view..screen, up/

ITS

Per Month•

Reg.
119.95

"Lightning bolts- respond to touch or music #42-3035

Cut 40%
595 Fgiea

399

30X power Examine
stamps, circuits
Hand-held #63-850
'ISS Pk,'a

Cordless, Everyor
on your list can use
one! #61-2795
Fiattor.at

Pvt,S1

LAST

NV1r.

(ulicoo\
Personal \ 3441 2
Flashlight
super bright Krypton
bulb. Includes 2AA size
batteries.
Features

2"
WSW
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MST

e

Check Your Phone Book for the
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as
Runs PC-Compatible
seen
Software
on TV
Built-in MS-DOS- Has
256K RAM With Personal
DeskMate" 2. #25-1053

Save

15995

Low

Mon-tor extra

With CM -5 Color Monitor
Only $798.95 #25-1053/1043

$2,0 )
11)09
- 0°

Save
$40

Tandy
1000 FIX

Reg.
699.00

Low As $25 Per Month.

Model 100
MovieCorder'"
By Realistic

:DucketVision--22
By Realistic

enrichment customers to store the
fuel for free.
The DOE enriches uranium for
nuclear power plants in the United
States and other countries.
Also named as defendants in the
company's lawsuit were U.S.
Energy Secretary John S. Herrington; Phillip G. Sewell, DOE
deputy assistant secretary for
uranium enrichment; and Joe. La
Grone, DOE manager of Oak
Ridge operations.

49900

Low As S15 Per Month •

HQ VHS Video
Camcorder

Low As S15 Per Month •

KNOXVILLE, Tenn (AP)
A
federal judge refused to stop the
U.S. Energy Department from
providing free fuel storage for its
uranium-enrichment customers.
Nuclear Transport & Storage
Inc., of Paducah, Ky., in April
sued the DOE for $5 million,
claiming that the department illegally offers its own storage services for free, thus cutting into the
business of private companies offering the same service.
According to the civil lawsuit,
the Energy Department had encouraged the formation of private
companies for the storage of
unenriched uranium, then secretly
contracted with its own uranium -

Save $200

Remote batteries extra

Pocket Color
LCD TV

Company loses lawsuit,
free fuel storage continues

Easy-to-Use Tandy P 1000 HX

Remote on-screen programming of 14day/6-event timer. HO #16-510

• Wireless Remote
•110-Ch. Tuner

By the time an ambulance arrived, the baby, who was found after
police were alerted, had stopped
breathing. But she was revived
and taken to a hospital, where she
remained until Sept. 20. She then
was released to the custody of the
state Cabinet for Human
Resources.
The nurses who cared for the
baby named her Rebecca.

746,1,E
I
AND SPECIAL PURCHASE

On-Screen-Programming VHS VCR
Model 21 By Realistic°
28800 Save
s6195

On Aug. 31, Ms. Byars gave
birth to a baby girl in a restroom
at Kennedy Book Store, where she
worked. Police reports indicated
that Ms. Byars put the baby girl in
a paper bag and placed the bag in
a dumpster near the store.

quarters of the judges and defense
lawyers polled said suppression
motions succeed just 10 percent or
less of the time.
The study was based on
testimony from the legal community and a national telephone
survey of police, prosecutors,
defense attorneys and judges. It
was compiled by a panel chaired
by Samuel Dash, former chief
counsel to the Senate Waterete
Committee and a Georgetown
University law professor.

Most Stores Open Late
Until Christmas

‘#.

A DIVISION OF TANDY CORPORATION

LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) Fayette District Judge Michael
Roney has imposed a gag order
prohibiting discussion of his decision on whether a woman who
abandoned her newborn daughter
in a trash bin should be given
custody of the child.
Roney said attorneys for the
mother, Julia K. Byars, 19, of Lexington, the state Cabinet for
Human Resources, the baby and
the county carnet) an agreement
Tuesday on who should have the
child.
Roney said his ruling reflected
that consensus. "It was what
everybody wanted," he said. "It
was not a protracted hearing."
Ms. Byars, a Lafayette High
School honor student who went on
to study at Centre College, was
charged by police with firstdegree wanton endangerment. But
a Fayette County grand jury
decided Oct. 17 not to indict her
and dismissed the charge.
State law prohibited court personnel and lawyers from publicly
discussing juvenile cases, Roney
said, adding that he imposed the

Emile

131

the public legitimately expects
and that the people working within
the system wish to deliver."

solar

Payment may vary depending upon your purrhasr

O•ao .nea you r.r, ,., ,. ,P,
dot and tont One% bui no .01 on.d.,(r.

PRICES APPLY AT PARTICIPATING STORES AND DEALERS

Most Major
Credit Cards
Welcome

1

;
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Convicted man may be freed

STRATOLOUNGER

RECLINER
SALE

199
Stratolounger
Rocker Recliner

•

Up To

DALLAS (AP) — The wrong
man spent 11 years in prison for
the murder of a police officer, his
former accuser said as he
recanted his testimony in a
dramatic real-life epilogue to the
documentary movie -The Thin
Blue Line."
"I feel like it's my responsibility
to step forward — to be a man —
and admit my part in it," said
David Ray Harris, who at age 16
testified in 1977 that Randall Dale
Adams killed Dallas police officer
/ Robert Wood.
Harris, now a death row inmate
in an unrelated killing, was the
first witness to testify Wednesday
in a state district court hearing in
which Adams is seeking a new
trial.
Adams was convicted of the
Nov. 28, 1976, shooting death of
Wood, and sentenced to death. The
sentence was later commuted to
life in prison. He has maintained
his innocence, and "The Thin Blue
Line," a Public Broadcasting Ser-

vice production released to
selected theaters this summer,
questioned his conviction.
After originally saying that he
and Adams were in a car stopped
by Wood and Officer Teresa
Turko, Harris said Wednesday
tkiat he was alone in the car when
the killing occurred.
Although he stopped short of
saying he committed the murder,
Harris said his finger was on the
trigger of the .22-caliber gun that
killed Wood.
Judge Larry Baraka said based
on the testimony, he would deter.
mine that Harris had admitted to
committing the crime.
"As far as the court is concerned, he is telling me that he did,"
Baraka said.
Baraka could make a recommendation to the Texas Court of
Criminal 'Appeals for a new trial
after the hearing, which was expected to last several days.
Defense attorney Randy Schaffer quickly got to the heart of the

See Our In Store Special

50% o"
riólnizM

Large Selection of
Wallaways and Rocker
Recliners

Silk Wreaths & Garland
$ 4 400
Only

Many different styles & colors

$2500
Only
Christmas

641 North
Murray, KY

Personal incomes
higher.
in,October-

See Our In Store Specials

Sweatshirts

holds your recliner until

Iteative

I

20% tut_

Register 'for a Gift Certificate to
given away weekly.
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HOLLAND DRUGS6"4w
Downtown-Murray
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%

On the Square
Mayfield, KY
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ofr

N
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case, however, asking Harris,
"Did Randall Adams kill Robert
Wood?"
Harris replied, "No, he did not.
Randall Adams knew nothing
about this offense and was not in
the car at the time."
Dressed in an orange jail suit
and wearing handcuffs and
shackles, Harris also denied
assertions that he recanted to
avoid a reputation among other inmates as a "snitch."
Dallas County prosecutor Leslie
McFarlane asked Harris why he
started making stronger
statements to reporters in the past
two or three months about Adams'
innocence compared to what he
said in a similar hearing for
Adams in federal court in 1986.
"I felt like I needed to do
something to push things forward
because evidently what I told
them wasn't enough," Harris said.
Harris testified he was biased in
favor of the prosecution when he
implicated Adams at the trial. He
said then-prosecutor Doug Mulder
had promised "to take care of"
other criminal charges pending
against him in return for his
testimony.
After he testified against
Adams, Harris said, he was not
prosecuted in those pending cases
and did not have to continue reporting to his probation officer.
Movie director Errol Morris,
who also watched the hearing,
said: "I'm concerned because I
want Randall Adams to get out of
jail. I care deeply about him and
his family."

WASHINGTON lAP ) — A large
increase in farm subsidy
payments and bonuses to auto
workers pushed Americans' personal income up 1.8 percent in October, the steepest rise in a year,
the government said Wednesday.
The Commerce Department
said income rose $72.1 billion to a
seasonally adjusted annual rate of
$4.18 trillion last month, following
modest increases of 0.5 percent in •
September and 0.4 percent in
August
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FUN PHONE
is functionally
sound, visually
striking.
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to be seen & heard.
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BLOCKSTM
At ARLIILE tr•
Children combine curiosity and creativity as part of their
growth process, while adults never quite lose their fascinati
on
with unusual quality toys.
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BLOCKS AND MARBLES,"Hands On Creative Fun"
for young and old. Everyone enthusiastically stretches —*
their own attention span while building spatial.
sequential, an organizational skills.
With millions of combinations possible.
you may never see the same one twice.
BLOCKS AND MARBLES is truly a
learning toy.
Awarded the "Parents Choice" award.

PEWTER
TINS

nt in
t in

047 $1495

For cookies
or whatever

NO INSTRUCTIONS
NECESSARY: Just
watch the creativity flow!
•

$49UP5
many ,,izes
man,
, motifs

TRAFFIC SIGNAL

BAR LAMP
$49.95

CAT NIGHT LIGHT. These pair of cots cae made of
bisque porcelain and make a charming night light.
Hand-pointed eves. The sculpture stands 5 high x
3 l• across. The night light comes with a 60 UL
cord, convenient on-off switch. Boxed

$595

411111111W.

MANY OTHER MOTIFS
PRICED FROM $14 95

I

WIND
CHIMES
$995

Convenient
on-off switch

CANDLE
FOLLOWERS

It

POTPOURRI
SCENTER
wItIt warning am&

AVAILABLE
IN 4 STYLES

INDOOR
OUTDOOR $1 29
THERMOMETER

95

A GREAT WTI

INSULATED TUMBLERS
WITH 3- DIMENSIONAL DESIGNS

BOX OF
4
12 OZ.

95
GOLF

TENNIS

•
CARDS

:

BOX OF
4
16 OZ.

3

ONLY!

/1\

$2695

Tells tines
TALKING
by "4"'
ALARM
v.::

CLOCK

ifle

A lacquered shade slowly
follows the melting candle,
creating a beautiful worm
glow. Perfect for your holiday decorating or as a
gift.

hear.

Poducoh's Most Interesting Store

REBECCA RUTH KY. BOURBON CHOCOLATES
FRESH SHIPMENT JUST RECEIVED
$795
6

01 BOX $425

13 07 BOX

arty Mart
Hannon Plow 509 Lone Oak Rd. Hwy 45 Paducoh

442-0011

Open 8 o.m. to 10 p.m. - Fri. and Sot. 'til 11 p.m.
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Kremlin chief opposes publication of literary works

MOSCOW (AP) — The Kremlin
ideology chief indicated that
glasnost does not extend to author
Alexander Solzhenitsyn, who was
thrown out of the country after

chronicling Soviet repressions in
his Nobel Prize-winning work.
"I am against the publication of
a number of works by Solzhenitsyn, and in the first place such

works as 'Lenin in Zurich,' and the
'Gulag Archipelago,— Vadim A.
Medvedev said Tuesday during a
news conference.
To publish Solzhenitsyn's

COW'
310€›cocl
41,301.4clet,
cem-o-mleximena:Dmitoweifferirci
We Accept Food Stamps
We Reserve The Right To Limit Quantities

works would mean to, in effect,
undermine the foundations on
which today's life rests,"
Medvedev said.
Medvedev, the newest member

SV.Z.27.JAAS
SPECIALS
Prices Good Thru Wed., Dec. 7

1407 Main
Phone 753-4682

Grade 'A' Young & Tender
Goldkist

Owen's Best
Family Pack (3-4 lb. pkg.)

Chicken Breast

Ground Beef

Store Hours:
8-7 Mon.-Sat.

Owen's Best
Sliced Slab

U.S. Choice

Bacon

Round Steak
$ 69

3-4 lb. pkg.

79

lb.
lb.

Boneless 5 1.79 lb.

$ 19
lb.

US Choice Boneless
Waste Free

Louis Rich Bun Length

$239

Sirloin Tip
Roast

lb

Field's Famous Smoked
Center Cut

Pork
Chops

Turkey
Franks

lb „,

$219 Pork
Roast

29

Grogan's Farms Country

Sausage

lb. $ 1

Come by and taste it for yourself Fri &
Sat.

40•
•

Burley prices sink,
income decreasing

Sirloin Tip
Steak

0

59

lb.$2"

$119

Fresh Lean & Meaty

99'

lb

Pork
Steaks

ORDER YOUR PIT BAKED
HAMS & SHOULDERS
FOR CHRISTMAS

Eckrich Polska, Beef, Reg

Smoked
Sausage

lb

$ 18
9

•
•
•
" "

Miracle Whip

Bounty

Paper Towels • ••
•• ••
••
Single Roll

•
•

Con tadina

4/$1

Tomato Sauce 8 „z
Tropicana Twister Fruit

Beverage..

Hyde Park

Salad Dressing • omato Catsup
32 oz.
••• #41
•••
•••

•
•O.

-.••••••

•
•

•
Stokley Mixed

•
•lir•410

Vegetablesib 0,2
/7
9°

Hyde Park Tall Kitchen

..46 oz. $

59

Dinty Moore

Red Gold

2/89
Peanut Butteri8 $1 69

Garbage Bags.. .15 Ct $ 119 Tomatoes

14%2 oz
Peter Pan
Smooth or Crunchy

Texize Pine Power

Beef Stew
Van Camp

.24 oz

Potatoes

59

39°
150, 2/79°

Pork & Beans
Stokley Whole

$

16 oz

Cleaner

28 oz $219

oz

Wesson

Boma Peach

Corn Oil

32 oz

Hyde Park

$ 1 79 Preserves
Castleberry

Whole Milk

gal $
2
19

Chili with Beans

12 Pk. Cans

OWEN'S BEST DELI

Pepsi & Pepsi
Products

Owen s Best Oven Baked Chicken

Breast

lb

Owen s Best Oven Baked Turkey

Breast

lb

$4"
$4"

Owen's Best Oven Baked

Roast Beef

„

$4",

2% Milk

gal

BBQ Bel

$298

Cheese

$329
lb

BO Pork

97° •• Carrots

Ronco Reg. or Thin

3/$ 100

'Bell Peppers' 3/$ 100

Spaghetti

160z69°

Coke, Diet Coke,
Sprite, Mello Ye/Jo
Coke, Diet Coke,
Sprite, Mello Ye/Jo
Margarine

$459

$ 100
4 lb.

Cello Pack

Pepsi & Pepsi
Products ...

Parkay
Owen's Best Pit

2/99°

2 liter

16 oz. 8 pk
Colby

Bananas

$ 1 79

1 lb.

•

Fancy

$299 Cucumbers
$219 Potatoes
Fancy

5 lb Red

99'

2/$1 00

Ruffles

Potato Chips .801

Fancy Snow White

99° Cauliflower

BROWNSVILLE, Ky.(AP — A
25-year-old man who fled the Hart
County courthouse by jumping out
a second-story window has been
recaptured, police said.
State police said Johnny Lee
Sowders of Brownsville was apprehended at his residence about
10:35 p.m. CST Tuesday.
Authorities said Sowders had
appeared in court Monday morning on burglary and theft charges
before he went into a courthouse
restroom where he made the
escape.
Sowders was taken to the Hardin
County Jail and charged with
second-degree escape.

•

a Golden Ripe

Flav-O-Rich

Brownsville escapee
captured, rejailed

160,99°

OWEN'S BEST PRODUCE

$289

12 pk. cans
Oven Rest

LEXINGTON, Ky. ) AP ) — Kentucky burley farmers sold more
than 23.1 million pounds of leaf
Wednesday for an average price of
$162.80 per hundred pounds, the
Federal State Market News service said.
The price was down 18 cents
from Tuesday's sale.
Growers in Owensboro received
the highest average price for their
burley at $1.63 a pound on sales of
639,902 pounds. Lebanon farmers
were on the low end of the scale at
an average of $1.62 on sales of
629,848 pounds.
Kentucky farmers have sold
138,522,556 pounds of leaf so far
this season, up'almost 17,000 from
this time last year.

32 oz

Limit 7 with '15 00
additional purchase excluding
dairy & tobacco & drink special

•
•

many prohibited works have been
published.
Some writers, artists and activists in informal political groups
have urged that Solzhenitsyn's
works be published and that he be
allowed to visit the Soviet Union.
The author was expelled from
the Soviet Union in 1974 and lives
in Cavendish, Vt.
Medvedev is considered a
theoretician of many social and
economic reform policies, but his
statement made clear there still
are limits on the amount of openness allowed under Gorbachev's
reforms.
Solzhenitsyn's novel "One Day
in the Life of Ivan Denisovich"
was published in 1962 during the
thaw allowed by Nikita S.
Khrushchev after the death of
Stalin. But the remainder of his
major works remain unpublished
in his native land.
"Gulag Archipelago,
Solzhenitsyn's masterpiece, is a
chronicle of Soviet political
repression. "Lenin in Zurich" is
part of a cycle of books Solzhenitsyn still is completing about the
1917 Bolshevik revolution, and
traces the life of Vladimir I. Lenin
in exile in the years just prior to
the Soviet takeover.
Medvedev was chosen Kremlin
ideology chief in a shake-up of top
Communist Party and government jobs by Gorbachev this year.

lb.

U.S. Choice

Fresh Boston Butt

lb

of the ruling Politburo, is regarded
as one of those closest to President
Mikhail S. Gorbachev.
Under Gorbachev's policy of
glasnost, or greater openness,

head

$1"

Cincinnati airliner
finally free of mud
HEBRON. Ky.(AP) — A Delta
Air Lines jetliner was freed after
becoming stuck in mud at Greater
Cincinnati International Airport.
The plane's pilot cut a taxiway
turn too tight Tuesday night, causing the L-1011 wide-body jetliner's
left rear tires to become stuck.
"No one was hurt, and all the 85
passengers were taken to the
customs' by bus," said Ted
Bushelman, airport spokesman.
The 358,000-pound plane was
Delta's London -to-Cincinnati
direct flight. That made customs
checking a legal necessity.
The mishap occurred about 5:40
p.m., and the jet wasn't freed until
about 8:15 p.m. Afterward, the airport closed its long, north-south
runway, Bushelman said. But the
two east-west runways were open
and handled air traffic.
Workers trying to free the plane
chose to pull it out backward. They
needed a snow blower and two
small bulldozers pulling from
behind, two tow trucks pushing on
the front, and a couple of wreckers
lifting to set the metal monster
free.
Delta delayed departure for the
return flight to London until shortly after 10 p.m.
"We've checked the plane out,
and it's ready to go," said Dorsey
Jones, Delta's district manager
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20 Walk
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27 Expunge
28 Health resort
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31 Born
33 Once around
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39 Do, —, mi
40 Repairs
41 Heavy club
42 Ox of
Celebes
44 Devastation
45 Body of water
46 Very small
48 Those
holding
office
50 Sudsy brew
51 Metal
fastener
53 Selenium
symbol
54 As far as

READ THE CLASSIFIEDS
111232aLIEW____
I WAS WRITING OUR CLASS
CHRISTMAS PLAY SEE, AND I
MADE THIS MISTAKE I PUT IN
6ERONIMO INSTEAD OF GABRIEL..

NOW THE KID WHO'S PLAYING
GABRIEL 15 UPSET BECAUSE
14E CAN'T BE 6ERONIMO AND
COME RIDING ACROSS THE
STAGE ON A STICK HORSE!

4'.re

11

)Id
`ar

1

4721,

40-

"Well, I'll be Eggbeater must have missed that one"

clise

Van Buren

Young Woman Getting Tired
Of Old Questions About Age
DEAR ABBY: I'm a 32-year-old people how much they weigh, or
unmarried woman who happens to how much money they make.
be very pretty and look younger
If I tell them the truth about my
than I am. I have a hard time age, I get a backhanded complidealing with people who ask me ment, like„ "You look young for your
how old I am. I think that's a yery age." If I lie, and they find out, I lose
personal question — like asking my credibility. One woman had the
nerve to ask me my age in front of
a crowd of people at a wedding. I
was so angry, I lied. When people
guess my age, nobody gets it right.
WELL MAYBE BY YOU SAO I
They think I'm 24 or 25.
TI-115 TIME I-1E5 COULD E3E
I'm starting a new job soon and
I'm sure I'll be asked how old I am.
GOTTEN OVER 6ERONimO!.
How do I handle it? If I don't tell'
BEING UPSET
them, they will think I'm younger
than I really am. If I tell them the
truth, they will want to know why
I haven't married at my age, etc.
Please tell me how to deal with this.
AGE CONSCIOUS

,
Yagrab
•-•IV/

•

02-/

4kritioar-

AOW MA144 TIMES NAVE I
TOLP VW NOT TO GO TO
BEI) Wirit CrOM IN YOUR
MOUTH? I TOLD YOU
TOLD YOU SO!

A

Lrt

ut
en

ee

GARFIELD

p.

YOUR EYEBROWS
NEEPEP THINNING

ut

in

BEETLE BAILEY

NO BALLPLAYING HERE!
YOU MIGHT BREAK
A WI NDOW! GIVE
ME THAT BALL!

a

By Abigail

Legal

NOTICE TO
CREDITORS
The following estate
fiduciary appointments have been
made in the Calloway
District Court. All
claims against these
estates should be filed
with the fiduciary
within six months of
date of qualification.
Esther
Worley,
Route #2, Murray, KY
42071
Deceased,
Joseph W. Bolin, The
National Hotel, Main
at Sixth, Murray, KY
Administrator,
Joseph W. Bolin, The
National Hotel, Main
at Sixth, Murray, KY
Attorney.
William
Wesley
Wilson, Route #1,
Almo, KY
42020
Deceased,
Donna
Marie Wilson, Route
#1, Almo, KY 42020
Administratrix, Warren K. Hopkins, 204
South Fifth Street,
Murray, KY 42071
Attorney.
Alfred
Hugh
Cooper, P.O. Box 88,
Hazel, KY 42049
Deceased, James Lee
Harmon, 1101 Martin
Avenue, Murray, KY
42071
Executor,
James A. Anderson,
105 North Sixth Street,
Murray, KY 42071
Attorney.

LEGAL NOTICE
A final settlement of
accounts has been filed in the Calloway
District Court by Joe
I.
Grogan,
Administrator, of the
estate of Virginia Ann
Grogan, deceased.
Exceptions to this settlement must be filed
in
the
Calloway
District Court on or
before 9:00 a.m. Dec.
12th. 1988, the date of
hearing.
Ann P. Wilson.
Circuit Court Clerk
by C. Wilson, D.C.
DEAR AGE CONSCIOUS:
The cardinal rule: Ntever lie.
LEGAL NOTICE
However, you do not have to
A final settlement of
answer a question simply because it was asked. No need to accounts has been filget defensive, sarcastic or hos- ed in the Calloway
tile. The most effective dodge is District Court by Betto smile, look the person in the ty Scott & Jeanne
eye, and in a very pleasant tone Brandon,
Cosay, "My goodness, that's a Executors, of the
rather personal question that I estate
Ruth
of
choose not to answer. I hope Chambers, deceased
you don't mind." Then change Exceptions
to this setthe subject.
tlement must be filed
Since you are asked this questhe
Calloway
tion often and it irritates you, I in
recommend practicing the District Court on or
above response before a mirror before 9:00 a.m. Dec.
12th, 1988, the date of
— and commit it to memory.
hearing.
Ann P. Wilson,
•• *
Circuit Court Clerk
by C. Wilson, D.C.
DEAR ABBY: My sister's son
committed suicide a few months
LEGAL NOTICE
ago. Although my sister and I live
A periodical settlefar apart in distance, we are ment of accounts has
extremely close. His birthday would been filed in the
have been this week, and I couldn't Calloway
District
decide whether to send her and her Court by Molena Armhusband a nice card, call them, or strong.
Adjust not mention it for fear of ministratrix,
of the
upsetting them.
estate of Ronald ArmMy thoughts were: What if they
strong,
deceased. Exwere coping quite well? Wouldn't a
card or call front me just stir up ceptions to this settlemore emotion? The boy was like a ment must be filed in
the Calloway District
son to me and they know it.
BEREAVING, TOO Court on or before
9:00 a.m. Dec. 12th.
DEAR BEREAVING: Since 1988, the date of
it's been only a few months, hearing.
Ann P. Wilson.
even if they're "coping," they
are still grieving. A brief note,
Circuit Court Clerk
"Thinking of you with love,"
by C. Wilson, D.C.
would say it all.
* * •

2
BLONDIE
OURS IS
WHY
AREN'T
'MERE MORE
HAPPY
MARRIAGES

FOR
stme

DEAR ABBY: Perhaps I can
enlighten you as to the reason that
27-year-old man informed his
mother that he and his girlfriend of
two years were getting married, but
he did not want her present at the
ceremony. He informed her that
they wanted to be alone. The mother
signed herself "Crushed."
If "Crushed" has been strongly
opposed to couples living together
without marriage, the son might
have felt that it would be a kindness
to his mother simply to pretend that
they were getting married to help
her accept the young woman with
whom he planned to live.
That happened to me, so please
don't print my name.
LEARNED LATER
Cs.

Wedding bells? Wedding bills! Who
pays for what and everything else you
need to know if you're planning a
wedding can be found in Abby's booklet, "How to Have a lArvely Wedding?'
Send your name and address, plus
check or money order for 1112.149 (83.39
in Canada) to: Dear Abby, Wedding
Booklet, P.O. Box 447, Mount Morris,
III. 61054. Postage is included.

Notice

FUEL saving re
placement windows at
factory cost. 1988 close
outs. Hurry, financing
available. No payment
'fil Feb. 1989. You'll
save more than you
ay 1 800 421 9871
LIDDEN Latex wall
paint, 5 gal. can 529.99
Get at Black's Decorat
ing Center, 701 S. 4th
St., Murray.
GRANNY'S Kountry
Krafts will be open on
weekends through Dec.
11th, 1988. It will then
close for winter.
Sweatshirts, pillows,
folkart, crocheted dolls,
decorated hats and
brooms, quilts, antique
baby cradle and
grapevine wreaths
Hours: Friday
6p.m. 9p.m.; Saturday
10a.m. 6p m., Sunday
12p.m. 6p.m. 5 miles
south of Murray on Hwy
121.
LADIES in Orient seek
correspondence wi
single gentlemen
The
Friendship Office, Box
5241 Stn. A. Calgary
Alberta, Canada
T1H1X6.
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13

19

By GARY LARSON

Answer to Previous Puzzle

35 Fruit drink
36 Small rug
37 Out-of-date
38 Let fall
40 Masculine
41 Mother
43 '— tu, Brute'
44 Remainder
45 Liquid meas.
47 Southern
blackbird
49 Tease
51 Hawaiian
rootstock
52 Merger
55 Comfort
56 Abstract
being
57 Sole

4

15UU

THI FAR $IDI

THURSDAY, DECEMBER 1, 1988

1

Legal

1

Legal

PUBLIC NOTICE
A public hearing will be held by Calloway
County Fiscal Court on December 13, 1988
at 1:00 p.m. in the office of the County
Judge/Exec. for the purpose of hearing
comments, written or oral, with regard to
the expenditure of approximately $30,000 to
be received from the Commonwealth of
Kentucky for coal impact revenue for fiscal
year 1988-89. Expenditure of coal impact
revenue is restricted to roads. 4. •
George H. Weaks
Calloway Co Judge/Exec.

2 .Notice

2

Notice

Wiggins &
Shoppers
Mall
2 mi No of Murray
on New Hwy 641 4 Lane
OPEN EVERYDAY
Mon thru Sat.
9 to 5; Sun. 12 to 5
Nov 25 thru Dec 7

Wiggins
Furniture
Shoppers
Mall
A
Where the Best
is Not Expensive

Tuesday it happened
we're sorry to say
Mitchel Black turned
40 that day'
So, give him a call
if you will
Let him know he s
over the hill'

SWEATER Sale 1 table .
1- RANSFER your 8.M.M
long sleeve, $10 each. 1 home movies to video
table sweater vests, $10 tape. 53 50 per 50 ft
each. Solid white sweat reel, tape included
shirts, $6 each or 2 for Also, slides, negatives
$10. Scarfs, $I each or 3 and photographs Free
for $2. Nursing bras $5
pick up and delivery
Excuisite form bras up Call Donna Darneii.
to $5.48, 20°0 off. All Video Production
Christmas decorated Soeciattips 759 9246
clothes 40°0 off. San
Souci robe, long and
short, 3000_ off. Maternity
Wallpaper
clothes 10°0 off. We Care
In
Stock Paper
dresses sizes 1 54 Also
skirts, blouses and
99
slacks in regular and
Double Roll
V
plus sizes. Jo Ann
Varieties on the square
Borders
753-9569

$g

$ 399

Make
55$
55$
SMS555555
SSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSS
SS$S
$SS
$SSS
555$
SSS
SSS
SSSS
SSSS5S55S5555
$5555SS5SS5SS
55$
SSSS
SSSS
SSS
SSSS
SSSS
$555
SSS
SSSS
SSSS
55$
$SSSS5S555SSSSSSS

S5555555555
$55

TERRY'S PAINT
& DECORATING
Souths,de Shoppng
753-3321

Murray
Furniture
Mart

SSS
With

Classified

753-2600

753-1916
WE clean your rings,
free. We discount
iewelry, every day. We
buy old gold. We sell for
less, we guarantee it
Gold, diamonds and
Black Hills gold If we
don't have what you
want we will get it for"
you. Gold Nugget, 106
E. South Street,
Mayfield, Ky., Phone
502 247 6761.

•

Murray Ledger
& Times
Business Hours:

Monday-Friday
8a.m.— 5p.m.

NURSING HOME
INSURANCE
No age limit to apply.
Our most comprehensive policy pays for
Skilled, Intermediate
or Custodial Care
With Medicare's new
guidelines for confinement. Nursing Home
Insurance is more important than ever.
For free information
call
Jerry McConnell
Insurance

Saturday
8a.m.— 12 noon

Lynn Grove
Gifts 8.
Collectibles
CHRISTMAS
SALE
1 5"/0 - 20"A) off
Entire Stock
Fresh cut holly available.
Closed for Holidays
starting Dec. 21
6 mi. W

of Murray
on Hwy. 90 W.

733-4199
"tree local claim

435-4202

•

All AVOIC Ahalt1( A% lilt 1•1S1

ri.111
.7

CA',, I

r

Ccritrierital Casual!•CurrulIV,

Rim

I.

OVA

ilar C•••••••••••.1,* •1•••

,411

kmarfaut

n

P
4ekt
‘jn
unit
Off•Uf.1111VP (r)mgrarry

American Republic

TRANSPORT LIFE
'nion Bankerk
What do all these companies have in
common? In Murray, they are all
represented by:

McConnell
Insurance Agency
753-4199
'Our 26th Year Of Service'
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Notice

2

Notice
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Mrray Ledger & Times

Help

Wanted
6. Help Wanted
11
Instruction
10 Business Opportunity
24. Miscellaneous
24 Miscellaneous
27. Mobile Homes for Sale
Apple Cafe now
PRIME business loca
MURPHY
'S
Cleanin
g
WE service all brands
hiring female kitchen
FIREWO
sale.
OD
for
tion for sale or rent
of kerosene heaters and FOR Sale or Rent- 12x6S
help. Apply in person, Service plus office
Good investment. $22 a rick 753 2887
Afelifillgii...
carry a full line of parts. mobile home with 12x18
Puryear, Tn or call janitorial specialist.
FIREWO
OD
for
Sale.
Sacrifice due to health.
room addition, front
(901) 247 5798 Must be Honest, reliable, re
Tree removal
Free Keith's Lawn 8. Trac porch,
1.7" ,sig4
witi.
For more information
ferences. Free esrear deck. 8
Now & Used FurnItur•
tor, Industrial Road,
21.
estimate.
436-2758.
call (502)354 6075 or
miles north of Murray
759-9831.
CLEANING lady timates. Also
(502)474-8891
Olftwars
commercial- residential
437 4890.
Train to be a
n eeded
Salary painting. 489-2869,
FIREWOOD for sale. WOOD for sale oak and NORTHERN Built
759
'TRAVEL AGENT
Blinn Collactftils
hickory
negotiable. Please call
rick
,
$25
a
Red oak seasoned or
1837.
14x70 mobile home on
• TOUR GUIDE
Dolls
753 1798 after 5p.m
13 For Sale or Trade
green $25 dumped, 530 759-9313 after 5p m
WILL babysit from
beautiful I acre shaded
rXPE
AIRLIN
•
RIEN
E
CED
Nand Wrapped Flowers
TRADE 1978 Toyota stacked 436 5430.
lot south of town. Has
26
TV -Radio
C.N.C.Mill 1 la.m. 7p.m. Re
RESERVATIONIST
ferences. Call 753-8717
large garage with elec
motor home for 1985 or GO carts, go carts, go
Fall & Chrlsbnas
programmer operator.
carts! 5 HP single and RCA 25' color TV in Inc door opener, cen
after 5p.m.
Start Locally, Full tirselpan
newer compact car
Top wages and benefits.
Decorations
time. Train on live airline
STRINE, P.O. Box 1024, double seats Keith's excellent condition, tral heat and air, on city
Paris Mold Inc., P.O. WILL care for children
computers. Home Study
Lawn & Tractor Center, $100. 753 8998 after water, and all applian
Murray, Ky.
20% OFF ALL
Box 1268, Paris, TN in my home. 759•9883.
and Resident Training.
Industrial Road. Call 4p m.
ces are included. This
WILL do daytime
OIFTWARE
38242. 901-642-3764,
Nat'l. headqualers,
759-9831.
home is a must see, and
babysitting in my home.
27 Mobile Homes for Sale
Storewid• Thru
rXPERIENCED pain
Pompano Bch., FL.
is in excellent condition.
HAND crafted knives.
753-0791.
14.
Want
to
Buy
ters,
interior
exterior
Christmas
•FINANCIAL AID
Just in time for hunting 1974, 12x65, 2 BED- Call 492-8543 after 6p.m.
LYNDA S PRETTY capability
753-6244
CIVIL war artifacts, season or Christm
as! ROOM, 2 full baths, or 753-1362 days.
• AVAILABLE
50% OFF MOST
PUNCH Embroidery
after 5p.m.
11. IrKtruction
guns, swords, etc. Ask For the person
who
has 14,000. 753-1265 or 753Sweatsh
PLACE
•JOB
irts!
MENT
Lynda GENERAL Freighf LEARN
CHRISTMAS
for Larry 753-3633.
0716 after 6p.m.
a career in the
everything. 753-6308.
Ward,
2
miles
west
of Hauling. Commercial horse industr
ASSISTANCE
FRAME mounted
DECORATIONS!
1976 BUDDY Northern 28. Mobile Homes for Rent
y! The
kINDLI
NG
wood.
708
Hazel
on
State
Transp
Line
ort needs Kentucky Equine
trailer hitch for pick up
Bel-Air
2 BEDROOM mobile
In
South 3rd Street. 753- Insulator, 12x65, 2 bed
Road 893 500 patterns, ownerroperaters! If
truck, class 3. 759-4905.
room, double oven with home, good location,
Shopping Center.
stitute is now taking
2639.
glue, guaranteed you need training, we
A.C.T. TRAVEL SCHOOL
JUNK cars and trucks
built-in range, 10x20 $110 per month.
applications for the
753-9234
LARGE, large, large
needles. Free pattern will train you. You will
(Accredited Akimbo, NriSC)
Ask for Larry 753 3633
awning included, gas 753 8216.
February 6, 1989 class
selection of storage
with each visit. free operate your own trac
heat, new carpet. Extra 2 BEDROOM, central
JUNK cars, batteries, buildings
catalog with purchase tor. If you don't have Approved for Veterans
in stock for nice, $5,800.
heat, carpeted. Also 2
753-0476.
aluminum cans and immedi
Scholarships available.
of
kit.
ate
deliver
Taking
y.
custom
Comme
one,
rcial Contact: Kentucky
LEATHER Snakeskin
1980 EAGLE 14x65, 1 bedroom, 2 baths, gas
other scrap. 492 8183.
orders.
Acree
Sweatsh
Porta
irts
ble
Transpor
t offers a pur
Come see our new line
heat. No pets, re
Equine Institute, 4089
PIANO in good condi
Buildings, Mayfield, bedroom, 2 full baths
chase program that we Iron Works
of all leather billfolds at sizes S XXXLarge:
435-4595 after 5p.m
ferenCes, 641 North.
tion. 492 8411 after Ky. 502-247-7831.
Pike,
Children'
$6.
s
sizes
think
216:
is
one
of
the best Lexington, KY 40511
just $5. Leather vests,
1981, 2 bedroom, 12x56 753-3942.
5p.m.
TRAIN
in the industry. If you Phone
MOVING? Don't rent a
purses, key chains, $3. Phone 492-8580.
TO BE A
606 233 4303 Ext
$ 5 , 500
5 2 7 8 7 5 0 TRAILER for rent Dill
USED
uphols
tered
SANTA
are
suit
21
over
or
rentals!
truck!
and
think 263
Our Movex (Benton)
P,9OFESSIONAL
belts, belt buckles. Will
Electric
chaise
lounge,
suitable
759
4073
you
may
qualify,
system
call
is great! You
•SECRETARY
engrave your name on
for
1983
recoverin
CLAYTO
g.
753-7964.
N
14x60,
for
comple
a
te
•SECJRECE
inload, we haul, you
PTIONIST
leather belts. Snakeskin
es.k
INSTRUCTION
ti,k,7
WANT to buy Raw unload, you save $8,000. 136 2326 after
<k
formation package. Call
*EXECUTIVE SECRETARY
(Python, Rattlesnake)
29. Heating and Cooling
6p.m.
Furs. Stanley Owen money. Licens
Tie
Sian
,
icicaliy
Full
LEARN
weekday
TO
tome/part
DRIVE
s:
time
Toll
Free
buckles, hats, belts,
ed
salearn word drocessmg and
McClella
1
BEDRO
n,
Pulaski,
OM
mobile
EFFICI
IL.
l•
800,348TRACTOR
ENT heating
2147
ask
-TRAILER
for
movers! Credit cards!
billfolds. Shop early for
reiatec secretarial Skills Hcme
6)8-342 6316
Operator 194. Corn
•No evinrierice
Information home on private lot, 8 stove. Black. Pyramid
great savings on
Study and Resident Training
miles east of Murray
shape, heats very large
mercial Transport is a
,i0C,arlen POMplino Air
Christmas gifts Ward
1 800 33MOVEX.
•DOT CaNekedan
d ivision of Nor- •Fell at parl•tire•
•FINANCIAL AID AVAILABLE
Leather, 2 miles west of
ORDER Now! Christ- Call Lindsey Beane area 1150 753 7276 after
residence, 436-2582.
thAmerican Van Lines,
boning
5P M.
*JOS PLACEMENT ASSSTANCE
Hazel on State Line
mas trees, wholesale
15. Articles for Sale
•Pleoreent Devi
a Norfolk Southern
436-5355
Road 893. 492-8580.
•Flamed* aid
(502)247 7831
1-800-3
27-7728
Corporation subsidiary.
18
CRAFTMASTER
Avalletile
NEW Concord Family
THE HART SCHOOL
SEASONED firewood.
Protess,onal Ch,mre',
skill saw. Used very
INTERNATIONAL
Hair Station* New
ALLIANCE
436-2744.
Cleaner
TRACTOR TRAILER
little,
student
good
conditio
org.
seeks
n.
local
,Accredtea Member
Hours: 8: 30a.m.-4p.m.
TRAINING CENTERS Min=
THE Gold Nugget.
N.
436-5582.
volunteer to find host
Special- 150 minutes
Offering Fire Box Repair,
LEBANON,Ta
Gold Diamonds Black
homes
and
Call
KEROSE
supervis
hes
Tod
NE heaters
e
tanning with shampoo,
=MI
Damper Installation.
teen age foreign high
and a Magnavox jam Hills Gold. Discount
cut and style! Phone for
1-800.3
34- 1203
Custom Hoods and Bird
school exchange
box with CD player, jewerlry every day. We
appointment 436 2714.
students. Fees paid.
$135. 759 1408, leave buy old gold. If we don't
Screens
have what you want, we
1-800-221-0509.
message.
Senior Citizens Discount
will get it. *Free ring
LICENSED Life &
BASEBALL Cards
24 Hour Answer,ng Service
Health Agent needed.
Donruss, Tops and cleaning. We sell for
Guaranteed.
25%
Quality products, high
25%
Score, wax cases, $225 less
Special orders availacommissions with adveach. 753-0321. ,
The late Mr. E.A. Butch Cornwell
ble. Southside Court
ance before issue, lead
You'll find comfort and convenience in this
CHRISTMAS TREES Square,
5 Lost and Found
Sat., Dec. 3rd, 1988 at 10 a.m.
Mayfield, Ky.
system, and benefits.
for sale, $8 each. To 247,6762.
4 bedroom, 2 bath home designed for hapat the Dan Miller Auction Barn
LOST 7 miles southw
Call 1 800-456-4277.
order for December 1 &
py family living. Located near university
est of Lynn Grove, NEED a job. 4 openings
From Murray, Ky. take Hwy. 94 West to
3 and December 9 & 10 WATER heaters, eleclocated 1 mile east
and public schools. Priced in the mid 60's
tric,
40
gallon,
double
black male Alaskian now. You may qualify
call 437-4829.
Lynn Grove, turn onto 893. From Mayfield
Malamute, 1 blue eye, 1 if: (1)you do not have
On 94 now having a
COMMERCIAL 16HP heating elements, 5
take 121 South to Coldwater, turn south onbrown eye, wearing a GED or your high
lawn genie for picking years, glass lined tank,
to 1836 3 miles to auction. Watch for auction
$119.99. Wallin Hardblue collar with vacona
school diploma, (2) you
up leaves. Keith's Lawn
ware, Downtown Paris,
signs.
lion tag. Answers to have been out of school
& Tractor Center, In
Tn.
"Blue" 435 4389 after 9 months or more, (3)
Nice old goose neck rocker - nice oak
dustrial Rd. 759 9831.
5p.m.
you are between ages 16
counter
FOR Sale
spool cabinet - old oak wall
Electric
Through Sat. Dec 3
LOST Black male dog, & 21. We are a EOE. telephonetop
stove, $30. Electric
- beautiful oak wash stand with
This
white
on
project is funded
nose and chest.
Open 9:30-4:00
furnace, $75. Both in
mirror 8z rack - small wash stand - old
Answers to "Blackie". by the Western Ky.
excellent condition. 759
Tuesday-Saturday
dresser base - small oak table - old kitchen
Lost in Center Ridge Private Industry
1464.
vicinity. Has orange Council
JTPA. Call
cabinet - 2 oblong dough trays - old picture
FOR sale
753-0949
Sharp
collar on. Reward! J.T.P.A. Out Of School
frames - unusual old View Master 8E cards
copiers and fax
753-9378 between 8:30
436 5651.
Still taking clothes on
machines
.
Demo units
-3 nice sugar buckets - cedar buckets - fanconsignment.
LOST- White long 12:005 days a week.
also available. Call
.
cy old wrought iron bed - cast iron bull dog
haired, blue eyed, male NEED qualified inespecially large sizes
1 800 248 4319, Benton,
& cat - coffee mill - flat irons - cast ironware
Ky.
cat. Stella Lynn Grove dividual in my home to
1 4-20 and children&
- gypsy dye pot, small 8z large - old stone
area. 415 1252. Childs care for 2 month old
FRESH cut holly with
25%
25%
from
7:30a.m. 5p.m.
pet.
churns & jugs - fancy old glass water pitberries for sale.
References required.
435-4202.
cher - butter dishes - candy dishes 753 6812.
H OTPOINT disbeautiful punch bowl with glass ladle - 8
N OW hiring for
hwasher, almost new,
Christmas: Earn up to
place setting 1847 Roger Bros. T-S flatware
$175. 10.4 cubic ft.
SELLING TO SETTLE THE CLAUDE TOLER ESTATE Kennon
50% of what you sell in
Remembrance pattern - Liverpool England
Auction Compan,
upright freezer, $50.
has been commissioned to sell at public auction the antiques
Avon products. Call
and personal pro
pottery - large lot of nice syrup dispensers
Saw
table,
$25.
5439
436
753-0171.
petty of -the late Claude C. Toler.
evenings.
- pink & green depression - lot of Blue CarOWNER operators, 197S
MOTORCYCLE jacket,
REAL ESTATE SELLS AT 12:00 NOON
nival glass - old bowl & pitcher set - waror newer tractors, tan
black leather, size 42
Joe Kennon auctioneer and affiliate broker with Paris
dems with sleepers, run
ranted ironstone pots - Homer Laughlin egg
Realty. has been corn
long, made by Schott
missioned to sell the home and lot at public auction Don't miss
seven states, home
shell china Georgian pattern - other old
the opportuni
Co.
$145
best
or
offer
ty Home shown prior to sale by appointment only
weekends, 88 cents
china - musical beer stein - dressed china
759 4104.
loaded, 60 cents empty,
•Selling extra nice 5 bedroom, 2'6 bath home Located
in a very quiet
SACHS Dolmar chain
dolls - 01 and 02 kerosene lamps - Aladdin
drivers must be 25
neighborhood just three houses down from historical Grove
Tower. This lovely
saws, Model 111 with 3.1
8t Ray lamps - Aladdin lamp parts - lot of
years or older, good
home
features a large living room with fireplace, formal dining room,
cubic inches, 18" bar,
modern
driving record. Call
Jim Beam whiskey decanters - old grandkitchen with lots of cabinet space and dishwasher, large
electronic ignition, admaster bedroom with
Piggyback Transporta
Visit us for unusual Christmas
dad president stand complete -large lot of
his/hers cedar lined closets and a full bath on main floor The
justable automatic
upstairs has two
ion Service 317 787 3478
nice bedrooms with built in bookshelves, a guest room, 1 4'.
old Avon bottles full 8z still in boxes - 1100
ornaments, music boxes,
chain oiling, D2M anti
or 800 428 7798.
bath, and large dress
ing
or
vibrat
lounge
ion,
area
299.95.
(possible
12
ga.
shotgun with 4x Bushnell scope 4th bedroom) Full basement with plenty of storage
Christmas mints, wide assortR N LPN wanted for
Keith's Lawn & Tractor
and lots of room for a workshop plus '6 bath Single car
30-0-6 rifle with scope - .22 auto. rifle - 25
busy physician's office.
garage and covered
ment of stuffed animals,
Center
Industr
,
ial
carport
as well as a nice covered spacious front porch all
Salary negotiable, betautomatic Colt pistol - Wilton cake supplies
make this home
beautiful poinsettias, plants,
Road.
759-9831
something you must see for yourself to fully appreciate
ter than average ben
its beauty This home
- wedding cake tops - oak frame showcase
TORO self propelled
jewelry, arrangements and
efits. Send resume to
can be viewed before auction day by appointment only
Call Joe or Becky Ken
- nice bow & arrows - beautiful oak t.v. leaf vacuum and
P. 0. Box 1040 C,
non at 642-3750 or Paris Realty at 642-6165.
unusual gift items for the family.
blower. Keith's Lawn &
VCR & stereo cabinet - metal toys - color
Murray.
TERMS
OF SALE: Real Estate 20% down sale day. Balance due
Tractor Industrial Rd
with closing
t.v. - couch & chair - coffee & end tables 759 9831.
Hours
OPEN
HOUSE
&
PRE-AUC
TION
maple bedroom suite - Ashley wood heater
SHOWING
Mon.-Fri.. 9.00 a.m -4:30 p m
FRIDAY, DEC. 2 - 11 a.m.-6 pen.
- stove & ref. - auto. washer - gas wall furand 6:00 p.m 8.30 p m
Join Us/
16 Home Furnishings
nace - nice short wide topper - motorcycle
AUCTIONEER'S NOTE Fine home, excellent antiques and
Sat -Sun., 12 noon-5 p m
collectibles, like new
- good set of pickup side boards - nice elec5 PIECE octagonal oak,
furniture and much more can be found at this sale. Make plans
now to attend
MN,
brass and glass dinette
tric hosita.I bed - beautiful large gun cabinet
this outstanding auction.
11$4
set. Also, 5 piece
- hand 8E garden tools - carpenter tools- 1978
chrome and butcher
803 Poplar
PARTIAL LISTING
Olds, steering, brakes & air. Many other
753-5131, Ext 175
block laminated dinette
FURNITURE: Cumberland Valley cherry bedroom set with dresser
guaranteed $100
Murray, KY 42071
and chest (Davis
items not listed.
set. 753-3843
Cabinet Co.): 2 Lillian Russell cherry beds. Jameson cherry
per week part time.
dresser blanket chest
Auction held rain or shine. Not responsible
COUCH, 2 wing chairs,
cedar chest; solid cherry gate leg table 6 twine bottom cherry
Must have own car,
chairs, walnut
dark pine coffee table,
for accidents. Lunch available.
carved foyer table, maple- formica drop leaf kitchen table
with 2 chairs. like new
hex
table,
insurance and be at
end table,
Strata-Lounger chair, Franklin recliner, sofa, 2 love seats, parlor
dining table with leaf,
chairs. caned
least 18 years old.
rocker, coffee table, end tables, table lamps, hell trees, walnut
six chairs, china
office desk of
Licensed & Bonded in Ky. & Tn. 01281
lice
chairs; 2 4 drawer metal file cabinets; book shelves
cabinet. 759 4648 after
Hazel Kentucky beside
Apply in person.
ANTIQUES & COLLECTIBLES Primitive walnut kitchen cabinet,
Darrell Beane - Terry Paschall
5P•mladies mahogony
Gallimore's Food Stand
spinet desk, 3 beautiful hanging lamps. empire style sofa,
V
kING size waterbed,
R UN your own high
ornate carved lamp
Auctioneers
, Hours Mon -Fri 8 AM-5 30 PM
table,
pine
bookcase
s on rollers. 4 drawer wooded file cabinet, oak file drawer;
bookcase headboard,
school exchange pro
"My Service Doesn't Cost, It Pays"
primitive bench seat, wood & stained glass shade lamp (Rock
side rail caps, $225.
Sat 8 AM - Noon
gram
If you enioy
ford lamp & fur759
1142.
niture, pat 1911); pressed back chair, piano lamp. Gone
working with teenagers,
Other times by appointmen'
With The Wind lamp;
NICE couch, matching
2 pink Alladin Lincoln drape lamps, kerosene lamps floor lamps,
would like the possibilPlymouth mantle
Aluminum Cans 40' pound
chair and recliner, $200.
ity of international and
clock; wooden churn; pitcher & bowl set, Fostoria 'America
n pattern including
Top prices paid for aluminum
753 6084
cans,
domestic travel, flexigal pitcher, fat pitcher w/ice lip, 1 pint pitcher. 10 or footed
water glasses,
junk batteries, old cars, etc.
ble hours and the op
/ince glasses, sherberts. 3 footed fruit bowl, platter salad plates.
beg & olive
portunity to earn
Restaurant Equipment
bowls. nappy. cream & sugar wItray, candlesticks & 12
Water Damage
boat, leaded cut glass
money, call Gregg,
& presses glass bowls decanters, preserve stands vases
Wednesday, Dec. 7th, 1988 at 10 a.m. at the
on some of
Melodic., pottery. Flow
8 0 0 3 2 2 46 7 8 . Re •
Blue. Bavarian china. 7 place set Spode china (Mayflow
Hungry Bear Pancake House at 1409 Main
er) Toby mugs, Japan
Woodcrafters
sponsibilities include
figurines.
St.
Hummel
in
Murray
figurine,
, Ky.
collector cups & saucers, Sarah Camp Toby mug,
placing foreign students
stock.
mustache cups, glass paperweights over 20 extremely fine
Selling good clean equipment: glass
with local families,
vinegar cruets,
opalescent & depression glass; beautiful ornate framed prints.
showcase - coat rack - 410 Clark vacuum
The water
monitoring their pro4 framed arrowhead collections (good points), wooden Coca Cola carrier
cleaner • large pictures 8z decorative items
gress and working with
mattress that fits
old postcards, old
magazines(1957 Sat Evening Posts 1907 McClures, 1909
schools and local
-steam table pans - other pots & pans Lippincott's) Early
your bed
1900s law books, song books, text books,
media AITS Scholar
several nice tables & benches - counter &
children's books. History of Tennessee
id
Ship
Foundati
volume
on
1P
-King
1923). novels, etc old check writer, cast iron seal (Toler
Size,
AA R P
stools - Toledo slicer • Rubbermaid bus
Business
College). old locks & keys, costume rewisky, old doll clothes.
URGENTLY NEED
4-Full Size &
carts - electric fan - squirrel cage fan - exwigs & accessories,
•DEPENDABLE PER
doll clothes pattern & material hook rugs; wall mirrors
haust hood and fan - 2-50 gal. electric hot
white split oak basket,.
1 -Queen Size
SON to work without
granite ware, old tackle box & lures, lots more
water heater - 1-50 gal. gas water heater supervision for Texas
Damage
COINS
d
&
SILVER
46
silver
dollars many of these are AU and better. 100 Mer30 or 40 chairs, some need repair - lots of
oil co. in Murray area.
cury dimes, various dates 7 piece place setting of Gorman
739-4322
cups & saucers - soup cups & saucers - dinsterling silver. set
We train. Write N.J.
Rogers silverplate dinnerware, several more sterling and
ner plates - steak plates - plastic water
silverplate pierces
Dickerson, Pres.,
NOTE All coins. *revelry and sterling have been
19 Farm Equipment
glasses. large structural steel sign with 100
removed from the house Can
SWEPCO, Box 961005,
be viewed open house and sale day
Ft. Worth, Tx. 76161
sq. ft. lighting - 5 ton air conditioner NEW Holland 472
APPLIAN
CES
Phico
color consol TV. Kenmore heavy duty dryer. Maytag
mower conditioner, 254
counter scales - Toastmaster toaster washer;
Gibson stove with continuous clean oven. Frigidaire frost
9. Situation Wanted
Tedder rake, 316 square
free refrigerator. Hot
Delfield ref. pie case - Cary hot plate - good
Point
upright freezer wringer washer
baler. 492 8659.
CHRISTIAN lady will
Scotsman Ice maker - good Taylor soft
HOUSEHOLD & MISC Sunbeam mixmaster good small appliance
do housecleaning. Re
WANT To Buy • 1 ton or 1
s new set Corcream maker - Stor metal stainless freezer
elle dishes, stoneware dish sat, Corningwere, Tupperware.
ferences available 492
ton grain truck. 49284)1
Revereware pots &
- 5-shaft multi mixer - Wills bun warmer 8899
Pans. pressure cookers, cast iron Mans cookie jars, glass
after 5p.m
cannesters. glassware;
Stor metal prep table 5 hole steam table
kitchen utensils, metal utility cabinets & shelves, stack
DEPENDABLE lady
heaters, electric fans:
Toastma
ster
deep
fat
fryer
G.E.
deep
fat
Miscell
will do housecleaning.
indoor,outdoor carpeting, braided rugs, linens, pillows.
aneous
24
quilting frames, sewing
fryer - nice electric grill - Litton commer753 2622.
maching table dressforrn,. sewing supplies; crochet thread,
1982 CHEVROLET
lots & lots of material;
cial
microw
ave - 3 hole stainless sink - BarERPERIENCED child
trimming, patterns, etc , picture frames. knick-knacks,
Citation, PS, PB,
Christmas decorations;
b° gas oven - nice large Johnson cooler care in my home in
office
supplies,
excellent
fireplace
in out,
cruise,
screen & dog irons, wicker baskets. clothes
baskets;
Hardin. Anytime, full
Bunn coffee maker - large stainless counter
galv wash tubs, misc hand tools and lots more
ask $1,150. Apple II Plus
and part time, drop-ins.
top.
TERMS OF SALE Personal property Cash or chock with
with softwares, $950
proper ID
Ages infant 4 years.
For more information and your auction
759 9868.
Announcements day of sale take precedence over take
previously printed material
Meals and snacks Re
needs phone 436-4144. Not responsible for
35 GALLON barrels for
asonable rates. Pay in
sale. Keith's Lawn &
accidents. Auction held rain or shine.
advance only. 437 4678
firm No 1082
Tractor, Industrial
WILL rake leaves and
Road, 759 9831
642-3750
clean out gutters 753
FIREWOOD for sale
oneers liquidators
Licensed Or Bonded In Ky & Tenn 11281
9491
437 4667

BIG

CAROLYN'S
CORNER

Cut YourA
Own 4.
Christmas
L Tree

Awith your family
436-5576

$10 - $17.50

1-800-327-7728

SANTA'S
HELPERS

111111

Estate Auction

The Nearly
New Shop

KOPPERUD REALTY
753-1222

25% off
Sale

711
/
49:0

ESTATE AUCTION

Sat., Dec. 3, 9:00 A.M. Sharp
210 Grove Blvd. • Paris, Tennessee

NtURRAY
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KGA Recycling

15,

to 492-8183

03

Domino's
Pizza
Delivers
Cash

Dan Miller - Auctioneer

r

Public Auction

498-8785 de

RATES INCREASE

What does it all mean? Members of
the
recently received a rate increase of over 50% on their
Medicare Supplement Insurance.
Historically when this happens, those
in good health will get a better rate
from a local agency. As more and
more healthy people drop out of a
group the cost to the remaining
members gets out of control. If your
health is reasonably good, call Bennett 8. Associates - find out what an
excellent Medicare Supplement will
cost.

Bennett & Associates
Insurance Agency
753-7273
Free Claim Service

Dan Miller- Auctioneer
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29 Heating and Cooling
kERD-SENE heater,
like new. 435-4207.
30. Business Rentals
APPR-0-X1MATELY 2,
000 square feet availa
ble November 1 800
South 4th St.

32 Apts for Rent
2 BED-PG-GM apart
ment for rent near
downtown Murray. 7534109 after 4p.m.
CLEAN, 3 bedroom
apartment near hospital. Prefer single lady
or couple. Cook stove
included. $250 a month.
753 358.4 evenings.
FEMALE roommate
desired to share 2
bedroom apartment
with another female.
Non smoker prefered.
Rent 895 each, low
utilities. 444-8068 work
753-7949 home.
FOR Rent New Duplex
at 1005B Northwood
Drive, Murray. 2 bedrooms, garage with
electric opener, appliances furnished, gas
heal. Phone 527-9192
(Benton).
FURNISHED apartments. 1 or 2 bedrooms.
Also sleeping rooms. No
children, no pets.
Zimmerman Apartments, South 16th. 7536609.
LARGE 2 bedroom
duplex in Northwood,
8315/ month. 759-4406.
MUR-Cal apts. Nor
thwood Dr. 1, 2 or 3 BR.
Now renting. Equal
Housing Opportunity.
759-498-4.
NICE 1 bedroom apar
tment, located in the
city, S150. Call 759 1089
between 4p.m. and
10p.m.
TAKING applications
for Section 8. Rent
Subsidized apt. 1, 2 or 3
BR. Apply Hilldale
Apts., Hardin, Ky.'
Equal Housing
Opportunity
34

Houses for

Rent

BEDROOM house,
TVA insulated, gas
heat. $350 a month plus
deposit. 753-0332.
1 OR 4 bedrooms, living
room, den, 2 baths. 1208
South 16th. Families
only. 5400/ month, 5.400
deposit. 753 4643 from
5-9p.m.

34. Houses for

Rent

38. Pets-Supplies

9 ROOM, 2 bath, 3157 WRINKLED puppies
North 7th, 8200/ month for Christmas! Cham
753-2475.
pion line of Chinese
Shar Pei: 2 males, 1
female. Stud service
36. For Rent or Lease
available. 502 247 8834
1.4x28 SHOP, furnished
for use as a stripping
shed. 759 4707.
41.Public Sales
50 x50 WAREHOUSE
building for rent on
Industrial Road, UN/
month. 753-5976, 436Big 4 Party
5862 after 5p.m.

' Yard Sale

37. Livestock-Supplies
REGISTERED Arabian
horses colt; fillies;
coming yearling, 2
years, 3 years old.
753-9894, evenings only.
SIMMENTAL and
Simbrah bulls. Per
formance & semen
tested. Excellent quality. 8650 & up. Cadiz,
Ky. 522-7630.

Locust Grove Road
(011 121)
Second House
on Right

Friday

46

Mrray Ledger & Times

Homes for Sale

38. Pets-Supplies

MURRAY, KY 7534906

I
PONTIAC • TOYOTA
1Z •

Spencer Says
We are

4

Automobiles At Prices
AKC puppies- Scottish
Terriers, West Highland Terriers, Austraha
Terriers and Cocker
Spaniels. 489-2246.
AKC registered Cocker
Spaniels- 4 males, 4
females, 6 blonde and 2
red. 1 ,345-2426 or 489
2647.
CFA Persian and
Hem ilayan kittens,
shots and wormed, $150
each. 489 2495 after
5p.m.
CHRISTMAS Presents!
AKC Registered Cocker
Spaniel puppies. 1st
shots and vet checked.
Small size and buff
colored. (901)247-5508.
EXOTIC birds of all
kinds. Parakeets on
special, $ 8 . 95.
Cockatiels, $29.95. Also
have puppies Daschunds, Toy
Poodles, Yorkies. Also
some young dogs:
Miniature Poodles,
Silky Terrier and a pair
of Lhasa-Apso. Will hold
until Christmas. 901 6427067.
kENNEL CLOSE OUT!
AKC Shih Tzu,
Pekinese: All ages and
colors, some pregnant.
Drastic reduction in
prices! Payments
available. Contact
Petty Officer Post
(901)642-4457, leave
message if not there.
WESTIES Champion
line AKC, satisfaction
guarantee. 5300-5600.
759 4556.

ESTATE AUCTION
SATURDAY, DECEMBER 10, 1988
10:00 A.M. - REGARDLESS OF WEATHER

ALFRED HUGH COOPER: Deceased

HAZEL, KENTUCKY
Sale Location: Two Blocks Northeast Of GINS
Bank On Calloway Ave.
REAL ESTATE • ANTIQUES • FURNITURE 1
_ CAR • TRUCK • WOODWORKING TOOLS
,
,
SELLING FOR ESTATE SETTLEMENT
REAL ESTATE SELLS AT 1:00 P.M

111111It -1
,
M Modern Brick Home Situated On A large Lot
1 large Living Room
M Well Arranged Kitchen With Plenty Of Cabinets
M Hardwood And Vinyl Floors
1 Double Boy Carport
.1 City Water And Sewers
M Detached Garage And Workshop
M Located In A Fine Neighborhood
TERMS ON REAL ESTATE 15°, Down Day Of Sale
Balance Within 30 Days
Lillian Russell Bedroom Suite. Bed. Dresser w Tulip
Mirror, Chest Night Stand. "Beautiful In Excellent Condition" • Antique Jenny Lind Bed. Full Size. "Excellent
Condition'. • Antique Flip Top Secretary Desk "Beautiful" • Antique Wood Rocker • Antique Lamps -Several"
• Antique Round Table • 4 Drawer Chest • Dresser • 2Cedar Chests "Both Nice" • Hide-A-Bed Couch, Matching Chair • Several Misc Chairs • Maple Table. Breakfast
Table w Chairs • Coffee Table And End Tables • Tiered
Television Cabinet • RCA Portable Television • Neccht
Electric Sewing Machine • Mirrors • Pictures • Goodey
Prints • Lamps • Clocks • Floor Clock • Mist Antique
Glassware • Kaysons China • Pots, Pans. Kitchen Utensils • Linens • Walker - Dresser Sets • Old Quilts •
Crockery • Old Jewelry • Trunk • Fans • GE Refrigerator
• GE Washer • Chest Type Freezer • And On And On
1964 Chevrolet Pickup. Short Wneei Base. 6 Cy!
Standard Shin, Black In Color.
54.541 Actual Miles, "In Mint Condition"
1981 Chevrolet Impala, 4 Door Car "Nice"
Snapper Comet 8 HP Riding Mower • Sabre 200 Riding
Mower • Chiefton Push Mower • Springfield Garden
Mr Cooper Was A Retired Brick Mason And Wood
Worker This Is His Life Long Accumulation' Corne
Prepared To Brave The Weather And Buy Fine
Furniture And Cherished Woodworking
Items And Tools'
Cresent Machinery Woodworking Outfit vo Table Saw.
Jointer Band Saw. Planer. 3 HP 220 Electric MOlor •
Scroll Saw • 6.. Table Saw • Cross Cut Saw • Wood Lathe
• Delta Drill Press • Bench Grinder - Router • Antique
Vices • Wood Clamps • Shop Stove • Shop Fans • Wood
Chisels • Power And Hand Tools • Wrenches. Sockets,
Tools Of All Kinds • wood Tool Boxes • Antique Wood
Boxes • Wheelbarrow • Yard Tools • Walk Behind Plow
• Aluminum Extension Ladders • And On And On
Lots Of Cherry, Walnut, And Cedar Lumber"

COMPLETE SETTLEMENT DAY OF SALE!!
This Property May Be Seen By Appointment
Contact James R Cash Real Estate
At 502-623-8466 Or 502-823-6388 OR
James I. Harmon, Executor,
Day 502-753-1372, Nights 502-753-0710
Millervels MIAMerlso Si Iles lelweresemere Is Obelesse hem Spare. Desonse
IBINIML NMS eemeherwee.. Bid lielals anew And °seers liens Ms %Semmes Or
ONININelle, Belpselese Or sesidsee As Ts Ow ilesen4, oi The insonnees.
MIRO Oselloinimil N is Nei 11i1s Beeson This Om Dimon Illssule Mel Thew
sei.es ile Oppenuelly Ts Wale inepsesen ene•is The Amebae SI iteeneeesee
...ewe Oey ON Sob TM., Pressesnse Oser el Oheor heeereeeimeme

Contact Auction Co For Detailed Brochure

JAMES R. CASH

-•.• AllCTKMF f l'
F ANIC Y FARM i
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43.Real Estate
BUILDING
5 apart
ments with 25x40 store
front plus land for
approximately 50 apartment units. 1303
Chestnut'. St., adjoining
MSU. 615-262-0000.
FOR Sale: Good rental
property, four apartments, 1 block ...from
campus. 842,000, all
753-1203.
kOPPERUD Realty. .
offers a complete range
of Real Estate services
with a wide selection of
quality homes, all
prices. 753-1222, toll free
1-800-251 HOME Ext.
711 L for courteous,
competent Real Estate
service. We make buying & selling Real
Estate easy for you.
LOT for sale- single
family dwelling, restricted, joins
Gatesborough, water,
sewer and gas. 753-5541.
44. Lots for Sale
SHADY lot in Sherwood
Forest. All Services
759.9268.
45 Farms for Sale
79 SURVEYED wooded
acres near Kentucky
Lake, good road frontage, very reasonable
price, 824,000. Phone
Kopperud Realty 7531222.
46

Homes for Sale

Used Cars

CHAPAREL
MOTOR SALES
1100 CHESTNUT ST.

Saturday
8 am-?

49

1983 ISUZU
GREAT room, 3 be
good
drooms, 2 full baths, 2 mechanical shape, 4
Must
door.
$65,
sell!
garage,
brick,
753 7721
car
000, by owner. 753-9983
after 6p m.
1983 OLDSMOBILE 96
Regency, 4 door, local
Motorcycles
47
car, triple gray, all
1985 YAMAHA Tri 7 factory options. Call
250 excellent condition, Mike Outland 753-3154.
service regular. After
1986 DODGE Charger,
5p.m. 436 5692.
silver and gray, auto
BORDERS Cycle and matic, air, 49,700 miles,
ATV Center. Used extra clean. 753-5171
ATVs, parts, service,
days, 753-6358 nights.
accessories and tires..
200 North Main, Benton, 1986 GRAND Am LE
sedan, PS, PW, air,
Ky. 502-5271680
tape stereo, fog lamps,
gauges, cruise, sport
49. Used Cars
wheels, handling pack
age, new wide tires,
MPI V-6, silver, 30,003
miles, 87,800. 753-2494
after 5p.m.

YOU Can Afford!
WARRANTY INCLUDED
ON EVERY CARI
UP TO
3 yr. • 36,000 miles
Parts &Labor with MO deductible!
Towing kid!

iTHANKFUU
for our
customers. Are
you one?

or
0

!` TOMMY
5 BLAIR
•
-7
,
•

SX)rlal V10A01

NMI

CLASSIFIEDS

MERCURY • MA ZDA

Car betel bar
50
Can You Afford
\telley A Used Car

WITNOVT A

A
PAGE 19

Warranty?

COME TO TNE TRUSTED
NAME IN AUTOMOBILES!
1971 VW Super Beetle
convertible. 759-9213:
1973 EL CAMI
Chevrolet.,
mechanically excellent,
body a little rough, 8700.
Also, 1984 Cutlass
Calais right front fen
der. 435-4526 after 4p m.
1974 FORD LTD, 2 door,
runs good, 8350. 413
South 9th St. 753-3958.
1976 FIREBIRD, 8,700.
762-4107.
1979 DELTA 88 Royale
Oldsmobile, nice, 1
owner, loaded. Floyd
McKenzie, 753-4725,
1979 FORD Fairmont 4
door, power and air,
automatic, factory AM FM, excellent condition
inside and out 5 Point
Auto Repair, 810 Coldwater Rd. (behind
Murray Paving), 8895.
753 9181

) BEDROOM, 2 bath
home. Large kitchen
with appliances, ceiling
fan, large workshop,
wood deck with view of
Kentucky Lake. This 2
story wood siding home
is located in Pine Bluff
1988
Lincoln
Shores on 15 acre
Signature
Series
wooded lot 759 1525
Town
Car,
low
after 6 .m.
owner
mileage,
1 BEDROOM Kentucky
Lake home near Pine
driven car, $23,000
Crest Resort. Quiet and
1976 Toyota Celica
private setting, for sale
GT
Coupe. low
or lease Owner financ•
'ing, low down payment
mileage, local
1
and low monthy
owner, $8,300
payments
1982 Toyota Tercel
(502)442-5647.
BEDROOM home in
2 door. 1 owner
country. 2 extra sleeplocal $1 950
ing rooms upstairs,
large living room and
dining room. Central
gas heat and air 12
miles east of Murray.
850,000. Call 753-1203.
4 BEDROOM Kentucky
Lake home, 1 1/2
baths, central heat and
air, 8 lots with hook-up
for mobile home, 29x20
work shop with base
merit, 2 car garage, 1979 T BIRD, S1,206
535,000 436 2994 or 436 after 5p.m. 753 7323.
2821.
1981 MAZDA GLC, 1
4 BEDROOM, 2 bath door, 5 speed, great gas
home on large, in town mileage After 5p m.
lot
Available De
753-7323.
cember 28. Rent 5425/ 1 $13 1 MUSTANG 4
month. 1 year lease speed, rebuilt engine,
prefered Contact Kop sharp, 51,200. 753-6268.
perud Realty. 753-1222.
PLYMOUTH Re
FOR Sale By Owner 1982
tient wagon, A/C, PBS,
Relocating Tastefully
tape, 51,995. 753 9371.
decorated brick home
with approximately 3, 1982 REGAL Somerset
000 sq. ft. with full Limited, fully loaded,
finished walk out AM/FM cassette, vel
basement 1 bedrooms, our interior, sharp
2 1/2 baths, family 753 0509 or 759 1543
room, living room, kit- 1982 Z 28 CAMARO,
chen, dining room, 2 power windows, power
fireplaces. Several door locks, power
ceiling fans, plenty of steering, T tops, power
closets including welk- hatch. 51,000 miles,
in. Master bedroom excellent condition, $5,
with dressing area. 500. 753 8630.
Natural gas heat Gar 1983 BLACK Cutlass
age Must see to ap Supreme
Brougham
preciate East side of power brakes and steer
Frankfort Convenient ing, air and cruite, excel
to 1-64, approximately lent condition 7$1 7307 or
25 minutes from 753 8254.
Georgetown, Toyota
plant Serious inquiries,
motivated to sell. $89,
900 Phone after 5.30
evenings, anytime
weekends 502 223-1327.
Toll Free -IXX)
HOUSE and 7 lots,
bedrooms, kitchen, liv
ing room, bath, dining
room, utility room,
carport, garden and 2
outbuildings, $21,000.
New & Used
492 8492.
IMMEDIATE posses
GM Executives ti
Mayfield
sion Murray
Program VehscIPS
area 2 story Victorian
11101-11142-911000
home in excellent con
dition, nicely decorated,
Hwy. 79 W - Paris
2-4 bedroom, den, din
ing, living room, large
utility, large garage, GOVERNMENT
SEIZED Vehicles from
approximately 1 acre
$100. Fords Mercedes.
247 7917.
NEW 3 bedroom, 7 bath, Corvettes Chevys.
brick home with large 2 Surplus Buyers Guide.
Energy (11 1105 687 6000 Ext.
car garage
efficient central gas S 815.5
heat and air. Located in NICE 1978 Ford Fiesta,
,Mtrtin Heights sub
40 MPG, 4 speed. stereo.
di41sion Call 759 1503 1st 5650 See at 804 South
for an appointment
4th St

HATCHER
AUTO SALES

513S. 12th St
Murray, Ky.
753-1204

Now it's
Dan Taylor

Chevrolet, Oldsmodle,
CodlisciIx. 01
Ws, TN

Used

Trucks

1979 DODGE Custom
100, power and air,
AM FM, 318 V-8, topper,
4 new tires, outstanding
condition, 82,695. See at
Ruthie's Gulf, 5 Points,
16th & Chestnut. 7539181 or 489-2278. ..
1984 CKE.VROLET
Silverado, loaded, 53,
000 miles. 435-4415 or
435-4374 after 5p.m.
1984 JEEP Grand
Wagoneer, loaded, V-8,
excellent condition.
Average retail $10,200.,
asking $8,900. Call 753
7307.
1984 SILVERADO
Chevy pick-up. 4.36 2828.
1988 DODGE Ax 4,
loaded, SWB, 9,000
miles, 515,200. 753-7291.

51

Campers
1 9 8 3 TOYOTA
Sunraider motor home,
34,000 miles, 1 owner,
full galley and bath,
roof air, engine air,
sleeps four Good gas
milage, priced to sell
753 0822.
ATTENTION Campers.
Before you buy or sell
your camping membership, call Membership Clearinghouse International, your
membership resale
company. Top dollar for
camping memberships.
Cal 1 800 242 8108.
52

Boats -Motors

1986 BOMBER 15 bass
boat, 1979 50HP Mercury, trolling motor,
depth finder. 759-9213.
16 CHEROKEE V
bottom with 25H P
Johnson and trailer.
Good crappie or duck
hunting boat. 759-15-43 or
753-0509.
EV1NRUDE outboardsNew Evinrude outboards & trolling
motors. In box, 1988 &
1989 models, dealer
invoice 100% financing
available. G B M Sales
1.800-544 2850 5 days,
8a.m.•5p.m.
53. Services Offered
A-1 TREE Service and
stump removal. Your
professional tree service. All types, removal, topping, feeding.
Free estimates. 50'
bucket truck and chipper. Call 753-0906.
ALLEN'S Tree and
Landscaping Service.
Free estimates. Hauling mulch, manure,
gravel, dirt. 753-8619 or
753-4951 after 5p.m.
7532332- 24 Hour
answering service.

3

CHRISTMAS OPEN HOUSE
HAZEL ANTIQUE SHOPS ti
0 Fine Antiques, Country Crafts, 0
Refreshments, Gifts,
Door Prizes, Discounts

/I

• Sunday Afternoon 1:00 • 4:00 ad,'
It
Hazel, Kentucky
tot
Not
4101t
net

1988 Buick Riviera, white
terior,

with

red in-

loaded, 39,XXX miles, $11,000.
753-5562 (7:30 a.m.-5:00 p.m.)
753-3433 (After 5:00 p.m.)

53

Services Offered

AUCTION
Murray, Kentucky. From Highway 641
South, turn right onto Sycamore Street.
Turn left at Sixteenth Street. Proceed to
Fox Meadows Mobile Home Park. Lot
A-33.

A beautiful 14 X 70 mobile home, with approximately 20 X 8 pull-out room. This
home is tan and brown, with central heat
and air, double hung aluminum windows,
living room, dining room, kitchen, three
bedrooms, and two baths. Kitchen features
lots of cabinets, dishwasher, and range and
oven combination. Mobile home is also partially draped.
SELLING TO HIGHEST
REGARDLESS OF PRICE.

BIDDER,

Also 1983, 2 door Mercury Cougar./
1
4 carat,
emerald cut, 4 prong diamond ring, 14
carat yellow gold.
TO VIEW PRIOR TO SALE DATE,CONTACT DO1JBLE D AUCTION COMPANY.
TERMS: CASH OR CHECK WITH PROPER'1.0.
Mobile home must be moved within thirty
days. unless purchaser makes satisfactory
approval through application process with
park owner, Fox Meadows Mobile Home
Park, Murray, Kentucky
Announcements made da3, of sale take
precedence over printed material Not
responsible for accidents.
SALE CONDUCTED BY:

Double D
Auction Co.
DONALD (DEB) RICKMAN, AUCTIONEER

527-8909

03

JERRY AUSTIN INSURANCE
'''''"• A REAL ESTATE, 527.3255

Services Offered

Oriurrs

Custom Woodworking

Kitchen & Bath

HOW TO
MARE
THE
ON A BEST'DE41,
NEW
CAR
co to
yourfriporite
and take

pzopzzs

avv,irr

CARS...

Aries

1985 Buick LeSabre Limited

Septic Tanks
Pumped
„Sewer lines cleaned

SATURDAY, DECEMBER 3, 1988; 10:00 A.M.

53

TELEPHONE wiring
WILL do plumbing in
iacks installed phones stallation 8. repairs All
moved- residence and guaranteed
Free es
business experienced. timates Phone 492 8899
Call Bobby Wade 753
or 753 1308
DUNAWAY S Painting- 2220.
WILL do roofing,
interior, exterior, re- WET BASEMENT? We plumbing, painting, &
sidential, commercial. make wet basements yard work. Call 753 4370
753-6951, if no answer, dry. Work completely
or 436 5895.
753 2332. Ask for Mike.
guaranteed. Call or
FENCE sales at Sears write Morgan Con
56 Free CdIumn
now. Call Sears 753 2310 struction Co Rt. 2, Box
for free estimate for 409A, Paducah, Ky. FREE kittens C
753-6315 after 5p m
your needs.
42001 or call 1 4427026.
FOR most any type
driveway white rock
*
also, any type gravel,
dirt and sand call Roger
753 •
Hudson, 753 4545 or
5940 *
753.6763.
.Nr
Customs Kitchen
GENERAL repair
.
01
Carpentry, plumbing,
Cabinets
.
0 •
roofing, yard and tree
work, wood $25 a rick.
All Types Of
Call 436-2642.
GUTTERING by Sears.
Sears continuous gut
ters installed for your
•
Cabinets
specifications Call
•Drop by & see our showroom
Sears 753 2310 for free
!o'
.z
409 SUNBURY - MURRAY -(Behind Bunn
estimate.
**********************
HAMILTON Cultured
marble and tile 643 Old
Benton Rd. 753-9400
JEAN'S Custom Sewing
Alterations , Make
pageant dresses,
custom sewing of all
kinds, from replacing
hat bands to making
pageant dresses. Have
new Serger machine,
can give your garments
that professional touch.
354-8669.
DUNCAN'S landscaping and lawn service
dealer
local
provided for the Murray
area. For free esdiscounts and all the
then
timates phone 753-3266.
call
rebates. .
LICENSED Electrician, Doug Jones
Or IOW
tric. Residential wiring
rriOrIthly
and electrical and elecPaYrnent
tric motor repairs. No
fb7arleing
rewinding. Call
753759,4751.
323/
L&L Roofing & General
Repair. Also, gutter
PE014/./S
repair and painting.
BAN
Free estimates. 1000
McrieItAl"
discount for Senior
Y.
MEMBER
citizens. 474-8057.
FD7C
MAX W. Parker,
Attorney at Law. Former County Attorney;
former District Judge.
Office, 104 N. 4th St.,
Murray, 753 3153;
Home, 753 7900.
MINOR autobody rep
air and painting. Ex1988 Dodge
perienced and quality
work. Phone 759 4086 or
'!,:ii - : raC.o i;',
759-4990.
MOBILE HOME
Loca '
Specialist- repair,
leveling, underpinning,
1987 Dodge Charger
set-ups, tear downs,
roofs, floors, plumbing,
Black :'
wiring, washing,
hurricane straps! 759,
4850.
P.A. ROSE carpet and
1987 Olds Cutlass Ciera SL
1
upholstery cleaning.
Quality results and
satisfaction. 759-4450.
1986 Plymouth Turismo
PLUMBING repairman
with same day service.
:
Call 759-4850.
PROFESSIONAL
Painting Contractor Brighten up your home.
1986.Ford Escort
Call now to book your
aue 2-or
top notch Quality Painter who has years
experience in 1 2 3 story
homes and businesses,
1985'Chrysler LeBaron GTS Turbo
has all tools and
equipment. No job too
large or too small.
Phone now 753-5192
ANY type of hauling
gravel, mulch, etc
753 0467,

Elec-

APPLIANCE SERVICE. Kenmore,
Westinghouse,
Whirlpool. 28 years
experience. Parts and
service. Bobby Hopper,
753 4872 or 436 5848

dlOtqatNilkqdltilt%lit
REMEMBER
DECEMBER 4- at
ir

53. Services Offered

1985 Pontiac

....Grease Traps
pumped
Portable toilet
rentals
--Office tra•4r rontal
• sales

6000

1984 Olds Cutlass Calais

Lane's
Mobile John &
Septic Service
527 9945
1 800 592 3308

FOR Sale 3 Storage
sheds like houses,
complete electric in
every way. 2 TVs, color.
1 dryer. 3 lots for sale
with complete hook ups
for mobile homes. Rare
Doberman pinchers,
fond and rust color,
AKC registered
2
mobile homes You
have to see to believe!
Call for an appointment
492 8806.
REDING and Carter's
complete mobile home
repairs service. Call
492 8806 for estimate.
ROCKY COLSON Home
Repair. Roofing, siding,
painting, plumbing,
concrete
Free es
timates. Call 474 2307 or
753 6973
SEAMSTRESS
DRESSMAKER
DE
SINGER
Custom sew
ing of clothing,
costumes and crafts. No
job too big or small.
Quality work Pick up
and delivery available
X mas project you can't
find time for
Call
753 4920
SEWING machine rep
All makes and
air
modets, home and industry. Call Kenneth
Barnhill, 7 5 3 2674,
Stella, Ky., Hwy. 121 N
HEETROCK finishing,
new or repair. 436 2811
tUREWAY Tree
Service- Topping, pruning, tree removal. Ac
nil bucket truck. Fully
insured for your prof
ection Stump removal
with no lawn damage
Free estimates. No
obligations 733 5484

1983 Ford Crown Victoria
,
Mini-Vans...
1987 Ford Aerostar XLT

Trucks...
1987 GMC S-15 Sierra Classic
..

•

1987 Dodge Dakota LWB
,
1987 Dodge D-100 LWB

Light blue

. ri

1986 Jeep Cherokee Larado
White wagon .'
p/winLII ..
deftost. root i., -

1985 Chevy Silvprario cvvR

--...,,,::•.i:'

PPERS ,.
rysierf,PI ymouth ,..---ivilgei.:Inc........_=...-.
-_4432--e.Wood-Paris, TN
i9044642-666-t--(4300)346-3821-

a
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OBITUARIES
Robert Edward Davis

Mrs. Grace Vinson Moore
Chase, Murray; two nephews,
Willie Owen Vinson, Rt. 1,
Puryear, and Paul E. Dill,
Mayfield.
Services will be Saturday at 1
p.m. in the chapel of BlalockColeman Funeral Home. The Rev.
Randolph Allen will officiate and
Mrs. Oneida White will be organist
and soloist.
Burial will follow in Hendon
Cemetery in Stewart County,
Tenn.
Friends may call at the funeral
home after 3 p.m. Friday.

Mrs. Grace Vinson Moore, 80, of
Murray died Wednesday at 12:15
p.m. at Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
Her husband, Albert W. Moore,
died in February 1976. She was a
member of Grace Baptist Church.
Born Aug. 5, 1908, in Model,
Tenn., she was the daughter of the
late Willie F. Vinson and Lou Rena
Sholar Vinson.
Mrs. Moore is survived by three
nieces, Miss Ida Lorene Vinson,
Rt. 1, Puryear, Tenn., and Mrs.
Rena Solomon and Mrs. Kathryn

Holidati Values
from

Robert Edward Davis, 79, of Rt.
8, Murray, died Wednesday at 9:441
a.m. at Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
Born Nov. 29, 1909, at Golden
Pond, he was the son of the late
Eugene Davis and Bessie Davis,
He also was preceded in death by
one son, Steve Davis.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs. Imogene Stewart Davis; two
daughters, Mrs. Janice Brelsford
and Mrs. Junior (Bobbie!
Childress, Murray; three grandchildren, John Jason Brelsford,

ILCO

Steven R. Brelsford and Ricky
Childress, and one greatgrandchild, Tiffany Brelsford, all
of Murray: two stepchildren.
The funeral will be Friday at 10
a.m. in the chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. The Rev. Jeff
Fuller and the Rev. Jack Jones
will officiate. Mrs. Oneida White
will be organist.
Burial will follow in Murray City
Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral
home after 4 p.m. today
(Thursday).

Philco 13"
Color TV

Mrs. Edna Dublin
Mrs. Dublin is survived by a
daughter-in-law, Mrs. Cordie Mae
Dublin, Murray; two granddaughters, Miss Rebecca Dublin,
Murray, and Mrs. Barbara D.
Schioppa, Carlisle, Mass.
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home
will be in charge of funeral and
burial arrangements.

Mrs. Edna Dublin, 98, of Murray, died today at 2:49 a.m. at
Murray -Calloway County
Hospital.
She was preceded in death by
her husband, Fred Dublin, one
son, 0.0. Dublin, four sisters and
-four brothers.

Mrs. Lucille Adair
Funeral Home of Murray. The
Rev. Jimmy Madding will
officiate.
Burial will follow in Beech
Grove Cemetery in Graves
County.
Friends may call at the funeral
home after 3 p.m. Friday. -

Mrs. Lucille Adair of Clawson,
Mich., former resident of Murray,
died Wednesday at William Beaumont Hospital, Royal Oak, Mich.
She was co-owner of Adair
Associates Mortuary Removal in
Clawson.
Mrs. Adair was married Jan. 5,
1938 to 011ie James Adair who died
Aug. 15, 1988.
Born Sept. 7, 1911, she was the
daughter of the late Edd Kelley
and Kitty Mangram Kelley.
Survivors are one daughter,
Mrs. Deanna Holmes,and one son,
Edward Adair, both of Clawson;
one sister, Mrs. Trixie Keeling,
Mayfield; 12 grandchildren.
Funeral rites will be Saturday at
2 p.m. in the chapel of Miller

IMMO, •••C bet CoO•CMar

Keep Th.-

Mrs. Lucimae
Bingham
Memorial services for Mrs.
Lucimae Bingham will be Saturday at 11 a.m. at Lambuth
Memorial United Methodist
Church, Jackson, Tenn.
The burial service will be at 10
a.m. prior to the memorial service
at Mt. Zion United Methodist
Church Cemetery, Medina, Tenn.
In charge of arrangements is the
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home,
Murray. where friends may call
from 6 to 9 p.m. Friday. •
Mrs. Bingham. 87, Jackson,
Tenn., widow of A.T. Bingham,
died Tuesday at 10:25 p.m. at
Murray -Calloway County
Hospital.
She is survived by one son, the
Rev. A. Nowell Bingham and wife,
Lula, Murray; three grandchildren, Robert Bingham,
Houston, Texas, David Bingham,
Denver, Colo., and Mrs. Betsy
Eaves, Shreveport, La.; four
great-grandchildren

Stock Market
Prices as of 10 a.m.
-4.80
Goodyear
Industrial Average
I.B.M.
2114.51
Previous Close
Ingersoll Rand
Air Products
4
1
38% /
Jerrico
28%B 292/,A
A.T.C.-Class A
Kmart
29% unc
AT&T
Kroger
. 28/
Briggs & Stratton
4 +
1
JCPenney
Chrysler
4 line
/
281
Penwalt
CSX Corp
301/4 -1/4
29% +
Pillsbury
Dean Foods
Quaker Oats
9%B 101/44
Dollar Gen. Store
Sears
43% -%
Exxon
Texaco
52% unc
Ford
Time the.
...46% +1
GAF Corp
4
/
34% + i/
U.S.Tobacco
General Motors
18% 44
Wal-Mart
GenCorp, Inc
C.E.F. Yield
Goodrich
.44

m.L GAt

4
/
41% •1
118% .3/8
38% AY,
4B 16%A
/
161

258
to
'3349

35/
4 -%
1

Is + 1/4

53-%
79% +%
58% .44

Philco 27" Stereo
On Screen Display
Remote TV

+ 1/3
391/2 -%
47% -%
4
/
99 -1
39 +1%
. 304444
7.79

75495- 7

BETTY BOSTON

414 MA IN STREET
MURRAY, KENTUCKY

PAT GOSSUM

753-3366

Inc.
Dwain Taylor Chevro et,Good
GM QUALITY
SERVICE PARTS

Philco VCR's
From

641 South
Murray
753-2617

eetut,. 5ithGennk GM

Neighbor
Chevy
Stars

1985 Monte Carlo SS, maroon.
V-8, auto, tilt. cruise, AM-FM /

*Extra Value*/1/\
Free 5 Year
Extended Warranty

Hog market
Pederai441.1e Market News Service Ihrwinber I. 19011
Fientuck5 Purchase Area Hog Market Report In
dudes 5 Buying Stations Receipts: 4ct 771. Est.
5410 Barrows 4 Gilts .50 higher Sows stead, .50
, lower.
130.00.14
US 1.2 320-250
134.00-36.00
U8 1-1 200-1720 Ibii
135.50-34.00
lb.
220-250
US 2.3
134.50 55.50
US 34 250.270 lb..
Sow.
32.3.5044.50
U8 1.2230.3511
123.00-24.50
US 1.3 300-400 it..
122.50 24.00
1:21 1-3 404-300 it...
SU 00 25.50 few 20.00
L'S 1.3 500 and up
121.50-22.30
it..,.
1-3304-100
UK
Boars 122.541-14,75

On All Philco Console TV's & Whirlpool Appliances In Stock.
Financing Available Easy Monthly Payments With No Payment Iii Marc'
89 Or The Pooular 90 Da s Same As Cash!

Jones Goodyear
S. 12th ST.
753-0595

721

radio. 19,500

1
ItURRY! TIME IS RUNNING OUT TO TAKE ADVANTAGE OF THIS'MC8E01100

**************************1
UNIVERSITY BARBER SHOP ; 110
The university Barber
Snop Cordially Invites
You To Come By For
Your Complete Family
Hair Care'
Don KIlcoyne

Bill Hammons

CHRISTMAS SPECIAL!
with ad
$10oo off perms
Necessary)
(No Appointments

Next to Melt Shoppe

* 306 N. 16th St.

(Plenty of Parking)

753-1953

DOWN

111
T amnion*
0
NO INTIRISrn

A LIMITED TIME OFFER FROM

YES1 Anything
PURDOM'S Everythi
PAWN
ng You'd
Buy Can Be Your
*
FURNITURE
Sensation"
I
44
, gall
'1
1dr

0)

L.

04
DEAR DR. GOTT: My wife and I
have two medical policies plus Medicare. Yet doctors insist we pay at the
time service is rendered. This seems
unnecessary to me. What do you
think'
DEAR READER I agree with you.
But I'd go one step further. I think it's
greedy
There is a trend among doctors to
demand payment at the time of service. Clearly, its in the physician's interest to be paid at this time; it increases cash flow. To be honest,
insurance and Medicare — especially
are slow in paying and.
Medicare
After all, the doctor has overhead expenses, just like anyone else. Therefore, I believe that a doctor who asks
for payment at the time of the office
r'all is behaving professionally and
.1 ppropriately
Note that I say "asks for payment."
The physician who insists on payment
is, in my opinion, exceeding appropriateness He or she is contaminating
the doctor.'patient relation by bringing in business concerns when medical concerns are what maffpr if 11n.
tients are covered by medical
insurance. I think that they should
have the option of_paying cash (to be
reimbursed later by insurance) or not
paying (and letting the doctor bill the
insurance carrier)
I might add that this is my professional opinion, it's a style with which
my patients and I feel comfortable.
Many doctors who expect payment
"up front" are good doctors The issue
is not one of competency but of
thoughtfulness
I urge patients who are picking a
doctor to inquire about billing practices Once they know what is expected, they can decide which alternative
suits them
In addition, there are other practical reasons to pay at the time of the
visit For example, most insurance
companies and Medicare have deductibles and co-payments

,,•k-N

I

Lt.
_

10*

DR. GOTT

PETER
GOTT, MD.

°
I.
PAYNE

a

'88 Year End

•
di

Specials
Brand New 1988 Models

- MIPAP'
.
, tar
4 :
viiiiiiii
CREDIT
ACCOUNTS
WOW ARE
%111101111 WELCOME

Was

Now

1988 Cadillac Sedan deVille

'23,994

'19,900

1988 Cadillac Sedan deVille

126 245

'21,900

1988 Cadillac Sedan deVille

'26,007

1 21 700

1988 Cadillac Sedan deVille

'26,007

'21,700

1988 Cadillac Bro. De Elegance
1988 Oldsmobile Cutlass Calais

129,000

'23,400

'12,887

111,680

1988 Oldsmobile Cutalss Calais

1 12,742

'11,500

1988 Buick Pork Ave. Demo

'21,136

'17800

1988 Buick Skylark

1 12,215

1 10,800

1988 Pontiac Firebird

'13,892

l2 400

r 7.•

44-7

-

yEsi

JaJ

NO DOWN PAYMENT!
NO INTEREST OR CARRYING
CHARGES FOR 12 MONTHS

30.1

sm,Offer good 01

r

..January,

1989!

THIS SENSATIONAL SPECIAL

SENSATIONAL SAVINGS!
INCREDIBLE SELECTION!

OFFER IS OF COURSE SUBJFCT
• TO CREDIT APPROVAL1

•SLEEPERS •CURIO CABINETS, •LIVING ROOMS'
•SOFASI•CHAiRSI•LOVESEATSI•TAIILES,•ROCKERS,
"FAMILY ROOMS'
•PIT GROUPS
•RECLINERS,
•BEDROOMS,•CHESTSI•TRUNDLE BEDS,•BUNK BEDS,
•MATTRESS SETS, -HEADBOARDS,
'DAY BEDS,
-DRESSERS' •DINING ROOMS,
•HIGHT STANDS,
LAMPS,
-DESKS'
•BUFFETS,
•CHINAS,
•Full LINE OF WESTINGHOUSE APPLIANCES
"PLUS MUCH MUCH MORE

Going Below Invoice
Car

:UN§

vow'.

Now Carrying
CENTURY Boats

PURDOM MOTORS,INC.
"Satisfied Customers Are Our Main Concern"

OLDSMOBILE—PONTIAC—CADILLAC—BUICK
1300 Hwy 121 Bypass - Murray -753-5315

It Will
ay You
o Drive
Miles
To This
Sale!

OFFER
GOOD
ON
PURCHASE
OF
300
OR MORE

PURDOM S
I FURNITURE AND APPL.
ON THE
ON THE WEST SIDE OF WARD ELKINS
SQUARE nI DOWNTOWN

MURRAY. KY 753-4872

STORE
It Will
HOURS
Pay You
MON.-THUR To Drive
Mlles
8-5
To
This
SAT
Salo!
9,4

